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CHAPTER I
 

INTRODUCTION
 

Introduction 

When the writer of this paper was student teaching, hi 

responsibilities included teaching two courses in cOMputer 

prograMMing. Most of those students were also enrolled in an 

1gebra class that he taught. Coincidentally, at one point 

during the seMester, the course content of the two courses 

centered around the graphing of conic sections. For instance, in 

the algebra class, the students were learning what effect chang

ing certain nUMbers in the equations of conic sections had on 

their graphs. SiMultaneously, the COMputer class was learning to 

graph the saMe type of equations on the Monitor of a MicrOCOMpu

ter, using COMputer graphics techniQues. 

As one MIght expect, the students realized Quickly the ease 

with which their algebra probleMS in graphing Might be aCCOM

plished using the prograMS written in their COMputer class. Very 

soon, they had not only Mastered the graphing of conic sections 

but had begun to faMiliarize theMselves with the graphs of other 

equations as well. They experiMented with graphing Many types of 

equations and functions, and in a relatively short tiMe, they 

gained far More insight into the Meaning of functions -- for 

exal"lple than they could have aCCOMplished frOM a routine 

algebra assignMent on graphing. 

StateMent Qf ~ ProbleM 

It becaMe apparent that using a cOl"lputer to help teach 

students to graph equations could be very benefiCial. The 
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proble~ WhICh this thesis addresses was to discuss the ra~ifica

tions of creating and using ~icroco~puter graphics prograMs in 

the teaching of MatheMatics courses. The content of this thesis 

will prOVide the secondary and college level classrooM teacher 

with the prograMs, and the knowledge of how best to use those 

prograMs, needed for iMpleMenting co~puter assisted instruction 

into their norMal course curriculUM. 

IMportance of the ~ 

The use of a COMputer as a tool to help the classrooM 

teacher present Many of the topics of MatheMatics has Many 

advantages. For exaMple, it is custOMary for an instructor to 

teach the graphing of linear equations by drawing exaMples on the 

chalkboard. Although there is nothing wrong with that approach, 

~ost such drawings are at least a little crude, and, often, not 

extreMely accurate. Using a COMputer to draw a line insures the 

line will be perfectly straight and go through exactly the 

points that it should. Also, the aMount of tiMe taken to 

accurately graph a linear equation on the chalkboard li~its the 

nUMber of exaMples that are possible for study in one class 

period. The COMputer will graph the equation very rapidly and 

precisely, allOWing tiMe to sho~ Many More exaMples and perMit

ting Much More practice. Another i~portant advantage a teacher 

will gain by using a COMputer is the opportunity for More student 

input into the lesson. Having students give the equations to be 

used in the prograMS helps keep theM involved and interested, and 

allow the teacher to More closely Monitor how ~ell they are 
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learning. When a teacher uses the saMe teaching strategies every 

day, students can easily becoMe bored. Thus, any chance an 

instructor has to vary his/her teaching style and teaching 

Methods can provide a More intere5ting session. Students find 

the COMputer to be very intriguing. Hence, a topic or a course 

taught to theM using the COMputer certainly serves to focus their 

interest. Once the usefulness of the COMputer in teaching is 

recognized, this study will provide the basis for iMpleMenting 

its use. With the prograMS contained in this thesis, and the 

discussions of how to best use theM, MatheMatics teachers will 

have what is needed in order to bring a MicrOCOMputer into their 

classrooM. 

Procedures Followed 

As the author began work on this study, considerable tiMe 

was spent writing the graphics prograMS. It was iMportant that 

each prograM be siMple to use. Thus, each one was forMatted to 

use a COMMand Menu. The title of each prograM was chosen to 

describe the general topic with which it was concerned. The 

COMMand Menu was designed to separate topics into More specific 

categories. SOMe prograMS Might conceivably be used every day 

for a week, using a different choice of the Menu each tiMe. 

Most of the graphics techniques used in the prograMS were 

fairly siMple, allOWing for other individuals to Modify theM to 

suit their particular needs. The author devised a Method to 

allow for a function or equation to be changed, as Many tiMes as 

desired, during prograM execution. Each prograM was designed to 
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~aintain careful balance between versatility and a controlled 

nUMber of input 5tate~ent5. It was found that, ~aking the prog

ra~s flexible enough to accept a wide variety of changes forced 

the user to deal with too Many input stateMents, which slowed the 

presentation and dulled its effectiveness. The original function 

in each progra~, located on the disk, was deterMined to be the 

best function with which to begin the prograM. 

After the prograMs were written, the author spent approxi~

ately one year using the~ in actual classrooM situations. A 

questionnaire was devised, appropriate to the study, which was 

used to test student reactions to the use of the COMputer in the 

classrooiY\. A forM of the questionnaire WBS cOMpleted by each 

student who viewed one of the COMputer deMonstrations. The 

inforMation gathered through the use of this questionnaire was 

u5ed to evaluate the usefulness of the graphics prograMS and is 

COMpiled in chapter three. 

LiiYIitations Qf the Study 

The writer chose for this study graphing topics priMarily 

related to the fields of Algebra. TrigonoMetry, and introductory 

Calculus. ObViously, such topics a6 three - diMensional graphing 

could have been considered, but in the spirit of confining 

discussion to the three Mentioned fields, such topics were 

necessarily excluded. 

Most of the prograiYIs contained herein, as was alluded to be

fore, were tested before an actual class. SOMe, however, were 

not. The untested prograMS covered topics that the author had 
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not had the opportunity to teach, either in his own classes or in 

those of other teachers. However, this is not considered a ~ajor 

liMitation, and one should not construe that those prograMs were 

inferior, since each one was run ~any ti~es by the author, using 

~any different test modes. 

The questionnaire, designed to test student reactions to 

the programs, was very brief and somewhat general. When class 

time Must be used to complete questionnaires, there simply cannot 

be an excessive number of questions, and all questions Must be 

designed 50 that answers are short. However, since the main 

thrust of this study was to develop the prograMS and explain 

their use, this is not conSidered a major limitation. 

The thesis does not include any instruction as to the basic 

use of computer systems. It was aSSUMed by the author tha any 

materials needed for this type of instructlon would be readily 

available, and was therefore excluded. Users of the progra~s are 

required to know only how to turn the COMputer on, load the 

program desired, then how to run it. 

As a final limitation, it should be noted that these 

programs were written specifically for the IBM-PC and IBM-PCjr. 

As a result, the disk prOVided will not run on a computer that is 

not IBM COMpatible. In order to use the contained prograMS on 

any other computer, one must code in the programs frOM the li5

tings provided, Making any necessary changes in syntax. 

Overview of ~ Thesis 

Chapter one is a chapter that provides the reader an 
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introduction to the study. The second chapter is a 5urvey of 

literature related to the study of co~puter assisted instruction. 

and to COMputer graphics techniques in general. Chapter three 

contains the results of the questionnaire on prograM 

effectiveness, which was cOMpleted by every student who observed 

a deMonstration using one of the prograMS. The actual statistics 

are listed, then an interpretetion, followed by a saMpling of 

COMMents written by the students pertaining to the use of the 

prograMS as a teaching aid. 

In chapter four. a detailed diSCUSSIon of each of the 

prograMS is presented. This discussion includes the standard 

Method of presenting each topic, Without the use of a COMputer, 

and leads into how the COMputer Might be added to enhance that 

presentation. The chapter offers stateMents to provide the 

instructor with SOMe idea as to when the best tiMe is to present 

a COMputer deMonstration. according to the usual order of the 

MatheMatIcs curriculUM. 

The fifth chapter provides the technical portion of the 

thesis. It is here that the actual progra~s, with step - by 

step directions for their use, are discussed. The way in which 

input stateMents should be handled, and the best nUMbers and 

functions to enter in each prograM, are i~portant topiCs in this 

discussion. The chapter deals with each progra~ stored on the 

diskette separately. Included in the discus5ion of each prograM, 

are SOMe exa~ples of how text, equations. and input stateMents 

appear on the 5creen of the COMPuter. 

The sixth and final chapter is a SUMMary of the thesis. 
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Conclusions are Made, as well as any additional recoM~endation5 

for instructors using theee prograMs in their classroOMS. 

In addition, SOMe other topics that could be very nicely 

presented with the use of a COMputer are suggested for further 

study. 

Following this chapter, is the bibliography. and then two 

appendixes. The first appendix contains figures that illustrate 

how the screen of the COMputer will appear at selected tiMes 

during the execution of each prograM. The second appendix con

tains the prograM listings for each of the prograMs designed for 

this study and found on the prOVided diskette. 



CHAPTER II
 

A SURVEY OF RELATED MATERIALS 

Introdyction 

Throughout the available reading ~aterials on Co~puter 

Assisted Instruction. several theMes are Most prevalent. Nearly 

all publications will devote so~e of the writing to dealing with 

the added student Motivation that is possible With the use of a 

COMputer 1n the classrOOM. Also two very iMportant topics that 

occur quite frequently are the changes, or lack of changes, in 

the teaching style and Methods used by instructors who present 

topics with a Microco~puter, and changes in the ways that stu

dents learn and retain new Material. Any writing about Co~puter 

ASSisted Instruction lists Many new uses of the COMputer in the 

classrOOM; frOM using it as a gradebook, to using it to illus

trate topics in front of a class. Another point of frequent 

discussion in the literature was the serious lack of available 

software written for use of the COMputer as a teaching aid. 

These are the topics that Most often recur in reading on COMPU

ter Assisted Instruction. and are the topics of concern here. 

Student Motivation 

Every teacher, whether it be in MatheMatics or in any other 

5ubject. is very ~uch concerned With student Motivation. The 

very brightest student, who i5 capable of accoMpli5hing a great 

deal. will often be satisfied to produce only MiniMUM effort, if 

not Motivated otherWise. The subject of student Motivation is an 

i~portant one when con5idering the U5e of COMputer A5sisted 

Instruction. 
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The 1984 Yearbook of the National Council of Teachers of 

MatheMatics, entitled COMputers in MatheMatics Education, dealt 

with this subject a great deal. In this book. the cOMputer was 

said to be a "provocative, Motivating device" (4,4) that is 

available for use in today's MatheMatics classrooM. It went on 

to say, ·Students and teachers alike beCOMe excited and enthu

siastic about the cOMputer as a new tool in the classrooM," (4,4) 

One author COMpiled a list of the benefits that a 

MatheMatics teacher receives by integrating the use of COMputer 

software into classrooM curriculUM. AMong those benefits is, 

·COMputers can stiMulate student learning." (4,13) The use of 

COMputer graphics, the level of active student participation, and 

the exciteMent caused by the challenge of gaMing type prograMS, 

were given as SOMe of the MaIn contributing factors to the added 

Motivation. 

To understand the ways in which co~puter graphics can in

crea~e a student's level of Motivation, one needs only to observe 

a class being presented a lesson with the use of Moving graphics. 

For whatever indiVidual reasons. every student watches the screen 

of the COMputer. Alfred Bark, in discussing the use of COMputer 

graphics in teaching. wrote, "Visuals have long been recognized 

as an iMportant factor in Motivating people. We cannot afford to 

neglect such ~otivation in student enVironMents," (1,29) His 

point is not just that the coMputer would be beneficial to use, 

but that the co~puter is essential. 

Later in his book, Mr. Bork Mentions the difference between 

a passive and an active learning MediUM. A passive MediUM, such 
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as reading, offers no student interaction and no real built in 

Motivational factors. On the other hand, an active MediUM, such 

as a COMputer prograM, offers Moving Visuals, and quite often 

direct student interaction. He writes, "The first advantage, not 

always realized, is the level of interaction possible." (1,247) 

Another factor in the Motivation of students, ~as discovered 

by the author of this thesis, in the student responses to the 

questionnaire concerning the COMputer deMonstrations. Many of 

the COMMents written by students who had been exposed to COMputer 

Assisted Instruction, Mentioned the fact that the COMputer repre

sents a new and different Method for theM to learn, which cap

tured their interest. Any tiMe a teacher varies the Method of 

presentation, the possible Monotony of class pace can be broken, 

and the students are Motivated by the very act of change. The 

follOWing chapter includes COMMents illustrating this point. 

Changes in Teaching 

The use of a COMputer in the classrOOM can cause SOMe chang

es in the Methods used to teach MatheMatics. One article 

suggests that the use of software as an in-class teaching aid, 

will ·create an environ~ent for three - way interaction: teacher. 

students, and MicrOCOMputer." According to the article, software 

can, aMong other things, "enhance their (teachers) capabiities in 

presenting new ~aterial, and encourage the~ to use effective 

teaching strategies." (4,89) 

There are 50Me who feel that the increasing use of the 

COMputer as a teaching aid is SOMehow an atte~pt to replace the 
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teacher, Of course, this is not the case, since cla55roo~ 

software is intended only to increase the capabilities of the 

teacher. Warning that the co~puter is not a panacea, an add-on, 

or a replaceMent for the teacher, one article suggests, "Despite 

the cries of those who fear that education will be dehUManized. 

the COMputer Will, in fact, only enhance the role of the 

eacher," (4,13) One author had this to say, "Teaching is still 

teaching whether done by COMputer or any other deVice," (1,12) 

As a discussion concerning the potential chan~e5 in teaching 

Methods, the follOWing COMMent frOM the opening article in the 

1984 NCTM Yearbook is offered: 

MatheMatics teachers stand at the threshold of a new 
era in education. r~agine how you Might have felt if, 
as a teacher, you had learned of a technological break
through called a printing press, which would beCOMe an 
easy, inexpensive, reliable, coMprehensive, graphical, 
dynaMic instrUMent for tranSMitting inforMation and 
stiMulating learning. COMputing technology constitutes 
such a revolution. (4,9) 

Each of the adjectives given above for the printing preSE, of 

course, applies equally well to the Microco~puter. 

The saMe article suggests that the ways in which MatheMatic5 

is taught May change. and that the COMputer will beco~e an in

structional tool that will Wput the Mathe~atics teacher into 

deep, personal interactions with the student," (4,5) Robert 

Burke, the author of CAl Sourcebook, offered this opinion, "I 

think CAl is one of the Most elegant alternatives to traditional 

~ethods we have,· (2.3) 

It is a COMMon theMe throughout the reading on CAl, that the 

~odern MatheMatics teacher needs to ~Bke SOMe changes. The use 
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of the co~puter as a teaching aid is not presented as a device to 

be used by those teachers who desire it, but instead as an 

essential tool that every teacher of ~athe~atics needs to use, 

for the benefit of the student. ·Mathe~atics teachers need to 

study state-of-the-art instructional cOMputing frOM the pOlnt 

of view of both the student and the teacher; • is how one 

author worded it. (4,9) Another wrote, Alf cOMputers are to have 

a place in the MatheMatics clas5rooM, then they should be used as 

teaching tools when appropriate for what is being taught.

(4,135) In the Journal for the NCTM, MatheMatics Teacher, it was 

written that "GeoMetric concepts, including the use of COMputer 

graphics, should be integrated into entry-level courses wherever 

appropriate." (5,373) The saMe article reports that teachers 

should begin iMMediately to deal with the i~pact of the Micro

COMputer on the content of all MatheMatics courses. 

Chances in Learning 

Also in the article just referred to, was a COMMent 

concerning the iMpact of the COMputer on the way that students 

learn. The author reMarks, WCoMputers and other eleMents of 

inforMation technology are changing in fundaMental ways both the 

Mathe~atics that it is iMportant to learn, and the ways that 

~atheMatic5. traditional or otherwise, can be learned,- (5,373) 

Being able to see a concept presented with COMputer graphics has 

Many advantages over traditional Methods of teaching the saMe 

concept, Learners receive the saMe inforMation, but in a differ

ent "anner. 
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In Learnino ~ COMputers, it was written that COMPuter 

graphics offers an alternate Method of conveying inforMation to 

e learner, "different froM the Manner inforMation is conveyed 

through words or nUMbers." (1,29) The difference between the 

textbook and COMputer is very profound. When a topic is pre

sented on a cOMputer screen, the entire text or the cOMplete 

picture does not need to be displayed at once. For exaMple, in a 

trigonOMetry textbook, the diagraM used to illustrate solving a 

triangle by the law of sines, when two triangles are possible. 

appears as the COMplete figure. The triangle is on the page. 

with side of known length that is opposite the known angle al

ready appearing in two places, showing both triangles siMultan

eously. CustoMarily the instructor will explain how that Side is 

allowed to ~swingU through an are, touching the base of the 

triangle whenever a triangle is possible. This arc is usually 

drawn on the diagraM as well, in its entirety. Using a COMputer, 

the saMe diagraM is drawn, but the students can actually see it 

being forMed. The side is Visually Moved through the are, show

ing precisely how it is possible to have More than one triangle, 

and then each triangle May be dealt With separately. The in

structor controls when each step of the diagraM 1s constructed. 

allOWing for pauses and discussion. With the textbook drawing, 

" ... there is no sense of inforMation evolving in tiMe to aid the 

student in understanding the phenOMenon." (1,32) 

The COMputer progra~s written to aid in the instruction 

of ~atheMatic6 alMost always parallel the conventional teaching 

strategies and textbook outline, but the infor~ation is given in 
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a Method More likely to facilitate student understanding. One 

researcher of the subject stated, ·Students exposed to this type 

of cOMputer - enhanced approach are likely to witness dyna~ic 

illustrations of traditionally developed theory and technique.

( 3 ,62 ) 

It is often the case that students for~ a bias against using 

graphics techniques for the solution of certain Mathe~atical 

probleMs, such as the solution of a syste~ of two linear 

equations, or the zeroes of a polynOMial function. The lack of 

accuracy in the graphs and the difficulty of creating the graph 

itself Make this Method of solution 5ee~ unworthy, and the 

students will often diSMiss it before any real understanding of 

the concept is reached. -CoMputing technology offers proMise of 

changing this style of operation to a bias in favor of graphics.

(3,6 ) 

ClassrOOM Uses Qf ~ COMPuter 

PrograMS are continually being created that allow ~ore uses 

of the MicrocoMputer in the classrOOM. A teacher can use a 

prograM to deMonstrate an idea, which will generate exaMples, 

questions, and SUMMaries. In the CAl Sourcebook, the stateMent 

is Made that, "The Machine can be Made to produce such dislpays 

accurately, and flexibly,- It goes on to say that, "The teacher 

needs to integrate such deMonstrations into the overall 

developMent of instruction by stiMulating, guiding, pacing, and 

directing." (Z,3) 

In 1980, Robert Taylor claSSIfied the instructional roles of 
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the COMputer into three ~ain categories -- tutor, tool, and 

tutee. (4,20) Most of the software that has been created has 

been for using the COMputer as a tutor for the individual 

student. This ~eans the student needing additional help goes one 

on one with the COMputer, using a tutorial prograM. The COMputer 

as a teaching tool. which is the thrust of this thesis, involves 

the teacher using the COMputer in front of an entire class at one 

tiMe, just as one Might use the chalkboard. As a tutee, the 

COMputer is "taught" by the students. In other words, the 

students learn MatheMatics concepts by prograMMing theM into a 

COMputer. 

In discussing the use of the COMputer for teaching calculus. 

Kathy Heid points out that graphing functions on a COMputer 

screen is the easiest, and Most appealing enhanceMent of calculus 

teaching. She stated: 

With COMputer relief frOM the tediUM of plotting and 
connecting (X,V> points. the teacher in a classrOOM 
deMonstration. or the student in an indiVidual explor
ation, can focus on the interpretation of a curve's 
intercepts, aSYMptotes, slopes, or concavity. (3,62) 

This author continues With a discu55ion of the opportunity the 

COMputer provides for increasing student understanding of the 

liMit concept. The COMputer allows for a ~uch More viVid 

deMonstration of the epsilon - delta definition of the li~it. a 

typically difficult topic for students to understand. (3,62) 

~ Lack 2i Software 

As was alluded to before. Most of the software that has been 

created for Mathe~atic5 instruction, has been for the use of the 
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co~puter as a tutor. The shortage of software for use of the 

co~puter as an in - class teaching aid is well docu~ented. At a 

19?5 conference of the AMSI MAA. Stephen Garland asked, ·Why. 

given the great nUMber of experiMents using cOMputing to teach 

calculus, and given the attention devoted to the subject in 

journals and conferences. hasn't there been ~ore widespread 

acceptance and use of this approach to calculus?" He cited that 

liMited COMputing facilities. including the lack of suitable 

software, was a Major factor. (3,61) In the NCTM Yearbook for 

1984, it was stated that despite Many proposals and Much develop

Mental effort. the Methods of teaching MatheMatics in the 

secondary schools are reMarkably siMilar to those of thirty years 

ago. (4.20) In another article in the saMe yearbook. it was 

written that. "Most of the software currently available for CAl 

in schools has been developed for use by a single student inter

acting with a single terMinal.· It goes on to say that software 

should be created for the teacher to use in the classrOOM, since 

"teachers reMain the best source of student learning, irreplac

able by any COMputer." (4,89) 



CHAPTER I II 

RESULTS OF REACTION QUESTIONNAIRE 

Introduction 

In teachIng these courses -- Introduction to Algebra, Col

lege Algebra, Trigono~etry, and Calculus I -- and appearing as a 

guest in other Calculus classes, the writer presented a total of 

21 COMputer deMonstrations to enhance the topic being studIed. 

For nearly every COMputer deMonstration given, an accoMpanying 

Questionnaire was distributed aMong those present. This ques

tionnaire was designed to deterMine the overall reaction the 

students had concerning both the value of that particular deMon

slration, and the use of COMputer Aided Instruction in general. 

This chapter is a question - by - question treatMent of the 

results of the Questionnaire. Each question was to be answered 

in two ways, first by the participant writing a brief COMMent. 

then also by circling a nUMber between one and five, with one 

being the lowest, and five being the highest. The results are 

lIsted by first giving the questIon, then the total nUMber who 

responded to that question. the average of all the nUMerical 

answers, and a saMple of the COMMents written. 
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deMonstrated to theM. The answer given to this question had 

possible effects on the answer to the next three Questions, 50 

they are discussed with that concern. For the MOst part, unles5 

a student was repeating a course. or was in 50~e other way ahead 
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of the rest of the class. prior knowledge was rated fairly low. 

The question read as follows: Rate your prior knowledge of 

the subject being de~on5rated. A total of 95 people responded to 

this question, and the average of the responses was 2.35. The 

indication is, as would be expected, that ~ost students were 

learning the topic for the first ti~e. As for co~~ent5 written 

on the first question, if any were written, they were usually a 

list of background courses taken, or a state~ent in direct cor

relation to the nu~ber that was circled. 

Question lJ&2.... The second question was 85 follows: Do you 

feel the de~onstration gave you an adequate understanding of the 

subject, as opposed to the instructor using just the text? As 

was Mentioned before, the way in which the students rated their 

prior knowledge of the subject seeMed to have SOMe effect on the 

way they answered this question. A total of 78 students gave a 

nUMerical answer to this question, and the overall average answer 

WB5 4.26. 

The follOWing is a breakdown of the averages of the answers 

for each of the five possible ratings for the first question. 

First, for those rating their prior knowledge as a I. there were 

26 who responded to this question, with 3.48 being the average. 

There ~ere 18 students who rated theMselve5 at 2, and then re

sponded to the second question. The average of these 18 was 

3.83, a value so~ewhat higher then the last. Of those who rated 

the~&elves at 3, there were 23 who answered question t~o, with 

the value for the average being 3.91. For a rating of 4, there 

were 11 students that responded, and their average response was 
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4.5. There were no students thet rated theMselves at levelS, 

who answered the second Question. ObViously, there was a defin

ite increase in the average response, as the rating for prior 

knowledge increased. 

Of the COMMents that were written concerning this Question 

<and the others), there were Mixed reactions. The nUl"lber of 

positive, negative, and indifferent COMMents directly relates to 

the average of the nUMerical results, but only a few of each are 

presented here. 

There were not any decidely negative COMMents on this 

Question, but one student reMarked, -1 saw no difference between 

the text and the deMonstration." Another student wrote, -r think 

it helped Me understand it, but by using the COMputer and the 

text, an even better understanding could be reached." 

Others indicated that they preferred the use of the 

COMputer, by writing such COMMents as, "Moving pictures are 

always better than a textbook." Several students Quoted an old 

saying, and wrote, "A picture is worth of thousand words'

Another positive reaction was, "A few Minutes of deMonstration 

can replace a week of wading through textbook exaMples.

Question Three. The third question essentially asked the 

saMe inforMation as the second, but frOM a different Viewpoint. 

The question was: Did the prograM, along With the instructors 

help, see~ to do a good job of explaining the subject? Instead 

of rating the understanding they received, the students were 

rating the perforMance of the progra~, and the averages were a 

Ii ttle higher. Again, the results are given both as an overall 
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otal, and by the response to the first question. 

A total of 94 re&ponses were given to this question, and the 

average of those responses was 4.35. If students rated their 

previous knowledge as the lowest, aI, the average was 4.21, with 

28 being in the category. With a rating of 2, there were 23 

students, for an average of 4.39. Of those who rated the~5elves 

at level 3, there were 26 who responded to this question, giving 

an average of 4.19. For level four, the total responses was 14, 

and that average was 4.78. There were only three students Who 

rated their prior knowledge at a 5, and their average answer to 

question three was 4.87. Unlike the second question, the results 

see~ed to be independent of the students response to question 

one. 

In response to this question. concerning the prograM on 

li~its, one student had this to say, "Yes, but I was confused 

about where they got delta." Apparently, the instructor failed 

to give an explanation concerning how the COMputer calculated 

that value, and the student focused on that probleM. Another 

negative COMMent was, "It was sort of cOMplicated." It is un

known whether this person was referrlng to the topic, or the way 

it was presented on the CD~puter, but either interpretation Might 

i~ply dissatisfaction. 

One student, who see~ed to have no preference in the Method 

that was used, cO~Mented. "Yes, although the text was also 

helpful to Me." A More positive COMMent was, "Yes, it was ~ore 

clearly illustrated." Two CO~Ments Made reference to the input 

frOM the teacher, along with the coMputer prograM. The first 
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wrote, "Yes, the chalkboard exa~ple before ~ade the CRT 

(co~puter) equations very easy to follow." The other concerned 

the instructor's help during the deMonstration, saying, "Yes, we 

needed certain questions answered 65 it was deMonstrated.

Question Four. The fourth question on the Questionnaire 

was: Try to rate your knowledge after the de~onstration, as co~-

pared to before it. This question was intended to test the 

aMount of iMprove~ent the students felt they achieved, and for 

the ~ost part seeMed to aCCOMplish that. There were, however, a 

few caSBS where students were apparently confused, since they 

rated their knowledge after the de~on5tration as lower than 

before it. Hopefully the aS5u~ption can be ~ade that these 

students circled the nu~ber that described their increase, and 

not their overall knowledge, since to aSSUMe otherwise would 

iMply the deMonstration subtracted frOM their knowledge. There 

were four students who answered in this Manner, and fourteen that 

indicated their knowledge the sa~e before as afterward. 

For the group that rated their knowledge before as 1. there 

were 29 that responded to the fourth question. and the average of 

their answers was 3.83. Those that rated the~selves as 2 before 

averaged a rating of 4.05 after the de~on5tration, with a total 

of 22 responding. Of the students that rated prior knowledge at 

level 3, 25 responded for an average post-rating of 3.80. A 

rating of 4 on the first question produced a group of 15 that 

responded, and the average was 4.27. Of the three people that 

rated their prior knowledge at 5, Z responded to the fourth 

question. One of the answers was at level 3, while the other wa5 
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at levelS. giving an average of 4. All together, there were 93 

responses to the fourth question. and the overall average rating 

of their knowledge after the deMonstration of 3.95, as cOMpared 

to the overall rating of 2.35 before the deMonstration. 

Of the COMMents written. there were none that were 

cOMpletely negative; however. a few expressed concern that the 

deMonstration alone was not enough. AMong those cOMMents was, 

"It helped me, but I need More hands on work. like with the 

exercises in the book." Another wrote."Since it was such a new 

subject to Me. I was still a bit confused." 

Several students wrote cOMMents concerning how the deMon

stration helped them. One such reaction. which concerned the Law 

of Sines prograM, was, "It helped Me to actually watch the trian

gles form." Writing about a deMonstration of parabolas using the 

Conics prograM, one student COMMented. "I learned how different 

parts of the equation change the thickness and whether the curved 

line goes (opens) up or down. n Another student cOMpared it to 

the text, saying, "I realize now what the book was trying to 

explain. 

Question ~ FrOM the fifth question on, the questions 

were designed to get student reactions to the use of COMputer 

Aided Instruction in general. beginning with: Do you feel the 

use of the COMputer was interesting? A total of 94 students 

gave nUMerical responses to this question, and the average re

eponse was 4.67. Of the five possible answers, two students 

answered With 3, and everyone else responded higher. 

Of the COMMents written pertaining to this question, only 
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one was negative. That response wae, "Yes, but I'd rather see 

proble~s written out on the board." Of the other co~~ent5. 

several ~entioned the difference in teaching technique. One such 

CO~Ment was, MIt see~ed to capture everyone's attention, opposed 

to listening to a teacher lecture." Another student wrote, ·It 

was new and different." SiMilar to that was, MA little variety 

never hurts." One student liked seeing the concept presented on 

the COMputer, writing, "Yes, one can see the ~ath at work this 

way. " Another Mentioned the COMputer in this way. ·Yes, the 

graphics are very helpful." 

Question Six. Question nUMber six asked the students to 

react to the presence of the COMputer, Bsking: Did you feel 

alienated at all by the cOMputer? A total of 87 people offered 

a nUMerical answer, and the average answer was 1.69. There were 

six students that answered with a 4, but Most answered With 1. 

SOMe of the COMMents received on this question indicate 

there Might have SOMe confusion as to what was being asked. It 

was intended that they answer pertaining only to their feelings 

during the deMonstration, but Many ~ee~ed to answer with respect 

to co~puters in general. TYPical of these COMMents were, ·Yes. 

since I have no experience with the~,M and, "No, I've had two 

prograM~ing classes." One student had this reMark.. uYes, it 

takes the instructor away frOM the class." A More positive 

COM~ent was, "No, it's just an electric chalkboard." There were 

Many answers such a5, hA little bit," or, "No, not at all." 

Question Seven. The seventh questlon was: Would you like 

to see a COMputer used in the classrooM again, both in this class 
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end classes you ~ay have in the future ? The overall average 

answer wa~ very positive. at 4.46. Of the 92 people responding. 

there were none that answered with a I. and only two that 

answered with a 2. 

Several of the co~~ents received were nondecisive. such as. 

"It depends on the subject Matter." One student indicated haVing 

no opinion, With, "It really doesn't Make ~uch difference to ~e.n 

Others said they would like to see it used again, prOVided so~e 

conditions were Met. Of those, one wrote, "Yes, in classes where 

it would help." Another was, "Yes, as long as there is a 

teacher." 

There were two deCidedly negative co~~ents. one of which the 

Meaning is not entirely clear. That COl'lMent read, "Not on a 

regular classrooM atMosphere." The other negative reaction was. 

UNo. I found it More distracting than helpful." 

The positive co~~ent5 included, "I can think of a lot of 

classes I've already taken where a little co~puter deMonstration 

would be practical." Another was, "Yes, since COMPuters are 

tools of the future." One student re~arked that, "All classes 

should." Concerning the trend in teaching technique, one cOM~ent 

was, "I feel education is going that way." 

Question Eioht. The eighth, ~nd final question. on the 

questionnaire, concerned using the co~puter 8S an out of class 

tutor. It read this way: How do you feel about being allowed 

ti~e to use the COMputer alone, needing no prior co~puter 

experience, With a tutorial type progra~ ? Again, the average 

response was above 4, at 4.25, With 87 students giving nu~erical 
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answers. Four students answered this question with the lowest 

value of a 1, while two answered with a 2, and the rest answered 

higher. 

A few of those that indicated they did not want to use the 

COMputer 85 a tutor, wrote CO~Ment5 pertaining to this, One such 

reaction was, ·CoMputers are not teachers, they can't tell why 

sOMething happens, just how." SOMe of the other negative co~

Ments indicated that the students involved Misunderstood that no 

COMputer literacy would be required beforehand, writing, "I have 

no Knowledge of co~puters," and, "I wouldn"t know what to do.· 

One cOM~ent was neither for nor against the idea, saying. 

·Yes, but it's not really necessary." The rest of the COM~ent5 

were positive, of which a typical reaction was, "I would like 

that very Much." SiMilar to that was, ·Yes, I think it is a 

great idea and it helps.u One student indicated that it would be 

a good ldea for a study aid before tests, and another wanted it 

as an aid for hOMework, writing, uFor out of class assignMents, 

and possibly even in class," 

~~ The last iteM Dn the questiDnnaire was nDt a 

question, but SiMply asked for any additiDnal cD~Ments and 

suggestions, Nearly every student who cDMpleted a questionnaire 

wrote SOMe sort of a cO~Ment. and qUite a few suggestions were 

Made. The Most CO~MDn suggestion fDr iMproveMent was typical of 

this cO~Ment, "It really needs to be used on a bigger screen.- A 

standard COMputer Monitor was used, in all cases, and for the 

larger classes, the students in the back apparently could nDt see 

well enDugh. There were no reactions indicating COMpletely 
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negative attitudes, but one student re~arked, "I a~ not in favor 

of sOMeone who does not know what they are doing using it as an 

instructional aid." This student May have been concerned that 

the COMputer was gOIng to replace the ~atheMatics teacher, which 

was alao a concern of the student who wrote, "I felt it was a 

good deMonstration, and it could be u3ed as an aid to the 

instructor, but not as an instructor itself." One student Made 

the&e observations, "I think the co~puter is B fantastic way to 

deMonstrate ~atheMatics. It can give exaMples quicker and With 

More accuracy ( particularly With graphs ) than the instructor 

can on the blackboard." Another very favorable COMMent was, 

"It's interesting to watch the COMputer draw different lines as 

different variables are substituted for X and Y coordinates and Y 

intercepts." 

SUMMary 

All of the results given above are sU~Marized in the Table 

on the follOWing page. The answers to the first question, which 

was to rate prior knowledge of the subject, are used to catego

rize the results of the next three iteMS, as was done in the 

preceding narrative. 

I 
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TABLE I
 

SUMMARY OF NUMERIC~L RESPONSES TO QUESTIONNAIRE 

Questionnaire : NUMber Average
 
Itel'l Responding Response
 

~-------------:--------------:--------------

Question 1 
Overall 9S 2.35 

--------------:--------------1------------- 
Question 2 

IRating on I 1 I 26 3.48I 

I Ide,., 2 18 I 3.83I I 

I# 1 3 : 23 I
I 3.91I 

I II4 11 4.50 
5 : 0 

Overall I 78 I 4.26I I 

--------------:--------------1------------- 
Question 3 

I IRating onl 1 28 4.21I I 

I I IiteM 2 23 I 4.39I I ,
# 1 I 3 : 26 I 4.19I 

4 : 14 I 4.78I 

,5 : 3 4.67I 

,I IOverall 94 4.35I 

--------------:--------------r------------- 
Question 4
 
Rating onl 1 I 29 I 3.83
I I 

I 
Ide,., I 2 I 22 4.05 

# I : 3 I 25 ,I 3.80
 
4 I 15 I 4.27
• 
5 I 2 I 4.00 

I ,,Overall 93 3.95I 

Question 5
 
Overall I 94 : 4.67
 

Question 6
 
Overall : 87 I 1.69
 

--------------:--------------:------------- 
Question 7
 

Over/l.ll 92 4.46
 
--------------~--------------:--------------

Question 8
 
Overall 87 4.25
 

--------------:--------------;------------- 



CHAPTER IV
 

OVERVIEW OF USING THE PROGRAMS IN THE CLASSROOM 

Introduction 

One of the iMport6nt advantages a teacher gains froM using a 

COMputer to present a lesson is a little variety in the standard 

classrOOM presentation. This can not only be iMportant to the 

student. but to the instructor as well, since te~chers are sub

ject to the probleMs of repetition also. It should be stressed, 

however, that using these prograMs will not induce any radical 

change in teaching strategies, 50 an instructor new to theM will 

not be forced to rethink old le550n plans. Instead, the COMputer 

will be used as a tool to enhance the standard presentation of a 

topic, and will allow the teacher to present the Material in 

basically the saMe Method, and at the saMe tiMe, as would norMal

ly be done. 

In this chapter, each of the prograMS will be discussed frOM 

the standpoint of the topic involved, and how the prograM will 

relate to the usual presentation of that topic. The standard 

Method of presenting a new topic to students is the Main thrust 

of this chapter, shOWing how the COMputer Might be used to en

hance that presentation, as opposed to changing it. The chapter 

Will not be a step - by - step approach to iMpleMenting the 

prograM5, as that will be done in the next chapter, but instead 

will describe how the instructor can Most easily fit the computer 

deMonstrations into his/her normal curriculUM and teaching style. 

In order to induce a grouping of these prograMS, they have 

been separated into three Main categories. The first of these 
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categories contains all prograMs pertaining to topics taught in 

the algebra sequence, such as graphing lines, parabolas, and 

functions. The second category groups the prograMs written for 

trigonOMetry, and includes such topics 85 graphing the six 

trigonOMetric functions, the law of sines. and polar coordinates 

and equations. The fin6l category contains the prograMs that 

deal with topics taught sOMewhere in the calculus series, MOSt 

notable of which are the prograMs on liMits, derivatives, and 

integration. The reMaining part of this chapter, then, is separ

ated as described into these three categories. Each of the three 

sections will then be subdivided for consideration of each pro

graM separately. The sectIons COMe in the order that was listed 

above, and begins with the prograMs written for algebra. 

Algebra Proqr~Ms 

Included in the category of prograMS written for algebra, 

are three prograMS. The first of these is the prograM entitled 

"Lines," which begins as an introduction to graphing on the 

Cartesian Coordinate systeM. The second prograM is "Conics," 

which is used to teach graphing each of the five conic s6ctions. 

The third prograM, called "Function,· will gr~ph More COMplicated 

functions. 

Point Plottiog. The first step in teaching algebra students 

to graph equations in the X-V plane, is defining this plane for 

theM. They will Most likely be faMiliar With the nUMber line, 

which is eiMply a one-diMensional graph. So, it i6 custoMary to 

begin the discussion there. Explaining how the Cartesian Coordi
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nate syeteM is nothing More than two perpendicular nUMber lines, 

where the second line adds the second diMension, gives theM the 

definition in faMiliar terMS. Of course, if a point is to be 

plotted in two diMensions. it Must have two coordinates, one for 

the horizontal COMponent and one for the vertical. By this tiMe 

in the lesson, Most teachers will have the axes drawn on the 

board, and begin giving exaMples of how to plot points. Letting 

the students suggest coordinates, or telling where a point with 

given coordinates will be, is a good way get theM involved. 

All of the above ~trategie6 can be accoMplished in a very 

SiMilar Manner, using the prograM "Lines." The first choice on 

the Menu of this prograM, is designed to introduce point 

plotting. It is reCOMMended that the teacher introduce the topic 

on the chalkboard first, draWing the axes and discussing theM. 

Then, run the prograM, and use it to show where points with 

certain coordinates are placed. The COMputer draws the X and Y 

axes, labels theM, then draws a grid on the screen very siMiliar 

to graph paper. Next, the user will enter the coordinates of a 

point, and the point is plotted on the grid. It is very effec

tive to have one student offer the coordinates of a point. and 

another predict exactly where that point will be, by pointing at 

the screen. Then, the instructor types the coordinates, presses 

enter. and the point will appear. This Method allows for consid

erable student involveMent, and helps theM enjoy the lesson. 

Graphing Linear EQuatioos ~ ~ Point Plotting Method. For 

the Most part, when the students feel COMfortable with the X-V 

plane, and do well with graphing points, the next step is to 
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graph basic linear equations by arbitrarily picking values for X, 

and computing the corresponding V value, producing an ordered 

pair. Several of these ordered pairs are graphed, then connected 

with a straight line. The author's recoMMendation is to teach 

this lesson, and the following one on finding the X and V inter

cepts, by using the chalkboard and a straight edge. The coMputer 

is too fast to effectivly illustrate the process of picking 

values and calculating ordered pairs. Once the students learn to 

graph by these two Methods, they are ready to learn the concept 

of slope, which will lead to the reMaining Methods for graphing 

linear equations. 

~. When beginning the lesson on slope, the students 

need to be given the basic concepts of rise over run, positive 

versus negative slope, and zero versus undefined slope. Once 

this is done, the prograM can be used right away. As it runs, 

the first thing the COMputer does is to draw the X-V plane, with 

the grid. It then pauses and asks the user to input the first of 

two points. When it is entered the prograM graphs it, and the 

second point is requested. After graphing that one, it begins 

constructing the right triangle forMed by the two points and 

the lines of the grid. Starting With the vertical leg first. it 

draws a unit at a tiMe, fairly slowly, 50 that the viewers can 

count 65 it goes. When the triangle is COMplete, it will ask for 

the correct slope to be entered. If an incorrect slope is en

tered, the prograM erases the answer and asks for it again. This 

continues until it receives the correct slope, at which ti~e it 

asks if the user wishes to try another two points. It is ben
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eficial to do several exaMples of each possible type of slope 

positive, negative, zero, and undefined -- so the students becoMe 

well aquainted with the differences. 

Slope Intercept ForM Q.f. ~ Line. Once the students have 

Mastered slope and the concept of intercepts, they are of course 

ready to graph linear equations in the slope - intercept forM. 

The third choice on the Menu of the Lines prograM first allows 

the user to input an equation. Then, the graph of the line ap

pears on the grid. This prograM needs no lead in, and can be 

used to introduce the concepts involved. The linear equation 

originally in the prograM is a good one to begin with, and is 

graphed by defaulting through the input stateMents. The instruc

tor can then have theM discover, by counting, the slope of the 

line, and its V-intercept. If the connection between the slope 

and intercept on the graph, and the nUMbers in the equation, is 

not Made, change the equation slightly and graph another. Usual

ly, by that tiMe the students will see how the graph and the 

equation relate, and they are ready to answer questions relating 

to the3e concepts. A good way to use the prograM at this tiMe i p 

to type an equation, and then have the students give the slope 

and intercept, before it is graphed. Next, after several exaMples 

of this kind, the teacher Might have individuals give the equa

tion for a line with a certain slope and intercept. 

Point ~ ForM of .9. ~. The fourth and final chOice on 

the Menu of this prograM will allow the user to graph lines in 

the two-point forM. The students typically enjoy this prograM a 

great deal, since it is designed with SOMe of the qualities of a 
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gaMe. What it does is to raMdoMly select two points, and place 

theM on the graph. Then, the students Must give the proper 

equation that will draw a line connecting those two points. The 

instructor types in an equation, which has been suggested by the 

students, and the COMputer graphs it. It is obvious at that 

point whether the equation was correct or not, and the prograM 

will ask if it was. If "yo is entered, it aSSUMes the line was 

correct, and will then graph two More points. If, however, the 

line was not correct, the prograM a3ks for another try at it. 

The COMputer requires that the equation is entered as: 

Y = 1'1 ( X - h + k , 
and not as: 

<Y-k)=M<X-h) 

50 the students need to be aware of how to use both forMS. 

Parabolas. The next of the Algebra prograMS will enable 

one to graph the conic sections, and typically the first of 

these to be dealt with is the parabola. The usual teaching 

strategy for parabolas is to begin by using the point plotting 

Method. Before using the COMputer to graph parabolas, it is best 

to start at the chalkboard, and graph Y = X"2. Once it is on the 

board, tell the students what it is called, and how all parabolas 

are SiMply variations of that one. It is helpful to graph, by 

hand, a few More parabolas that have SOMe of the variations, and 

even have the students graph one at their desks. When this is 

done, the conic sections program will offer the best way for theM 

to practice. The first choice on the Menu of this program will 

allow one to graph parabolas, using the general forM of the 
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equation: 

Y = a IX - h) ft 2 + k , 

and allowing the user to Make changes in the three constants a, 

h, and k. The use of the prograM will teach theM to graph 

parabolas in this forM, without having to use the point plotting 

Method, since they can see that each tiMe the vertex of the 

parabola is at (h,k), and a150 discover how the nUMber a affects 

whether it opens up or down and how "thick" it is. Aga in, it 

works very well to have individuals give the equation of a parab

ola that has its vertex at a given point, and has characteristics 

of being wide or narrow, opening up or down. 

Circles. After parabolas, the next concept studied is 

circles. As with Most of the prograMS, it is best to introduce 

the topic on the board, using the point-plotting Method, starting 

with sOMething siMple like: 

X"'2 + Y"2 = 4. 

U5ually, this is when the teacher will relate the circle to the 

distance forMula, and then derive the center-radius forM of the 

equation. Once the students are 50Mewhat faMiliar with this type 

of equation, they are ready for the COMputer deMonstration. The 

second choice on the Menu of the conic sections prograM is 

"Circles, " and when it i5 selected, it will allow the user to 

change the values of h, k, and r, in the follOWing equation: 

x - h )'2 + Y - k )"2 = r"Z 

The resulting circle is graphed, and then the prograM waits for 

further changes. 

Ellipses. The ellipse part of the prograM is treated in 
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basically the same method; starting on the board, introducing the 

ell ipse, hen moving to the computer. The prograM uses an equa

tion of the forM that follows: 

X~2 / ahZ + YA 2 / bh2 = 1, 

with the user entering the values for a and b. Many ti Me 5 there 

will be a student who asks if all ellipses have their center at 

the origin, which of course they do not. The capability to Move 

the center is obtained by Making that choice when the ellipse 

Menu selection has been Made. Its equation is of the forM: 

(X - h)AZ / a"2 + (Y - k)A2 / b A 2 = 1 . 

The user will be asked which form of the equation is desired, and 

the prograM uses whichever is requested. For the above forM, 

values for the four nUMbers, h, k, a, and b, Must be entered by 

the user. 

Hyperbolas. The final choice on the Menu is used to graph 

the one reMaining class of conic sections -- hyperbolas. This 

portion of the conic sections prograM will have two sub choices, 

allowing first the Y terM to be the negative one, then the X 

terM, Both use an equation of the follOWing forM: 

Xftz / a"2 Y02 / b h 2 = 1 

except the second one has a negative sign before the X terM, and 

a positive sign before the Y term. Most students, when first 

faced With this type of equation, will still be thinking in terMS 

of the ellipse. Using the point-plotting Method is a good way to 

illustrate the difference, because the existence of aSYMptotes 

beCOMes apparent, and at the saMe tiMe the students can see how 

there cannot eXist a V-intercept or X-intercept, depending on the 
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equation. The standard technique for graphing a hyperbola of 

this forM involves drawing a rectangle, centered at the origin. 

with the horizontal sides running frOM -a to a, and the vertical 

sides running frOM -b to b. The BsyMptotes of the hyperbole are 

the extended diagonals of thIs rectangle, which are dotted in. 

Then, the hyperbola is drawn in accordingly. Since the students 

are taught to graph hyperbolas with this method. the prograM was 

written so that it graphs the rectangle, draws the aYMptotes, and 

then graphs the curve itself. 

TrigonOMetry PrograMS 

The next set of progra~s is designed for use in front of a 

trigonOMetry class, and covers three Main topics. The first of 

these prograMS illustrates, with MOVing graphics, the Law of 

Sines. The second prograM graphs variations of the six trigono-

Metric functions, and has a Menu choice for each. Finally. the 

third prograM deals with polar coordinates and the graphing of 

polar equations. 

Law Qf Sines. TrigonOMetry textbooks vary greatly as to 

the order in which topics are presented, so the law of sines 

prograM is to be used whenever the course deals with solVing 

triangles. Usually, textbook writers discU5S the solution of 

right triangles, and Move frOM there to study triangles that May 

be solved using the law of sines. Of these triangles. there are 

two types. The first. which is the siMplest. and the first 

choice on the Menu, is a triangle where two angles and the length 

of a side OPPOSIte one of those angles are given. Then, the 
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Missing angle and the length of each of the two Missing sides 

Must be found. When first faced with the prospect of "solving" 

this triangle, Many students do not understand that there can 

only be one triangle P055ible, and it should be explained to 

theM that the given angles and side force the triangle to have a 

certain shape, unique frOM any other. 

After the law of sines has been proved, the class should be 

ready to view the deMonstratlon using the law of sines prograM. 

The prograM will choose one of the unknown 8ides to be the base 

of the triangle, and places it horizontally on the bottOM of the 

screen. The other unknown Side will be connected, wlth one of 

the given angles, to the left end of the base ( the other end has 

yet to be deterMined ). The side With known length is placed at 

the right edge of the screen, with its end touching the base at 

the specified angle. When the teacher presses enter, the side on 

the right Moves, keeping the correct angle with the baBe, until 

its top end COMes in contact With the side extending up frOM the 

left. At that point the only p05sible triangle has been forMed, 

and the prograM pauses in execution. Across the bottOM of the 

screen is written the law of sines forMula, with a Missing side 

left as a variable. The students then COMpute the correct answer 

for this side and the teacher enters it. If the answer is with

in certain tolerances, the value is placed next to the appro

priate side on the drawing. Then the above procedure is repeated 

for the other Missing side. If an answer is incorrect, the entry 

1! erased and asked for again. The last of the Missing pieces, 

the third angle, Must also be entered, and once it is correctly 
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given, the triangle is declared solved. Whenever the prograM 

pauses with 6 Question, every student should be encouraged to 

calculate the answer, and then when a concenSU5 is reached, the 

teacher enters the value. 

The second choice on the Menu of the Law of Sines prograM 

deMonstrates the case of two given sides, and a given angle that 

is opposite one Df those sides. Before the prograM i5 run, it 

helps if the students understand that with this inforMation, 

there May be none, Dne, or two possible triangles. The prograM 

is effective at showing why this is true. but students need to be 

aware of the different cases befDre running the prograM. As with 

the previDus case of the law of sines, the side of unknown length 

is placed across the bottOM as the base. To be consistent with 

the diagraM found in nearly all textbooks, the prDgraM then 

pl~ces Dne of the given sides on the left endpoint Df the base, 

with the one given angle between theM. The third Side, alsD of 

known length, is connected tD the top end of that side, at an 

arbitrary angle that prevents it fro~ touching the base. On the 

instructor's cOMMand, this third side sWings slowly down until 

its free end tDuches the base. When this occurs, the COMputer 

beeps, leaves a side ( and thus a triangle ), and cDntinues its 

arc until it again touches the base. Once the arc has been COM

pleted. a question will appear asking how Many triangles were 

possible. When the correct answer is given, the class solves 

each possible triangle, one at a tiMe. The prograM ceases execu

tion when all possible triangles are solved. 

Graphing TrioonoMetric Functions. The trigonOMetry curric
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UIUM includes several topics dealing with the graphs of the six 

trigonoMetric functions. At this point in the curriculuM, it 15 

custoMary to spend SOMe tiMe using the point - plotting Method. 

TrigonOMetry students should be accustoMed to graphing, but often 

they need to review, and the process of deterMining ordered pairs 

will provide that review. Once they have seen the graphs of the 

sine and COSIne functions, the next step usually involves chan

ging the aMplitudes, the periods, and finally causing phase 

shifts, of these basic functions. These topics May either be 

introduced on the board, then deMonstrated on the COMputer, or 

introduced on the COMputer first. 

The COMputer prograM for graphing trigonOMetric functions 

does a fine job of presenting these changes, and allows for 

quick deMonstration of Many exaMples. The prograM, entitled 

"Triggraf", has a separate choice on the Menu for each of the 

trigonOMetric functions. It is suggested that they be presented 

in the order they appear on the Menu -- sine, cosine, tangent, 

cotangent, secant, and cosecant -- beginning With aMplitude 

changes in the sine and cosine waves. After these have been 

satisfactorily learned, use the sine wave to illustrate period 

changes. Next, phase shifts are presented. Finally, cOMbina

tions of all three are used. 

Before the tangent function is graphed using the COMputer, 

the students should be reviewed as to what an aSYMptote is, and 

when one will occur in a graph, 60 they are prepared for the 

dotted aSYMptotes that the prograM creates on the screen. The 

secant and cosecant functions are norMally studied last, once the 
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students are already faMiliar with period changes and phase 

shifts. 

Polar Coordinates and Equations. Since the polar coordin

ate systeM will be, for the Most part, COMpletely new to the 

students, it is best to begin this topic on the chalkboard. It 

is also beneficial to distribute copies of polar graph paper, and 

then explain how a point with coordinates that express a radius 

and an angle are plotted on it. The prograM titled "Poler" can 

be run follOWing just a brIef introduction of the coordinate 

systeM, using the first of the two Menu choices. This choice 

asks for the coordinates of a point to be given, and plots that 

point on a polar coordinate graph created on the screen. An 

effective way of using this part of the prograM is to ask indiv

iduals to give the coordinates for a point that will be graphed 

at a specific place on the screen, perhaps a spot where the 

teacher is pointing. This prograM will also accept negative 

angles and negative radii, which should not be neglected in the 

deMonstration. 

When the students have learned how to plot points in polar 

forM, they are ready to be introduced to polar equations. The 

usual teaching strategy, as expected, is to graph one or More by 

hand on the board, using the point - plotting Method. By haVing 

the students graph an equation on the paper that was distributed, 

a teacher can be sure they understand what is involved in the 

process. After that has been done, the second portion of the 

polar prograM May be run, which allows one to graph Many polar 

equations. First, the prograM allows the equation to be entered. 
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Then, it graphs that equation on the saMe systeM it used for 

plotting points. Since graphing polar equations by hand is very 

tiMe consuMing, students learn what general shapes the different 

equations produce Much faster when the COMputer is used. 

Cal~ PrograMs 

The last of the three groups of prograMs consists of those 

written for the three Main concepts of first seMester Calculus. 

The first of these prograMs is "LiMits," and uses various 

techniques to present that topic. Second is the prograM titled 

"Derivatv·, which teaches the derivative as the slope of the 

tangent line to a curve at B given point. The third prograM, 

"Integral,· teaches upper and lower Rie~ann SUMS, and defines 

integration in those terMS. Also, this prograM hes the capabili

ty to graph an illustration of the trapezoidal rule, a Method 

used to apprOXiMate the definite integral. 

LilYlits. This prograM is designed to be used as an intro

duction of the topic, and can be used with very little pre-

discussion frOM the teacher. The Menu on the prograM has three 

choices, the first of which is an explanation of liMits using 

lYloving graphics. The user is told that the function in the 

prograM has a value of 3 when X = 5. Then the axes are drawn, 

and a dotted horizontal line is drawn, at a height of 3, frOM the 

Y axis to the line defined by X = 5, with a dotted vertical line 

drawn frOM there to the X axis. The COMputer begins graphing the 

function, frOM both ends of the screen, which causes the curve to 

close in on the point (5,3). As this is happening, two sMBll 
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arrows close in, at the saMe rate, to 5 on the X axis, while two 

others converge to 3 on the Y axis. When the two arrows along 

the Y axis get within .1 unit of 3, the prograM pauses to cOMpute 

how close the arrows along the X axis had COMe to the 5. At that 

tiMe the teacher should introduce the traditional epsilon - delta 

process of defining the concept of "liMit." By explaining that, 

if no Matter how close one wished to bring the arrows in on the Y 

v~lue, they could do 50 by bringing the arrows close enough to 

the given X value, then that particular Y value Must be the liMit 

of the function as X approaches the given value, the teacher 

prepares the students nicely for the forMal definition of the 

liMit. 

Not until after the students have been given the epsilon-

delta definition of the liMit, should the second choice on the 

Menu be used, This choice graphs an entered function, asks at 

what value of X the user wishes to test for a liMit, then asks 

for a value for epsilon. When that has been entered, the prograM 

draws the custOMary two horizontal lines frOM the Y axis to the 

curve, at an epsilon's distance on each side of the functional 

value for the given X. Next, it draws the two vertical lines frOM 

the points where these horizontal lines associated with epsilon 

intersected the curve, down to the X exis. The prograM COMputes 

the distances frOM the given X value to these two vertical lines, 

and assigns delta the value of the SMaller one. At that point the 

u5er May enter another value for epsilon, and the old lines are 

erased and new ones drawn to fit the new epsilon value. This May 

be done as Many tiMes 6S is deSired. 
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The last choice on the ~enu constructe the table often found 

in textbooks, that lists X values and their corresponding 

functional values, as X approaches the given value. It allows X 

to approach frOM both the right and the left siMutaneously, which 

illustrates whether the function values converge on the liMit 

fro~ both sides. 

Deri vati ves. The prograM entitled "Oerivatv" was designed 

to follow the usual teaching ~ethod for presenting the derivative 

of a function. This Method involves establishing a set value for 

X, followed by trying to find the slope of the tangent line to 

the curve at the point ( X,f(X) ). Since the slope of any secant 

line through the given points can be deterMined, a secant line is 

drawn through the point ( X,f(X) ) and another point on the 

curve, called ( X+h,f(X+h) ). The slope of this secant line is 

deterfl1ined to be ( f(X+h) - f(X) ) diVided by ( X+h - X ). In 

order to bring the secant line down into the position of a tan

gent line, the point ( X+h,f(X+hl ) ~U5t be Moved closer to the 

set point. (X,f(X», which can be eccoMplishedby Making the 

value of h SMaller. If h is allowed to approach a value of zero, 

then the point ( X+h,f(X+hl l will approach the given point, and 

the secant line will approach the position of the actual tangent 

line. Thus, by taking the liMlt of the slope of the secant line 

as h approaches 0, the slope of the tangent line is obtained. 

Then, this is expanded to beCOMe the definition of the derivative 

of the function at X. In the spirit of adhering to this strategy 

for teaching derivatives, the prograM graphs a function, then 

draws a secant line through the selected point and an arbitrary 
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point on the curve, so~ewhere near the right edge of the screen. 

This line is era~ed, as another is drawn through a slightly 

closer point, and this is contInued until the given point is 

aHai ned. At that point, the secant line becOMes t.he tangent, 

and is left in place. Its slope is co~puted and given as the 

value of the derivative of the function at the given value of X. 

Integrati on. The typical teaching strategy for introducing 

the integral, is to consider the region bounded by a continuou5 

function, the X axis, and two vertical lines that intersect the 

functions graph. The prograM "Integral" is intended to be a 

cOMplete introduction, and the first choice on the ~enu starts at 

the very beginning. A parabola, opening down, is graphed, and 

the region between the curve, its X intercepts. and the X axis, 

is conSIdered. First, the curve is enclosed by a rectangle, and 

the area is given. Then, the interval frOM the left intercept to 

the right is partitioned into three equal parts, and three rec

tangles are drawn, using the ~axi~u~ height of the curve in each 

subinterval as the height of the rectangle. The areas of these 

three rectangles are SUMMed, and the total printed. When this 

stage is co~pleted, the teacher will explain that this new SUM is 

closer to the actual area under the curve, than was the first 

single rectangle. Next, the COMputer repeats the above with ten 

partitions of the interval, and the 5U~ of the areas is given. 

As the next step, the COMputer allows the user to deterMine the 

nUMber of partitions, which the students are eager to offer. The 

prograM will draw the rectangles for any nu~ber of partitions de

sired. but for a partition of More than about 200. the execution 
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is very slow. Finally, the COMputer use3 a partition of 200, and 

graphs the rectangles for that. While the prograM is running, 

the instructor can discuss the concept of Upper and Lower RieMann 

SUMS, and how they differ frOM RieMann SUMS in general. Also, 

when the prograM COMpletes the graphing of 200 5ubintervals, the 

teacher May consider the concept of the liMit as the nUMber of 

partitions approaches infinity. This is then given as one of the 

definitions of the integral of a function. 

The second choice on the Menu of the prograM 15 used to 

change the function under study. Different frOM the forMat of 

Most of the prograMS, this is done because the user will not want 

to enter a new function for each of the Menu choices. The third 

and fourth chOices graph upper and lower ReiMann SUMS, respec

tively, for the function entered using choice two on the Menu. 

Choice five lists a table of partitions, with their corresponding 

RieMann SUM values and trapezoidal rule value, starting with a 

partition of 2 and going to 140. The final choice on the Menu i5 

used for the apprOXiMate integration technique of the Trapezoidal 

Rule. This choice May not be ueed until later in the course than 

the others, since Most textbooks present approxiMate integration 

as the last section of the integrals chapter. In order to use 

the trapezoidal rule part of the prograM, the students need to be 

reviewed on what trapezoids are, and how the trapezoidal rule 

forMula is derived. The prograM graphs a given function. over a 

given interval, accepts the nUMber of partitions, then draws the 

trapezoids on the graph. Then, the areas are SUMMed and the SUM 

i5 printed. 



CHAPTER V 

SPECIFICS IN THE USE OF EACH PROGRAM 

Introduction 

In order to best il'lplelT1ent the progralT15 contained in this 

thesis, sOlT1e addi tional ideas on the Most effect i ve way to 

present each, are needed. For instance, with Many of the 

prograMs, the user is allowed to enter any nUMber desired as a 

coefficient in an equation. Although this is a very iMportant 

characteristic, in extrel'le case3 it CQuid lead to "bad exaMPle~· 

that do a poor job of illustrating the point. If an equation is 

entered that causes the graph to be beyond the scope of the 

creen, obViously the students will not benefit. Therefore, the 

Main eMphasis of this chapter is to provide inforMation on the 

Most useful nUMbers and equations to enter when a particular 

prograM is in execution. Also, this chapter will give detailed 

instructions for the use of each prograM. The chapter is divided 

into seperate sections, one for each of the progralT1s, and each 

section includes the above ~entioned suggestions, as well as any 

further ideas for class participation not given in the previous 

chapter. 

Ite~s COMMon iQ fill ProaraMs 

The diskette prOVided is forMatted using PC-DOS version 2.1, 

and if used on a COMpatible cOIT1Puter, is designed to be 5elf

booting. In other words, all the user i5 required to do in order 

to use any of the prograMS, 15 to insert the diskette into the 

co~puter and turn it on. The autoexec file on the disk autoMat

ically runs a prOQraM called "prOMpt," which prints a list of the 
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prograMs, with explanations, and aSKs the user to type the naMe 

of the desired prograM. When this is done, the desired prograM 

is autoMatically run. If, however, the COMputer being used does 

not recognize the DOS version, it should be turned on with the 

appropriate DOS disk, put into BASICA, and then the desired 

prograM should be loaded and run. 

Everyone of the prograMS has several input stateMents, 

which allow the user to enter inforMation into the prograM. This 

inforMation Must, however, be entered in a very precise Method, 

set by the prograMMer, and explained each tiMe by the displayed 

·proMpt." A prOMpt is a Message printed on the screen, whenever 

the prograM pauses for an input stateMent, which explains very 

briefly what is to be entered, and the forMat that Must be used 

to enter it. In Most cases, the prOMPt will be very short, with 

the forMat given as variables. If only one nUMber is to be 

entered, then no forMat is given, and the user SiMply types the 

nUMber and presses enter. If two or More nUMbers are needed, the 

forMat is displayed, followed by a question Mark. For exaMple, 

if the coordinates of a point are needed, the prOMpt would be 

this: 

X, Y ? , 

telling the user it expects the X coordinate, a COMMa, and then 

the Y coordinate. If inforMation is entered incorrectly, the 

COMputer will reject it, displaying the Message "Redo FrOM 

Start." Often, this Message will cause the screen to scroll up a 

line, which in turn causes the coordinate systeM on the screen to 

be out of phase with where the prograM expects it to be. Thus, 
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anything plotted thereafter will not appear in the correct place. 

If this happens, the prograM should be stopped, and returned to 

the cOMMand Menu to start over. This is ~05t eaSily accoMplished 

by perforMing a Control-Break, done on the IBM-PC by holding down 

the Control key, Marked CTRL, and pressing the BREAK key (which 

is also Marked with Scroll Lock). When the Break Message is 

visible on the screen, RUN the prograM again, Making the saMe 

Menu choice as before. 

All of the prograMS use one of two Methods for inputting a 

new function or equation. Most COMMon aMong the prograM5 is the 

use of the EDIT COMMand within the prograM, which stops prograM 

execution and displays the line containing the function, together 

with its line nUMber. When this Method is used, SOMething 

5i~ilar to the follOWing is printed on the screen: 

1000 Y '" 2*X 
GOrO 550 

The cursor will be positioned under the left digit in the line 

nUMber, in this case 1000. The user siMply Moves the cursor past 

the equals sign, and types in the desired right side of the 

equation, It is i~portant to note that the SYMbol * Must be u~ed 

for Multiplication, the 5y~bol I for division, and the sYMbol ~2 

for exponentiation (in this case squaring). Since the prograM i5 

not running while these changes are being Made, it ~ust be re

started once the new function has been entered. This is accol'l

plished by sending the prograM to the next line, in this exaPlple 

550, through the use of a GOTO state",ent. The GOTO has been 

printed in a position where all the user Must do is type in the 
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equation, then press enter, putting the cursor on the 60TO line. 

By pressing enter a second tiMe, the 60TO i5 executed, and the 

prograM begins execution at the point where it had stopped. 

The other Method used by SOMe of the prograMS, is to siMply use 

input stateMents. The general forM of the equation 1S printed on 

the screen, with letters such as a, b, h, or k for nUMbers the 

user is allowed to change. Below the equation is printed an 

input prOMpt, asking for the values that are be assigned to the 

letters. When they are correctly entered, the equation contain

ing the letters is erased, and replaced by the saMe equation With 

the nUMbers that were entered. The follOWing is an exaMple, 

using the equation of an ellipse: 

hX 2 / ahZ + y h2 I b A 2 

a ,b ?
 

After the user enters the values to be assigned to a and b, the
 

equation is rewritten With those values.
 

For the COMPuter graphics in Most of the prograMS, the 

COMputer is put into "high resolution" graphics Mode. I f the 

Machine on which the prograMS are run does not have the 

capability of color graphics in this Mode, then SOMe prograM 

editing Must be don SOMewhere near the start of each of the 

prograMS will be two stateMents appearing as follows: 

30 CLEAR, ,,32768 : SCREEN 6 : COLOR 3,4 
40 'SCREEN Z 

For the IBM-PCjr, the first stateMent clears the graphics MeMory 

for use, and turns on Screen 6, the high resolution color screen. 

On the IBM-PC, the Clear stateMent is not recognized, and there
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fore ~ust be taken out. In line 40 above, there is an apostrophe 

before the word SCREEN. This ~y~bol signals the co~puter to 

ignore that line, 50 if using the progra~ on an IBM-PC, insert an 

apostrophe before the word CLEAR in line 30, and delete the one 

in line 40. Once this is done, the progra~ will run, and all 

graphics will be in black and white. 

~ ProQra~ LINES 

The prograM entitled "Lines" is designed to aid in the 

instruction of graphing in the Cartesian Coordinate 5Y5te~, 

beginning with plotting points, and ending with linear equations 

in the point - slope for~. An exaMple of what the screen looks 

like during the Slope portion of the progra~ is given as figure 

l-A in appendix A, and figure 1-8 shows how the screen appears 

during the Point - Slope portion. 

The opening ~enu of the prograM is as follows: 

COMMAND MENU 

1 . Point Plotting
 

'J Slope
L. • 

3. Lines in the Slope - Intercept for~ 

4. Lines in the Point - Slope for~ 

5. Ter~inate Progra~ 

ENTER YOUR CHOICE ? 

Point Plotting. The first choice, Point Plotting, con

structs a grid that extends fro~ -8 to 8 along the X axis, and 

fro~ -5 to 5 along the Y axis. In the lower left hand corner of 

the screen is the prOMpt; X,V? asking for the coordinates of a 
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point to be entered. Any coordinates within the scope of the grid 

~ay be entered, and are subsequently plotted as a s~all circle at 

the proper spot. Points graphed on the outer edges of the grid 

do not show up as cOMplete circles, since part of the point is 

"off" the screen. If a point entered is off the screen, it will 

si~ply not appear on the graph, and the prograM continues. The 

prograM will accept any nu~erical value as a coordinate, positive 

or negative, such as 1.5, but not 3/2. 

510pe. The second choice on the Menu teaches the concept 

of slope, by having the user enter any two points to be used as 

the endpoints of a line segment. The prOMpts for entering these 

points are: 

Point I: X,Y ? 
Point 2: X ,Y ? 

The coordinates for these points are restricted to integers, 

50 nUMbers like 4.5 and 3/2 are not allowed. Once the points are 

entered and graphed on the screen, the line segMent joining theM 

is drawn, and then the right triangle, forMed by this seg~ent and 

the grid, is slowly constructed. The vertical leg is drawn 

first, a unit at a tiMe, then the horizontal leg. When the 

triangle is cOMplete, the follOWing prOMpt appears: 

Slope ? 

The user is expected to enter the correct slope. Since several 

forMats for the slope are possible, the follOWing instructions 

are pertinent. If the slope is zero, a 0 is entered. If the 

slope is undefined, the user enters UNO. Finally, if the slope 

is neither of those two, then it Must be entered as a fraction. 
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However Many units are contained in the vertical leg, followed 

by / , then the nUMber of units in the horizontal leg, is the 

forMat used for this csse. Very iMportant here is that even if 

the slope is a reducible fraction, it still Must be entered as 

the exact units of vertical change over the exact units of horlz

ontal change. For instance, if the right triangle constructed 

has a vertical leg of 4 units, and a horizontal leg of 2 units, 

the prograM will consider a slope of 2 as incorrect. Instead, 

4/2 Must be entered. 

~ Intercept-ForM. The linear equation that is in the 

prograM when it is loaded is Y = 1/2 * X + 1. It is suggested 

that this equation is graphed first, by defaulting through the 

input operation with two presses of the ENTER key. When the line 

is graphed, the teacher Might stop and have the students COMpute 

its slope and Y - intercept, then see how they relate to the 

equation. The prograM then asks if another is desired, which 

would be answered by typing Y for Yes. This prograM uses the 

first Method discussed before, which stops the prograM and allows 

the user to edit the equation. Any previous lines are not eraBed 

efore a new one is graphed, allowing for visual coMparisons. If 

the screen beCOMes cluttered, clear the screen by returning to 

the COMMand Menu and Making the saMe chOIce again. 

Any equation entered is accepted, 50 care MU5t be taken to 

insure that the graph appears on the screen. Since the Y axis 

goes only frOM -5 to 5, it is best stay within those bounds, 

Ithough parts of SOMe lines with V-intercepts beyond this will 

appear, possibly across a corner of the 6creen. No vertical 
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answers that is was correct. the co~puter will not detect this 

and aS5u~e it was correct. In the event that this happens. 

siMply request another probleM and go on frOM there. 

It is iMportant that the students recognize that the two 

equations: 

Y = M * ( X - h ) + k and Y - k = M * ( X - h 

are eqUivalent, since the first of these is required by the 

prograM. 

The PrograM CONICS 

"Conics" is a prograM written for the purpose of graphing 

each of the conic sections using the general forM of the equation 

of each. The scale on the axes for each part of the prograM is 

frOM -16 to 16 for X values, and frOM -10 to 10 for Y values. 

If, at any tiMe, nUMbers are entered that exceed this scale, a 

part or all of the graph will be Missing frOM the screen. 

Figures 2-A and 2-8 illustrate how the screen appears after an 

ellipse and a hyperbola have been graphed, respectively. 

All of the portions of this progra~ use the second Method 

discussed above for changing the equation being graphed, which is 

by entering the values for certain para~eter5 in the equation. 

With the exception of hyperbolas, all the conic section 

equations are graphed without era5ing eny preViously graphed 

equations. This is to allow for co~parison of several graphs, 

ut occasionally the screen will need to be cleared before anoth

er i5 graphed. The screen can be cleared in the saMe ~ethod 65 

Mentioned for the progra~ "lines," by returning to the ~enu and 
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Making the saMe choice as before. The Menu for this progra~ 

appears on the screen as follows: 

COMMAND MENU
 

1- Graphing Parabolas
 

2. Graphing Circles 

3. Graphing Ellipses 

4. Graphing Hyperbolas 

5. TerMinate PrograM 

ENTER YOUR CHOICE ? 

Parabolas. The parabolas portion of the prograM begins by 

creating a coordinate systeM very siMilar to the one used by the 

lines prograM, except for the extended Bcale of the conics 

prograM. Then, in the lower left corner of the screen. the 

general forM of the equation of a parabola is written, with the 

input prOMpt below that. The forM of parabolic equation used in 

this prograM is as follows: 

Y = a * (X - h)fl2 + k • 

The users are to enter values for the three paraMeters, a, h. and 

k, and when they have been given values. the general equation is 

rewritten with the respective values in place of the a, h. and k. 

Then. the parabola is graphed. Any values May be entered, but it 

is best to keep the vertex of the parabola away frOM the sides of 

the screen so that a SUitable portion of the graph is Visible. 

When the instructor is deMonstrating how the value of a effects 

the parabola. using a few extreMe values is effective. Very 

large nUMbers for a Make the parabola close in al~ost o a 
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straight line. while very sMall nUMbers, such as .01. cause the 

parabola to be very wide. The teacher should always have the 

students COMpare the picture on the screen with the equation, to 

be sure they realize where the three nUMbers a, h, and k are 

used, and what effect each has on the graph. 

Circles. The circles portion of the prograM is used in 

very Much the S6Me Method as for graphing parabolas. The 

equation that is used for graphing circle is the center - radius 

forM, as follows: 

(X - h)~2 + (y - k)~2 = r~2 . 

The three values Missing frOM the equation are entered, according 

to the prOMpt. and the equation is then written With the nUMbers 

instead of the letters. After that has been done, the circle is 

graphed, and the user is asked if another is desired. As with 

the parabolas, any values May be entered, but if the center is 

too close to an edge to accOMModate the radiUS, part of the 

circle WIll be Missing. This is not a particularly undesrirable 

occurence, as long as the center does appear on the screen, with 

enough of the circle to show its shape. The teacher should take 

care to point out where the three inputted nUMbers appeared in 

the equation, and how each effected the graph of the Circle. 

Ellioseu. When the third choice on the Menu of the conics 

prograM is selected, the follOWing will appear on the screen: 

Select the forM of elliptic equation desired. 

1. X~2 I a A 2 + Y~2 / b A 2 

2. {X - h)~2 / a A 2 + (Y - r.)~2 I b~2 

CHOICE ? 
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The first choice is the forM Most often taught first, and when it 

is selected, the axes are drawn, and the ellipse is drawn with
 

its center at the origin, and the characteristics set by a and b.
 

When the graph is cOMplete, the prograM asks:
 

Another ?
 

If the user enters an N, the prograM then asks:
 

Other forM?
 

If this question is answered with a Y, the other forM of equation
 

is offered for graphing. The other forM listed above allows the
 

center of the ellipse to be Moved frOM the origin, to the point
 

(h ,k).
 

HYDerbol p 5. As with ellipses, the hyperbola portion of the 

prograM allows for a choice of two types of equations. The first 

thing appearing on the screen is: 

Select the forM of hyperbolic equation 

A1. XA2 I aAZ Y 2 I b"Z 

2. - XA2 I ahZ + YA 2 I bAZ 

CHOICE ? 

If the first choice is Made, the user May graph hyperbolas that 

open right and left, while the second choice allows one to graph 

hyperbolas opening up and down. For whichever choice is Made, 

the corresponding equation 15 used, and the values of a and bare 

entered. The values entered should be SMall enough that at least 

a SMall part of the hyperbola will fit on the screen. When the 

values are entered, they are placed in the equation, and the 

graph is drawn. First the rectangle and aaYMptotes (discussed in 

the last chapter) are drawn as dotted lines, then the curve is 
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graphed. 

For illustrating how the graph of the hyperbola relates to 

its asy~ptotes, a good exa~ple is to choose the second for~ of the 

equation, causing the hyperbola to open up and down, then enter a 

3 for the value of a, and 1 for the value of b. 

The PrograM FUNCTION 

The prograM "Function" differs froM ~05t of the others in 

the way it was designed. There is no openning ~enu for this 

progra~. 50 the first thing done is to enter the function. The 

Method of stopping the prograM and editting the function line is 

used in this prograM, and once it has been entered, SOMe 

questions are asked of the user about the function. The first of 

these questions is as follows: 

Is the function continuous? 

If this question is answered With Y for yes, the progra~ con-

Unues. If. however. there are discontinuities, the user should 

answer With N for no, in which case the following question is 

asked: 

Are there any intervals where the function 15 undefined? 

If the answer is Y, the left and right endpoints of the interval 

where the function is not defined, are then entered. If, for 

instance. the left endpoint is negative infinity. then it should 

be entered as any X coordinate past the left edge of the screen, 

which the user will deterMine to be either -16. -10, -5, or -I. 

The next question appearing on the screen, whether an interval 

was entered before or not, is as followa: 
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u~ber of points where undefined? 

If the answer is 0, the prograM goes to the next stage. An 

an5wer of a positive integer, however, will allow the user to 

enter the X values of all the points where their function is 

undefined. The reason that the prOMpts concerning undefined 

values are needed, is to avoid error Messages such as "Division 

by zero· and "Illegal function call" (which occurs, for instance, 

if the COMputer atteMpts to COMPute the square root of a 

negative nUMber). 

When all discontinuities have been entered, the user then 

decides the scale with which the axes will be drawn. That is 

done in the following Manner: 

Choose the scale for the X axis. 

t. -16 to 16 

2. -10 to 10 

3. -5 to 5 

4. -1 to 

CHOICE ? 

These nUMbers indicate the values on the X axis that will be at 

the edges of the screen. The values on the Y axis are according 

to the length of a unit, BS deterMined by the above choice, 

however, they are not the saMe 85 for the X axis. Because of the 

diMensions of the screen, the nUMber at the top edge will be 

SMaller then the nUMber at the right edge of the screen. 

The scale is chosen according to the function entered, by 

where its intercepts, aSYMptotes, and other points of interest 

are located. As an exaMple, the function defined by: 
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Y = .01 * (X + g) * (X + 3) • (X - 1)
 

would require either the scale -16 to 16, or -10 to 10, in order
 

o illustrate all the X intercepts. The function: 

Y = X * SIN ( 1IX 

is Most interesting near the origin, 50 the scale -1 to 1 would 

be chosen. 

Figure 3 1n the appendix A shows an exa~ple of a function 

graphed using this prograM. The scale was chosen as -10 to 10. 

and discontinuties were entered as -4 and 4. The function en

tered was: 

y= (X + 4)"2 I (X - 16)"2 

After the function has been graphed, the user is asked first 

if a change of the scale is desired, and if 50, the prograM 

branches back to that set of choices. If no change is desired. 

the user is asked if a new function is to be graphed. An answer 

of Y starts the prograM over, while an answer of N ends it. 

The Progra~ SINELAW 

The progra~ to introduce the law of sines, ent it led 

·51ne1aw," uses low resolution graphiCS instead of high. This 

allows color graphics to be used even on the 18M-PC, and has the 

effect of Making the text on the screen twice as large. When the 

prograM is run, the first thing that appears on the screen is the 

COMMand Menu, which is as follows: 

COMMAND MENU 

I. Two Angles and a side opposite one of the angles. 
2. Two sides and an angle opposite one of the Sides. 
3. Ter~inate progra~ 
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The first choice deMonstrates the case of the law of 51ne5 

Most often taught first. When it is selected, the prOMpts for
 

entering the two known angles and the known side are placed on
 

the screen. They are as follows:
 

1st ANGLE?
 

2nd ANGLE ?
 

SIDE?
 

There is no labeling of these quantities as Alpha, Beta, side a,
 

and 50 on, during the prOMpt, since this can cause confusion for
 

the students when textbook exaMples use a different label for a
 

particular iteM. The prograM always considers the first angle
 

entered as Alpha, the second as Bete, and the entered side as B.
 

Thus, any exaMples should be entered With that in Mind.
 

For the following description of what appears on the screen, 

refer to figures 4-A and 4-B. The unknown side c is placed 

horizontally across the screen, frOM one edge to the other, and 

the triangle is constructed above it. Side b, the other unknown 

aide, is connected to the left end of side c, with the given 

angle Alpha between theM. This side will extend to the top of 

the screen until its length has been deterMined. The side of 

known length, a, is connected to the other end of side c, with 

the angle Beta between theM. When the teacher presses enter, the 

ide c is shortened, bringing the known side a along, at the 

proper angle, until the top end of a touches side b. At that 

pOint, side b is shortened to the proper length, and all the 

pieces of the newly forMed triangle are labeled. Known pieces 

re given their respective values, while unknowns are labeled 
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with letters. All unknown sides are labeled with 5~all letters. 

a through c, and unknown angles are given capital letters, A 

through C. When the triangle has been properly labeled, the 

following appears below the triangle: 

b ( a 
b = ? 

sin (beta) sin (alpha) 

All variables listed in parentheses are known values, and their 

nUMerical value is printed in those places. The students are to 

COMpute the value of side b, round off to one deci~al place, and 

tell the teacher what to enter. If the value entered is 

incorrect, the co~puter beeps, erases it, redisplays the proMpt. 

When the correct value is given, the letter b on the triangle is 

replaced by its value, and then the bottOM of the screen is 

cleared. Next, the following is written: 

Angle C 7 

As soon as the correct angle is given, it is placed on the 

triangle in place of the letter C. The law of sines is then 

written again, just 65 before, only using the letter c and the 

angle cOMputed for C. When the correct answer is supplied, it is 

also placed on the triangle. and then the progra~ declares the 

triangle solved. 

In order for all of the triangle to fit on the screen, it is 

not possible to use any obtuse angles, and sides should be kept 

less than 12 units in length. If it is calculated that an en

tered triangle will not fit on the screen, a Message indicating 

50 is printed, and the value input prOMpts are redlsplayed. The 
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perMissable lengths of the given side depend on the angles en

tered, but 12 is a good gUideline. If a right triangle is to be 

displayed, enter 90 degrees for the first anglel then enter the 

second angle. The entered side, for this case, ~ay be fairly 

long, but again depends on the value of the second angle. 

The second case when the law of sines is used occurs when 

two side lengths, and the ~easure of an angle opposite one of 

those sides, are the known pieces of the triangle. Depending on 

the values of the known parts, there ~ight be none, one, or two 

triangles possible. This concept is difficult for the students, 

50 a teacher ~ight elect to introduce it before using the pro

graM. It SeeMS to work well, however, to use the progra~ to 

introduce the concept, choosing first a case where no triangles 

are possible, then one where one triangle is possible, and final

ly a case where two are possible. When the second Menu 

choice is Made, the following pro~pts are printed first: 

Angle ? 

1st Side? 

2nd Side ? 

After these values have been entered, the screen is cleared, and 

the COMputer begins to construct the triangle. Refer to figure 

5-A for an illustration of the follo~ing description, and to 

figure 5-8 for the next stage of the construction of the tri

angle. 

As before, the unknown side i~ placed across the botto~ of 

the screen, frOM left edge to rIght edge. This side will be 

designated as c. The second side entered, which is designated as 
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b, is connected to the left edge of c, using the given angle A. 

At its top end, the rel'laining side, d, is connected with an 

arbitrary angle. This side will extend to the right, all'lost 

horizontally, 30 that its other end does not touch side c. 

When the teacher presses the enter key, the second stage of 

the construction begins. Side a begins to swing, frOM its point 

of contact with side b, until it gone through an arc sufficient 

to take it past the vertex at angle A. If, at any point during 

its arc, the free end of side a touches side c, the cOPlputer 

beeps and leaves a side in place, drawn in blue. The user is 

then asked how Many triangles were possible, which is deterMined 

by how Many blue lines are on the screen. If the prograM is used 

to develop the concept of how Many are possible, the teacher 

should le~d the students to decide why that particular nUPlber of 

triangles occurred. When the correct answer for the nUPlber of 

triangles has been entered, the prograPl redraws the first blue 

line in white, erases the other ( if applicable ), and labels the 

triangle as before. The triangle is then solved exactly as was 

done With the first case, having the u~er supply the values of 

the Missing parts. If two triangles were possible, after the 

first is solved, it is erased and the second one drawn. When all 

possible triangles are solved, the prograM returns to the l'Ienu. 

Again, entered values should be lIMited in order to keep the 

triangle on the screen. For illustrating the three caSBS 

possible. SOMe recoPlPlendations for values are given. The first 

case, where no triangles are possible, is well deMonstrated by 

entering 30 for the known angle, 4 for the first known Side, and 
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10 for the second known side. These values will cause the side 

that is swung to never COMe in contact with the bOttOM side, 

showing hat it is not possible to construct a triangle of those 

diMensions. The second case occurs when the Side opposite the 

'nown angle is exactly equal to the altitude of the triangle to 

the horizontal base. This produces a right triangle, and the 

swinging Side will touch the bOttOM side at the very bottOM of 

its arc, and only at that one position. Good values to use for 

this case are 30 degrees for the known angle, 5 for the first 

Side entered, and 10 for the second side. These values will forM 

a 30 - 60 - 90 right triangle. Any values May be used for the 

third case, two triangles, as long as the triangle fits on the 

screen, and the first side length entered is SMaller than the 

second, and longer than the height of the triangle. Values such 

as 55 degrees for the angle, 7 for the first side, and 9 for the 

second side, work very well. Then, to produce the last case, 

where the side opposite the entered angle (entered first> is 

longer than the other entered side. In this case, the arc 

created by the swinging of the side intersects the botto~ side in 

one point, then again on the line extended frOM the bottOM side, 

outside the triangle. A good way of illustrating this case is to 

use the saMe values as for the previous case. except reverse the 

values of the two sides that are entered. Enter 5S for the 

angle, 9 for the first Side, and 7 for the second Side. 

The PrqQra~ TRIGGRAF 

The program entitled "Triggraf D i5 used to graph the six 
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trigonoMetric functions. When it is run, the following cO~Mand 

Menu appears on the screen. 

COMMAND MENU 

l. Graph of Sine Function 

.., Graph of Cosine FunctionL.. 

3. Graph of Tangent Function 

4. Graph of Cotangent Function 

5. Graph of Secant Function 

6. Graph of Coeecant Function 

7. TerMinate PrograM 

CHOICE ? 

For the first three choices, the prograM uses the edit 

COMMand to stop the prograM and allow the function to be changed. 

The next three choices, the Cotangent, Secant, and Cosecant, all 

use input stateMents for the paraMeters a, b, and c, In the 

folloWing general equation: 

y =0 a * TRIG( b * (X - c». 

When any of the six choices are entered, the first thing to 

appear on the screen are directions on how to enter the function 

to be graphed. Then, when ready, the instructor presses enter to 

Move into the input procedure. Once the equation has been en

tered, the axes are drawn and the equation is graphed. An 

exaMple of the screen output for this prograM, using the cosecant 

function, is given as figure 6 in appendiX A. 

All of the equations will accept the word PI 8S part of the 

phase shift paraMeter. For exaMple ( X - PI/2 " where this was 

either typed into the equation, or PI/2 was entered for the phase 
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shift paraMeter, would be recognized as valid. The scale on the 

X axis is frOM negative PI to four tiMes PI, and on the Y axis is 

fro~ -5 to 5. Entering an aMplitude larger than 5 will result in 

part of the graph being off the screen. 

For all of the trigonoMetric functions that apply, aSyMp

totes are drawn as dotted vertical 11nes. For graphing the 

secant and cosecant functions, the value of the paraMeter a 

should not exceed 4, since the scale on the Y axis only goes to 

5, and very little of the graph would be Visible. 

The PrograM POLAR 

The prograM 'Polar- is used to plot points, and graph 

equations, on a polar coordinate systeM. The COMMand Menu for 

this prograM appears as follows: 

COMMAND MENU 

I. Plot Points with Polar Coordinates 

2. Graph Polar Equations 

3. Exit PrograM 

CHOICE 7 

When the choice is Made to plot points, the polar coordinate 

systeM is created on the screen, then the user is asked to enter 

the coordinates, in polar forM, of a point to be plotted. The 

scale on the graph extends to a radius of 1I, and lines are drawn 

at 0, 30, 45, 60, 90, degrees, and their Multiples. Either of 

the coordinates May be entered as a positive or negative value. 

Once the point has been graphed, the prograM asks if another is 

deSired. If 50, the Point prOMpt is cleared and redisplayed. but 
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any previous points are left on the graph. 

When the second ~enu choice. for graphing polar equations, 

1s selected, the first ~es5age appearing on the screen is: 

Does your equation contain a square root ? 

If the answer is N. the screen is cleared and the equation is 

entered by the user. Also, the user is Bsked to enter the last 

value to be used for the angle theta, 65 a Multiple of PI. The 

proMpt for this is as follows: 

Theta begins 85 0. Enter 6topping point a5 PI, 2PI, 3PI, •.. ? 

If, however, the answer to the square root question 15 Y, the 

the equation ~ust be entered without the square root, after a 

variable called PSQR. The user types in what PSQR is to be. 

Then, when the progra~ 15 running, the value of PSQR is coMputed 

for varying values of Theta. That value is then tested to deter-

Mine if it is negative. If not, the value is used, and its 

square root is co~puted. For exa~ple. in order to graph an 

equation such as: 

P = SQR ( 5 i n ( Thet a » • 

the user would be asked to enter the equation Without the square 

root. after PSQR. as follows: 

PSQR = sin ( THETA ) 

Equations such as this look the best if a large coeffecient is 

used before the SIN. such as 20. 30, or 40. This ~akes the graph 

large enough to be seen easily by the students. Figure 7 in the 

appendix A shows the graph of an ArchiMedes Spiral. using this 

prograM. The figure does not appear perfectly round, which is 

caused by the printer, as the polar coordinate systeM on the 
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screen appears circular. 

For Most polar equations, the stopping point for Theta 

should be 2PI, since the graph will repeat after that. For any 

of the spirals, however, values of up to BPI Might be used, 

causing the graph to have half that Many cOMplete spirals. 

The PrograM LIMITS 

The prograM "LiMits" is intended to be used for an 

introduction to liMits. The cOMM~nd Menu appears as follows: 

COMMAND MENU 

1. Explanation of LiMits 

2. Input a new Function 

3. Graph Function with Epsilon - Delta lines 

4. Table of Function Values as X Approaches SOMe NUMber 

5. Exit PrograM
 

CHOICE ?
 

The first chOice, an explanation of liMits, gives a brief 

introduction of what is Meant by the liMit of a function, then 

uses Moving graphics to present an exaMple. Flgure a-A shows how 

the screen appears after the first exaMple has been graphed. The 

prograM writes on the screen that X values will be chosen closer 

and closer to 5, and that the value of the function at 5 is 

(f(5) = 3). The function being used is: 

y = 1/20 * (X - 1) * (X - 6) * (X - 10) + 

Then, when the teacher presses enter, the screen is cleared, the 

axes are drawn, and dotted lines are drawn frOM the point (0,3) 

to (5,3), and frOM (5,0) to (5,3). The progra~ then begins 

3 

2 
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graphing the function, Moving froM both X ~ 1 and X 7, in 

toward the point (5,3). As the different values for X are used, 

arrows are Moved along just below the X axis, toward the nu~ber 

5. When the functional value gets sufficiently close to 5 fro~ 

both directions, two arrows are Moved along the Y aXis, 

indicating the Y value, toward the nUMber 3. The process stops 

when the arrows along the Y axis are within .1 of the value 3, 

which has brought the arrows along the X axis to within .1 of 5. 

The custOMary epsilon and delta lines are drawn frOM the axes to 

the graph, and the distances between the lines are printed. 

Once the first exaMple has been COMpleted, the function is 

changed (by the prograM) to : 

Y = 1/20 * (X - 1 )*(X - 6)*(X - 10) + 2.5 if X not equal to 5 
Y = 3 if X = 5 

This is the saMe function as before, except it has been shifted 

up .5 unit The functional value at X = 5 reMains the 5a~e. 

Then, the process of graphing the function is repeated; how

ever this tiMe it is not possible to bring the functional value 

to within a distance of .1 of 3, 50 it is deterMlned that 3 

cannot be the liMit of the function, as X approaches 5. 

The second choice on the Menu is used to change the function 

in the prograM. The reason for haVing a separate Menu choice for 

this purpose 1s 50 the user does not have to deal with entering a 

new function every tiMe another Menu choice is Made. Since the 

Main eMphasis of the deMonstration is not the graph of the 

function, but rather to illustrate the epsilon - delta definition 

of the liMit, it is conceivable that one May never wish to change 
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the original function. The original function, which is 

Y = sqr ( X ) + 1, 

is very good for showing the way delta depends on the chosen 

epsilon. There are, however, other functions that work well in 

the prograM also, to deMonstrate SOMe special cases. 

Choice two on the Menu Must be chosen before choices 3 and 4 

will be allowed. When it runs, the user is asked to input the 

desired function. Due to di'fioulties in constructing the epsilon 

and delta lines, the user is restricted to the first quadrant, so 

only functions that will appear in that quadrant should be en

tered. 

When the third choice is selected, the user is first asked 

to enter the value of X where the liMit is to be tested. Then, 

the equation entered during chOice two will be graphed over the 

interval [ 0,14], and at the top of the screen will appear this 

prOMpt: 

EPSILON ? 

The value entered for epsilon Must be restricted to les5 than 

and greater than 0. If any other values are entered, a Message 

indicating the acceptable values is printed and the prOMpt is 

redisplayed. It is recoMMended that a fairly large value, such 

a5 .8, be used at first. Then, SMaller values May be used later. 

When an acceptable value has been given, the function is graphed 

and the epsilon - delta lines are drawn surrounding the specified 

value of X and its corresponding value for Y. The value for 

delta is cOMputed, using the SMaller of the two distances frOM X 

to the vertical lines drawn. A third delta line, in blue, is 
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drawn at a distance of delta fro~ X on the Side where the larger 

distance is, so it is shown that values for X ~ust be chosen fro~ 

wIthin a delta's distance of the given point. in order to assure 

that f(X) is within an epsilon's distance of the li~it. 

The values of epsilon and delta are printed at the botto~ of 

the screen, along with the following prOMpt: 

Another value for EPSILON (return to stop) ? 

If the instructor wishes to choose a different epsilon, it i5 

entered, and the process is repeated. If another is not wanted. 

the user SiMply presses the enter key. When this is done, the 

user is asked if another value for X is deSired. If the answer 

is Y, the prograM branches back to the beginning of choice three. 

If not, it returns to the COMMand Menu. 

For an exaMple of a liMit deMonstration using the third ~enu 

choice, refer to figure B-B in appendix A. 

The fourth choice on the Menu displays a table of function 

values, 65 X approaches a given value. Thie value is entered 

first, using the saMe pro~pt as for cholce three. When it has 

been entered, the follOWing table is constructed: 

FrOM t he left Fro~ the right 

x f( X) f ( X , x 

6 5 6 10 

The values for X begin at two units fro~ the given value, and 

each new increMent is half of the last one. The last value to be 

used is 0.000015 frOM X on either side. The values for f<X) 
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are listed on the Middle of the table, 50 that cOMparisons of the 

values froM the left and right are easily seen. 

To deMonstrate a function whose liMit does not exist at 50Me 

given value, using SOMething siMilar to, 

Y=1/(X-3), 

and testing for a liMit at 3, will cause the final values in the 

table to be very far apart. The function~ 

y = ( X"2 - 9 ) I x - 3 

will deMonstrate a function that has a liMit at X 3, but nQ 

functional value at X = 3. 

The ProQCaM DERIVATV 

The prograM to help teach the second Main topic in 

Introductory Calculus, derivatlves, is entitled "Oerivatv." The 

Menu for this prograM will appear on the screen as follows: 

COMMAND MENU 

I.	 Explanation of Derivatives 

2.	 Graph a Function and its Derlvative Function 

3.	 List a Table of Function Values and First
 
Derivative values over a given interval.
 

4.	 Exit PrograM 

CHOICE ? 

The first choice, the explanation of derivatives, uses the stan

dard Method for introducing the topic. The graph of: 

y = -1/4 * ( X - 4 )"2 + 4 

is drawn, and a secant line through the curve is drawn frOM the 

point (3,3.75) to the point (6,3). This is illustrated in figure 

9-A	 in the appendix A. 
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The teacher then explain5 that the way to find a tangent 

line to the curve at the point (3,f(3» is to bring the other 

point where the secant intersects the curve closer and closer to 

the given point. The slope of the tangent line is found by 

taking the li~it of the slope of the secant, as the distance of 

the Moving point frOM the given point approaches zero. On the 

screen it is written this way: 

The limit of ( f(3+h) - f(3) ) / ( (3+h) - 3 ) as h goes to Ill, 
gives the exact slope of the tangent line at (3,f(3». 

When ready, the teacher presses enter, and a secant is drawn to a 

point With an X coordinate .25 units closer to 3, and the old 

secant is erased. This continues until the X coordinate of the 

Moving point reaches 3, and the tangent line is left in place. 

For each line drawn, its slope is calculated and printed in the 

top right corner of the screen. The final value of this slope 15 

the slope of the tangent line, and the value of the derivative of 

the function. 

The second Menu choice first allows the user to change the 

present function, then choose the interval over WhiCh that 

function will be graphed. The scale of the axes 15 deterMined by 

the length of the interval, 50 any interval May be entered. When 

the interval has been entered, the screen is cleared, the axes 

are drawn, and the two curves are graphed, putting the left 

endpoint of the inputted interval at the left edge of the screen, 

and the right endpoint at the right edge of the screen. The two 

curves are graphed separately, starting with the derivative 

function. After it has been co~pleted, the teacher presses enter 
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to start the graphing of the function itself. It works very well 

for practice to have the students predict the intervals where the 

function will be decreasing or increasing, and the points where 

relative extre~uM and points of inflection will occur, based on 

the behavior of the derivative function. This gives the students 

understanding as to how positive, negative, and zero values of 

the first derivative will later be used to help graph ~ore co~-

plicated functions. 

Figure 9-8 gives an exa~ple of the graph created, using a 

function siMilar to the second equation listed below. 

The follOWing is a list of functions, together with the 

appropriate intervals for graphing, that work very well with this 

portion of the prograM. 

y SIN (X) over [ -3,7J 

Y = 1/100 * (X + 3) * (X - 1) * (X - 5) over [ -5 , 10 ] 
(the 1/100 is needed to keep the height of the graph within 

the li~it5 of the screen) 

y = 2 * SIN (X) + .5*X over [0,10 ] 

Y = 1/2 * X + 3 over [-5,5] 
(this shows the constant derivative function) 

v = ABS(X - 3) over [0,5] 
(this shows the discontinuity in the derivative function at 

a point where there can be no tangent line) 

v = «X - 4)A2)".333 over [0,10] 
(The powers here are how fractional exponents ~ust be 
entered. This also has a discontinuous derivative) 

There are, of course, ~any other functions that are very good for 

illustrating this point, 50 50~e experiMenting can be done. 

Higher degree polynOMials can be created by adding More bino~ial 

factors to the second equation listed above. This will, how
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ever, usually require that the leading coefficient be decreased 

in size. Otherwise, the graph will be beyond the scope of the 

screen in several places. 

The third choice on the Menu creates a table of values for 

the function and its first derivative for varying values of X. 

The first thing to appear on the screen after this selection has 

been Made is the proMpt: 

Do you want to change the function 7 

If the answer is Y. the user May input a new function in the saMe 

way as was done with the prior portion of the prograM. If 

another function is not desired, the function used is the last 

used during the second Menu choice. After the function has been 

entered, the folloWing proMpt appears on the screen: 

Enter the interval for the X values: A,S? 

Any interval May be entered, and there will always be ten values 

used froM that interval. The values used are cOMputed froM the 

length of the interval. at an increMent of one tenth the interval 

length. The table is intended to be used by first entering a 

fairly large interval, then continually sMaller intervals that 

contain points where the first derivative has a desired value. 

When the first interval has been entered and the table is COM

pleted, the following proMpt is displayed at the bottOM of the 

screen: 

Another interval ? 

If the answer is Y. the prograM is branched back to the proMpt 

for entering the interval. An answer of N returns the prograM to 

the COMMand Menu. 
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Due to the li~ited capability of the COMputer to handle 

large nu~bers of deciMal places, when the interval used becoAes 

less than .02 in length, ~any of the values for the derivative 

are slightly inaccurrate. For this reason, if an interval 

s~aller than this is entered, the prograM will not accept it, and 

another is asked for. Usually an interval that is at least .02 

units in length is sufficient to find the values of X where the 

first derivative is equal to zero, or any other desired value. 

The	 PrOgraM INTEGRAL 

The prograM "Integral" is very siMilar to "Derivatv" in its 

presentation and the way it is used. The following is the way 

the COMMand Menu will be on the screen: 

COMMAND MENU 

1.	 Explanation of Intergation. using RieMann SUMS 

2.	 Input a Function and Interval of Integration 

3.	 Graph Upper SUMS 

4.	 Graph lower SUMS 

5.	 Graph Trapezoidal Rule 

6.	 List Values for Upper 5u~s, Lower SUMS, and Trapezoidal 
Rule, Using Increasing NUMbers of Subintervals 

7.	 Exit Progra~ 

CHOICE ? 

The first choice is a good first tiMe introduction to finding the 

area under a curve by using RieMann SUMS. leading to the defin

ition of integration. When the choice is selected, text is 

written on the screen explaining the function that will be 
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graphed, the interval over which it will be graphed, and how the 

area under that curve is to be estiMated. A teacher using the 

prograM in front of a class will probably not want to read all 

the text to the students, but it does provide good notes for what 

should be explained prIor to continuing. The equation that i5 

graphed as an exaMple is: 

Y = -1/4 * x - 4 )A2 + 4 , 

which has X intercepts at 0 and B. The interval used is the 

interval between the intercepts. The text first explains that a 

way to estiMate the area between the curve and the X axis is to 

enclose the curve in a rectangle, the height of which is equal to 

the MaxiMUM height of the function, and the base of which goes 

frOM 0 to 8. The area of this rectangle is cOMputed to be 32, so 

it is known that the desired area is les5 than 32. This exaPlple 

is graphed on the screen. Then, when ready, the teacher presses 

enter to Move on to the next explanation. The next set of text 

explains that if three rectangles were drawn, enclosing the one 

third of the curve each, a better approxiMation would result. 

This exaMple is then drawn, and the SUM of the are~5 of the three 

rectangles is printed. The process is repeated with ten rect

angles, and the concept of a partition, in this case regular, of 

the interval [0,8) is introduced. Figure 10-A in appendix A shows 

how the screen appears at this point in the deMonstration. 

After the SUM using a partition of ten subintervals 15 

calculated, the prograM allows the teacher to input a value for 

the next partition. The students will benefit frOM being allowed 

to suggest this value, and usually will offer a nUMber between S0 
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and 80. These are very good values to use, at thI5 point, since 

the graphic display of the Rie~ann su~s will show that the su~ 

co~puted is a very good approximation. Finally, the co~puter 

will graph an example, using a partition of 200, and the printed 

result is accurate to within 3 deci~al places of the actual 

integral. The concept of taking the li~it of the RieMann su~s as 

the nUMber of subintervals in the seQuence of regular partitions 

is allowed to approach infinity is introduced then, and the 

definition of the integral is developed frOM that. If, when the 

instructor asKs the students to give the nu~ber of subintervals 

in a partition, a student offers a nu~ber larger than 100 to 120, 

the instructor should probably suggest that they choose a SMaller 

number, 50 that the co~puter's use of 200 subintervals is not 

redundant. Also, using a nUMber larger than about 300 causes the 

program to run 50 slowly that Much of the interest is lost. 

The second choice on the MenU is used to input a new 

function and to define the interval over which the integration 

will be performed. By using a separate Menu selection for this 

purpose, the teacher does not need to be concerned with entering 

a function, even when a new one is not desired. For the /'IIost 

part, the best functions to use are those that stay above the X 

axis for Most of the defined interval. Most of the screen is 

devoted to quadrants I and II. Thus, if the curve goes very far 

below the X axis, part of it will be absent frOM view. The scale 

of the axes is deterMined frOM the length of the interval en

tered, 50 horizontally, any function will fit. If the curve does 

go above the top edge of the screen, or below the bottOM edge, 
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the rectangles will be cut off. The values calculated for the 

areas, however, will still be accurate. 

The following is a list of a few functions, and the 

intervals to use with theM, that work well for this prograM. 

y 1/6 * (X - 5)h2 + over [0,10 ] 

Y = 1/6 * (X - 5)h2 - 2 over [0,10J 
(this puts the vertex of the parabola below the X aXis. 
and deMonstrates negative portions of the area SUMS) 

Y = III 0 * (X + 3) * (X) * (X - 3) + 4 over [ -5 ,5 ] 

Y 2 * SIN ( 1/2*X ) over [-5,5] 

The third and fourth Menu choices are used to illustrate 

Upper and Lower RieMann SUMS, respectively. When chosen, the 

first thing that Must be entered is the nUMber of subintervals in 

a regular partition. When the prOMpt for this entry has been 

answered, the screen is cleared, and the curve is graphed over 

the previously defined interval. As soon as the curve is 

graphed, the appropriate RieMann rectangles are drawn, either 

using the MaxiMUM height in each subinterval, or the MiniMUM 

height, depending on the choice. The SUM of the areas of the 

rectangles is cOMputed, and printed across the bottOM of the 

screen. The user 15 then asked if a different nUMber of subin

tervals is desired. If the answer is N, the prograM returns to 

the COMMand Menu. An answer of Y starts that part of the progra~ 

over. 

The fifth choice will graph and estiMate the integral of the 

given function using the trapezoidal rule. Any of the above 

functions will work with this choice, but those with sharp bends 
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will Make the trapezoids More obvious. Also, if a partition of 

20 or More subintervals is used, the tops of the trapezoids tend 

to blend with the curve itself, and are hard to see. Starting 

With a SMall p~rtition, such as with 5 subintervals, then Moving 

to the large ones, will show that the trapezoidal rule produces 

accurate results Much faster than RieMann SUMS. Figure 10-8 

illustrates what appears on the screen after using the 

Trapezoidal Rule portion of the prograM. 

Choice nUMber six on the Menu COMputes upper and lower 

RieMann SUMS, and areas by the trapezoidal rule, for varying 

nUMbers of subintervals. Beginning with a partition of 2 subin

tervals, the table prints values for selected nUMbers of 

subintervals, and ends when a partition is reached large enough 

that the values of the upper and lower SUMS are Within two deciM

al places of each other. The viewers can see that the cOMputed 

values for the three SUMS approach each other, as the nUMber of 

subintervals increases. The last values printed are all equal, 

since they are rounded off to two deCiMal places. It should be 

explained to the students that this is a result of the COMputer 

rounding the values off. and that the values would never actually 

be equal. The table illustrates very well that of these ~ethod5 

of apprOXiMate integration. the trapeZOidal rule is More accurate 

than the RieMann SUM approach. 



CHAPTER VI
 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
 

SUMMary Qi Thesis 

The purpose of this thesis was to study the use, and effect. 

of a MicrocoMputer in the MatheMatics classrooM. The increasing 

developMent of this type of technology, leads to changes in the 

traditional Methods of teaching MatheMatics. There are. of 

course, Many uses for the COMputer in the MatheMatics classrooM~ 

but the eMphasis of this thesis was on the use of the COMputer as 

an in class teaching aid, a tool for the teacher to use, just as 

one Might use a filM strip or the chalkboard. 

The first chapter was an introduction to the thesis. 

In it was discu55ed how the idea for the thesis originated, the 

iMportance of such a study, the procedures used to study the 

probleM, and the liMitations of the study. Also given in the 

chapter was an overview of the thesis. 

Chapter two was a presentation of what other authors have 

written concerning the field of COMputer Aided Instruction. 

Intended Mainly to prove a case for the use of CAl, quotations 

were included frOM notable works on the subject. Used in the 

study were several works frOM the National Council of Teachers of 

MatheMatics, including the 1984 Yearbook for that organization. 

which was entitled, COMputers in MatheMatics Education. Also 

used were several books written on the subject, including Lear

ning With COMputers, by Alfred Bark, and CAl Sourcebook, by 

Robert Burke. 

The third chapter offered the reactions of the students that 
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took part in the study. These students had all witnessed the use 

of a prograM written by the author, and had cOMpleted a question

naire which asked for their opinion on several ite~s. They were 

asked their reaction to the particular prograM they observed, 

their reaction to CAl in general, and any suggestions they Might 

have. The answers to the questionnaire were both written co~-

~ent5, and a nu~erical response fro~ 1 to 5. The nu~erical 

responses were totalled and averaged, and saMples of the written 

COMMents were listed. 

Chapter four treated the subject of using the progra~s in 

the classrOOM, fro~ the aspect of how a MatheMatics teacher could 

Most easily incorporate theM into the norMal curriculUM of the 

course. The usual Method of introducing a concept to a class was 

given. Then, the ways in which each progra~ could be used in 

conjunction with that were discussed. 

The fifth chapter was a detailed look at the use of each 

prograM, and could best be described dS a user s guide to the 

progra~s stored on the diskette. Descriptions of how the teacher 

should enter values, what values and equations are the best to 

use, and explanations of what appears on the screen at different 

ti~es during the execution of each prograM, were the iMportant 

parts of the discussion. References were Made to appendix A, 

which contains printouts of the screen during the execution of 

the prograMS. These figures were lntended to help in inter

preting the descriptions given in chapter five. 

The sixth and final chapter SUMMarizes the thesis, and gives 

conclusions and reCOMMendations for those intending to use the 
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prograMs offered. 

Following the sixth chapter are a bibliography and two 

appendixes. The first appendix, as was Mentioned above, contains 

printouts froM the screen that the reader May wish to refer to. 

The second appendix contains the listings of the actual prograMs, 

as they appear on the diskette. These are included as an aid to 

those wishing to expand the prograMs to include other topics, or 

to Modify the prograMs to More closely fit their individual 

classrOOM needs. 

Conclusions 

During the course of this study, several conclusions becaMe 

obViOUS. The follOWing is a list of conclusions Made by the 

author, concerning the study. 

,.	 When introducing algebra students to the Cartesian coordinate 

systeM, and particularly to point plotting, it is best 

to use chalkboard exaMples. Through conversations with stu

dents, and reactions written on the student questionnaires, 

it becaMe apparent to the author that the point plotting part 

of the prograM "Lines" spent More tiMe than necessary teach

ing a subject that is quickly and easily learned. 

2.	 If the prograM "Conics" is used to teach the graphing of con

ic sections, with no other explanations being offered by the 

instructor, the students will MlSS a very iMportant point. 

The fact that these curves result frOM the intersection of a 

plane with a cone should be taught, and usually is. But 
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beyond that, it is very easy for the instructor to neglect 

the locus of points definition of each. Knowing that a 

parabola is for~ed by the locus of points eqUidistant froM a 

point and a line, is an iMportant way for students to relate 

geoMetry and algebra, and adds a point of interest to the 

lesson. The prograM does nothing to illustrate this point; 

therefore, by itself, it is not enough. 

After deMonstrating the concept of liMits to a class that had 

never been exposed to it before, and then again to a Calculus 

II class, it was shown that the use of Moving graphics Made 

possible by the COMputer, gave the students a better 

understanding of the concept. Too often the epsilon-delta 

definition of liMits is never quite understood, and COMputer 

graphics help to alleViate this probleM. The beginning level 

classes see~ed to have satisfactory understanding of the 

definition follOWing the deMonstration, while an alarMing 

nUMber of the Calculus II students seeMed to be learning it 

for the first tiMe. Many of these students COMMented after

ward that they now understood precisely what the definition 

Meant, as opposed to only vague understanding prior to the 

deMonstration. 

Although the use of CAl designed for use in front of an 

entire class is quite often favorable, it becaMe apparent 

frOM the questionnaires that the SMall COMputer terMinal 

that was used was often not adequate. The deterMining 

factor was the size of the class involved. In the larger 
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classes, the students in the back of the roo~ could not see 

enough detail on the screen to understand the topic very 

well. Despite encourageMent to move forward in the rOOM, it 

was difficult for SOMe to see, and they invariably lost 

interest. For SMall classes, there was no proble~, but if 

only the standard Monitor size of 13 inches is available, 

then the viewing capabilities of the entire class should be a 

concern. 

FrOM the reading of other works on CAl, it can be concluded 

that there are many matheMatics teachers who are pushing to 

Make the use of the COMputer for teaching ~athe~atics 

standard practice. Certainly there are those who feel the 

co~puter is not a necessity, and is to be used only if the 

instructor desires it. This is not the recurring theMe, 

however, in the works reviewed. Instead, it is the belief of 

those authors, and the author of this thesis, that the COM

puter allows the instructor to do a better job of teaching, 

and that MatheMatics teachers cannot afford to ignore it. 

Apparent frOM the COMMents supplied by students on the Ques

tionnaires, was the fact that students the~selves believe 

CAl is both iMportant and effective. The high average 

response of 4.57 ( out of 5 >, on the question asking if they 

thought that the use of the COMputer was interesting, 

indicates that a Much higher level of student interest is 

achieved through the use of CAt. It was CO~Mon for the 

author of this thesis to be asked by students when the 
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COMputer was going to be used again, indicating they were 

anxious for that, and that they preferred to be taught with 

the teacher using CAl. 

7.	 Despite efforts to provide a Multitude of error traps in the 

prograMs, it is still very easy for a user of the progra~5 to 

enter sOMething incorrectly. To COMpletely error proof the 

prograMs, one would be required to spend Much tiMe, and add a 

Multitude of lines to each. It seeMed plausible to aS5u~e 

that those using the prograMs could learn easily enough how 

to avoid these probleMs, and the extra effort was not 

necessary. 

ReCOMMendations 

Initially in this section, reco~~endations relating to the 

above conclusions are Made, where appropriate. Pertaining to the 

second conclusion, concerning the use of the prograM "Conics,· it 

is reCOMMended that the teacher introduce conic sections With 

501id, three-diMensional visual aids, and with the locus of 

points definitions, then proceed to the graphing of the algebraic 

equations. It seeMS to help the students with the graphing 

techniques if they have these concepts first. 

In relation to the third conclusion, as to the effectiveness 

of the prograM liMits, it is also reCOMMended that stUdents are 

taught a strong intuitive definition of liMits, before they are 

ever exposed to the epsilon-delta definition. Too often students 

develop the idea that the li~it definition is beyond their COM

prehension, when in fact it is a rather straightfoward concept. 
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Concerning the fourth conclusion, that the sMall size of a 

standard COMputer Monitor causes viewing probleMs in large 

classes, the solutions to this probleM are varied. Most 

deSirable, but unfortunately not always an option, is to use a 

larger Monitor. These are expensive, 50 schools do not typically 

own theM. MicroCOMputers May be connected to large color tele

vision sets, with the use of special adapter cables which are 

relatively inexpensive, if the television has that capability. 

Much SiMpler, and usually effective, is to use a seating arrange

Ment that abandons the desks, and crowds the students together 

near the COMputer. This unCOMfortable position does not need to 

be Maintained for a long period of tiMe, and is well tolerated 

by the students. 

The seventh conclusion, dealing with the lack of error 

traps, warrants SOMe further reCOMMendations. First, if a 

teacher can afford the tiMe to run a prograM through a few tiMes, 

in order to beCOMe accustOMed to the procedures before presenting 

it to a class, the probleM Virtually disappears. Also, by care

fully fol- lOWing the directions given in chapter five of this 

thesis, a teacher can avoid Most errors. Then, if a probleM does 

occur in front of a class, knowing how to get out of the prograM, 

and get it restarted qUickly, will MiniMize any eMbarassMent. 

This too should be practiced, and the Methods for the procedure 

are given in the fifth chapter also. 

For a teacher wishing to expand the nUMber of topics which 

May be presented using a MicroMcoMputer, the follOWing reco~Mend-

ations are Made. First. if one has no real experience With 
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graphics prograMs, it is suggested that the prograM listings in 

the third appendix be studied. The Methods used in those 

prograMs are fairly siMple graphics COMMands, and the logic 

involved should be straightforward. It would be easiest to 

create a new prograM by using one of the existing prograMs as a 

skeleton, editing where needed. The actual Main prograM for 

nearly all of theM is Merely a Menu driven series of subroutine 

calls, 50 by writing additional subroutines, one could expand the 

possibilities of any given prograM. 

One recoMMendation for expansion concerns the progra'" 

"Lines." The addition of a subroutine that would graph a systeM 

of two linear equations, Mark the intersection point, and supply 

the coordinates of that point, would not be a Major task. By 

using the saMe Method of inputting equations, and the saMe Method 

of graphing those lines, the eXisting prograM could serve as a 

Model. 

A siMilar subroutine could be added to the prograM "Conics,

which would graph any two equations, linear or not. and 

graphically solve the systeM. The structure of such a subroutine 

would be nearly identical to the one for a linear systeM, 

Mentioned above. 

ReCOMMendations For Further Studies 

Anyone of the three Main prograM categories studied in this 

thesis -- algebra, trigonOMetry, or calculus -- could be consid

ered as a source for providing Materials for related studies. As 

an exaMple, should a person desire to do a study eMphasizing only 
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trigono~etry, a prograM could be written for the solution of 

triangles using the law of cosines, which would be very siMilar 

to the prograM "Sinelaw." FurtherMore. all of the trigonoMetric 

function definitions relating to the side lengths of right trian

gles could be presented nicely through a graphics approach. 

It should be noted that the graphics in this study were all 

two-diMensional. Pi related study using three-diMensional 

graphics could certainly be of benefit to students dealing with 

the 501id, analytical geoMetry concepts encountered in Calculus 

III. 
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11'*."'.* GRAPHING LINES MIKE MOSIER *.*'.1" •• * 

STORED UNDER: LINES 
JUNE I 5. 1985 

CLEAR",3Z76BI : SCREEN 6 : COLOR 3.4
 
'SCREEN Z
 
CLS
 
LOCATE 3,15:PRINT "PROGRAM LINES
 

LOCATE 5.15:PRINT "COMMAND MENU
 
10 LOCATE S,10:PRINT "I. Point Plotting
 
20 LOCATE 10.10:PRINT "Z. Slope
 
30 LOCATE lZ,10:PRINT "3. Lines in the Slope - Intercept forM
 
40 LOCATE 14,10:PRINT "4. lines in the Two Point forl"1
 
50 LOCATE 16,10:PRINT "5. Terl"1inate PrograM
 
60'
 

170 LOCATE ZZ, 10: INPUT "ENTER YOUR CHOICE". CMD
 
180 ' this is an error trap for thelr choice l
 

o WHILE CMD <> FIX(CMD) OR CMD < 1 OR CMD > 5
 
100 LOCATE Z4,10:PRINT "Please enter aI, 2, 3, 4. or 5"
 

10 GOTO 170
 
Z20 WEND
 
230 ' 
~0 WHILE CMD <> 5 
250 ON eMD GOSUB 330. 470, 9Z0, 1220 
260 LOCATE 23,1 : INPUT "Press enter to return to -the COl"Ililand l'Ienu. ",B$ 
270 GOTO 80 
2B0 WEND 
290 '
 
300 SCREEN 0
 
310 END
 
320
 
330 '*••**.*t***... SUBROUTINE TO PLOT POINTS •• *****.** 11-*-11
340 CLS
 
350 GOSUB 18Z0 . to draw the Cartesian Plane
 
360 LOCATE 23. 1 : INPUT "X.V II;X,Y
 
370 '
 
380 PX = 320 + 40 * X PY = 100 - 20 * Y 'figure pixels and plot
 
390 CIRCLE (PX,PY).2 : CIRCLE (PX.PY),7 ' the poin+.
 
400 ' 
410 LOCATE 23.1 PRINT"
 
4Z0 LOCATE Z3, 1 INPUT "Another ";AlIi
 
430 LOCATE 23, 1 PRINT "
 
440 IF A$ = "V" OR Alii = "y" THEN 360
 
450 RETURN
 
460 '
 
470 '* ••••_.**t** ••**** SUBROUTINE TO EXPLAIN SLOPE ***************
 
4B0 CLS
 
490 GOSUB 1820 'to draw the graph
 
500 LOCATE 23.1: INPUT "Point 1 "IXI,YI "en-ter the two points
 
510 LOCATE 23,9 : PRINT"
 
520 LOCATE 23.1 : INPUT "Point 2 "; XZ, YZ
 
530 LOCATE 23,9 : PRJ NT "
 
540 IF Xl > X2 THEN SWAP XI,XZ : SWAP YI,YZ 'leftMost point should be Xl,Yl
 
550 '
 



PXl = 3Z0 + Xl * 40 : PYI == 100 - Yl • 20 'figure the pixels
 
'0PX2 == 3Z0 + XZ * 40: PYZ == 100 - yz. 20 'and plot the two points
 

CIRCLE (PX1,PY!),Z : CIRCLE (PX1,PY1),7
 
o CIRCLE (PXZ,PVZ),Z : CIRCLE (PX2,PYZ),7 

LINE (PX1,PY1)-(PXZ,PYZ) : LINE (PXI+l,PYl )-(PXZ+l ,PYZ) 'connect the~ 

10 '
 
620 IF YZ < YI THEN SIGN == 1 ELSE SIGN = -1 'deter~ine5 pos. or neg. slope
 
30 .
 

540 FOR J 1 TO 500 : NEXT J 'all J loops are tiMe eaters
 
650	 .
 
60 FOR I = PYI TO (PYZ-SIGN*Z0) STEP SIGN-Z0 'loop to draw vertical leg
 

670 LINE (PX1-Z,J)-(PX1-Z,l+5IGN*Z0) 'of the triangle
 
80 LINE (PXI-4,I)-(PXl-4,I+SIGN*Z0) 

690 FOR J == 1 TO 500 : NEXT J 
700 NEXT I 
710 FOR I = PX 1 TO PXZ -40 STEP 40 'loop to draw horizontal leg of triangle 
7Z0 LINE (I ,PYZ+l )-( I+40,PY2+1) 
730 LINE (I,PYZ+Z)-(I+40,PYZ+Z) 
740 FOR J = 1 TO S00 : NEXT J 
750 NEXT I 
760 ' 
770 LOCATE 23, I PRINT" 
780 OEL TAY = YZ - YI DELTAX X2 - Xl 
790 IF DEL TAY o THEN 850 
800 IF OEL TAX o THEN 870 
810 IF DEL TAX > 9 THEN NUMLEN == Z ELSE NUMLEN no. of digits to check 
8Z0 ' 
830 LOCATE 23,1 : INPUT "Slope ",M$ 
840 IF VAL(LEFT${M$,Z» = DELTAY AND VAL{RIGHT$(M$,NUMLEN» DELTAX THEN 900 

ELSE LOCATE Z3, 1 : PRINT " " : GOTO 830 
850 LOCATE Z3, 1 : INPUT "51 ope ", M$ 
860 IF M$ == "0" THEN 900 ELSE LOCATE Z3,1 PRINT" " : GOTO 850 
870 LOCATE 23,1 : INPUT "Slope ";M$ 
880 IF M$ = "UNO" OR M$ == "und" THEN 900 ELSE LOCATE 13,1 : PRINT" 

GO TO 870 'to let theM try again 
890 ' 
900 LOCATE ZZ, 1 : INPUT "Another "I A$ 
910 IF A$ == "Y" OR A$ = "y" THEN 470 ELSE RETURN 
9Z0 '.4********.****** SUBROUTINE TO GRAPH SLOPE - INTERCEPT FORMS **4***** 
930 CLS 
940 GOSUB 1820 to draw graph 
950 GOSUB 1110 to input new equation 
960 X == -7 initial value for X 
970 GOSUB I 170 figure Y for that X 
980 PXl = 320 + X * 40 : PYI = 100 - Y * 20 'convert point to pixels 
990 ' 
1000 FOR X == -6 TO 7 STEP .5 ' loop to draw the line 
1010 GOSUB 1170 ' to figure Y 
1020 PXZ == 320 + X * 40 : PY2 == 100 - Y * 20 'convert point to pixels 
1030 IF PYZ > 199 OR PYZ < 1 THEN 1060 'since it's off the screen 
1040 LINE (PX1,PYl)--(PXZ,PYZ) 'draw the line through the points 
1050 LINE {PXl ,PYI+I )-(PXZ,PYZ+l) 
1060 PXl == PXZ : PYI = PYZ 
1070 NEXT X 
1080 LOCATE Z3,1 : INPUT "Another ",A$ 
1090 IF A$ ="Y" OR A$ == "y" THEN GOTO 950 
1100 GOTD 260 
1110 ' SUBROUTINE TO INPUT EQUATION 



n,l	 PRINT "GOTD 1150 "
 
EDIT 1190
 

SUBROUTINE TO FIGURE FUNCTIONAL VALUES 

SUBROUTINE TO GRAPH TWO - POINT FORMS •••••••• 
230 .
 

240 CLS
 
250 GOSUB 18Z0 'to draw graph
 
1~0 . the following state~ent turns on the rando~ nu~ber generator and uses 
1270 RANDOMIZE VAURIGHT$(TIME$,Z» + VAUMIDlIi(TIMElIl,4,Z» 'the clock for seed 
280 XVALI ~ INT( RND * 10 ) . pullout a value, deCide if pas. or neg., then 

1290 IF )(VAL I / Z = INT (XVAL 1 / Z) THEN SIGN'" 1 ELSE SIGN = -1 'Make sure 
I~ IF XVALI > 7 THEN lZ80 'it fits on screen 
1310 XI = XVAL I .. SIGN 
1320 
1330 'the next three blocks repeat procedure for other coordinates 
1340 YVAL 1 = INT< RND • 10 ) 
1350 IF YVALI I Z == INT (VVALI / Z) THEN SIGN == -1 ELSE SIGN = 
1360 IF VVAL I > 4 THEN 1340 
1370 Y1 == YVAL 1 it SIGN 
1380 . 

1390 XVALZ = INT< RND .. 10 ) 
1400 IF XVAL2 I Z = INT (XVALZ / 2) THEN SIGN -1 ELSE SIGN 
1410 IF XVALZ > 7 THEN 1390 
1420 XZ = XVALZ * SIGN 
1430 VVALZ = I NT( RND. 10 ) 
1440 IF YVALZ / Z = INT (YVALZ I Z) THEN SIGN ELSE SIGN -1 
1450 IF YVALZ > 4 THEN 1430 
1460 YZ = YVALZ • SIGN 
1470 • 

1480 PXl = 320 + 40 * Xl : PVl == 100 - Z0 .. VI these plot the two 
1490 CIRCLE (PX1,PV1),Z: CIRCLE (PX1,PVI),7 randol'l points 
1500 PX2 = 320 + 40 .. XZ: PYZ = 100 - 20 * YZ 
1510 CIRCLE (P)(Z,PYZ),2 : CIRCLE (PXZ,PY2>.7 
15Z0 .
 

1530 LOCATE Z3, 1 PRJ NT "GOrO 1550" . 1et user input equation
 
1540 LOCATE Z2, 1 EDIT 1790
 
1550 .
 

1560 X = -8 draw the line that was entered
 
1570 GOSUB 1770
 
1580 PX 1 = 3Z0 + 40 .. X : PY 1 == 100 - -Z0 • V
 
1590 IF PYI > 199 OR PYI < 1 THEN X = X + .1 : GOTO 1570 'Make sure it's on the
 
1600 .
 

1610 FOR X = -7 TO 7 STEP .5 screen
 
1620 GOSUB 1770
 
1630 PX2 = 320 + 40 * X : PY2 = 100 - Z0 * Y
 
1640 IF PYZ ) 199 OR PYZ < I THEN 1670
 
1650 LINE (PXI,PVI) - (PXZ,PY2) 
1660 LINE (PXI,PYI+I)-(PXZ,PY2+1) 



o PXl PXZ PYI PYZ ~ove the points up
 
80 NEXT X
 
o . 

LOCATE Z3,l ; INPUT "Corred "; A$ 
10 LOCATE 23, 1I: PRI NT
 

7Z0 IF A$ <> "Y" AND A$ <> .. y" THEN GOTO 1530
 
730 LOCATE Z3, 11: PRINT
 
'40 LOCATE 23, I : INPUT "Another "; A$
 

750 IF A$ = "Y" OR A$ = "y" THEN GOTO IZ30
 
760 GOTO Z60
 
TI0 . SUBROUTINE WITH THE EQUATION
 

1780 .
 
1790 Y = M * ( X - H ) + K
 
1800 RETURN
 
1810 

••••••••••••••*•••18Z0 u ..*.... **..** SUBROUTINE TO DRAW GRAPH 
1830 
1840 . SCREEN 2 
1850 first draw the axe5 
1860 LI NE (0, 100 ) - ( 640, 100 ) LINE (0,101 )-( 640, 101 ) 
1870 LINE (3Z0,0)-( 320,Z(0) LINE (3Z 1,0)-( 321 ,ZOO) 
1880 LOCATE 14,77 : PRI NT "X" LOCATE Z,39 : PRINT "Y" 
1890 ' 
1900 . loop to draw the vertical grid 
1910 FOR I = o TO 640 STEP 40 
19Z0 LINE (I ,0)-( I ,ZOO) ,Z 
1930 NEXT I 
1940 
1950 loop to draw the horizontal grid 
1960 FOR I = o TO Z00 STEP 20 
1970 LINE ( 0, I )- ( 640, I ) , Z 
1980 NEXT I 
1990 . 
2000 RETURN 



10 *.....*... CONIC SECTIONS MIKE MOSIER ••••***.*** 
10 
30 
40 STORED UNDER: CONICS 
50 JUNE 30, 1985 
80 
70 CLEAR",3Z768! SCREEN 6 COLOR 3,4 
80 . SCREEN Z 
90 CLS 
100 LOCATE 3,lZ:PRINT "THE PROGRAM CONICS" 
110 LOCATE 5, 15:PRINT "COMMAND MENU 
120 LOCATE 8,10:PRINT "1. Graphing Parabolas 
130 LOCATE 10,10:PRINT "Z. Gr'aphing Circles 
140 LOCATE 12,10:PRINT "3. Graphing Ellipses 
150 LOCATE 14,10:PRINT "4. Graphing Hyperbolas 
160 LOCATE 16.10:PRINT "5. TerMinate Progral'l 
170 . 

180 LOCATE ZZ, 10: INPUT "ENTER YOUR CHOI CE ", CMD 
190 WHILE eMD <> FIX(CMD) OR CMD < 1 OR eMD > 5 
200 LOCATE 24,10:PRINT "Please enter a 1,2,3,4, or 5" 
210 GOTO 180 
ZZ0 WEND 
230 . 

240 WHILE CMD (> 5 
50 ON eMD GOSUB 320. 630, 1030, 1570 

Z60 LOCATE 23,1 :INPUT "Press enter to return to the cOMMand Menu. ",8$ 
270 GOTO 90 
Z80 WEND 
290 SCREEN 0 
300 END 
310 
320 ' ••• *••*.** SUBROUTINE TO GRAPH PARABOLAS •••• *••••••••••
 
3J0 '
 
340 GOSUB 2270 . to draw the X - Y plane
 
350 '
 
360 LOCATE ZZ, 1 : PRINT"
 
370 LOCATE ZZ,1 : PRINT "Y = a ( X - h )"'Z + k"
 
380 LOCATE 23,1 : INPUT "a,h,k ";A,H,K
 
390 IF H < 0 THEN SIGN1$ = "( X +" ELSE SIGN1$ = "( X -" 'these lines print
 
400 IF K < 0 THEN SIGNZ$ = "-" ELSE SIGNZ!Ii == "+ " . out the equation
 
410 LOCATE ZZ,l : PRINT"y = ";A;SIGNll1i;ABS(H);")"'Z ";SIGNZ$;ABS(K)
 
420 ' 
430 X = -15 : Y = A.(X-H)"'Z + K set the initial value for X, and figure Y 
440 PX1 = 3Z0 + Z4.X : PYI 100 - 10*Y 'figure the first pixels 
450 
460 loop to graph the parabola 
470 FOR X = -15 TO 15 STEP .3 
480 Y = A • ( X - H )~Z + K 
490 PXZ = 320 + Z4*X : PYZ = 100 - 10.Y 
500 test to see if the point is on the screen 
510 IF PY2 > 199 OR PYZ < 0 THEN 530 
520 LINE (PX1,PYl )-(PX2,PYZ) : LINE (PX1+1 ,PYl )-(PXZ+l,PYZ) 
530 PXl = PXZ : PYl = PYZ . ~oves old point up to new point position 
540 NEXT X 
550 . 



560 ' See if they want to graph another
 
570 LOCATE Z3, I PRINT "
 
580 LOCATE 23, 1 INPUT "Another ";A$
 
580 IF A$ = "y" OR A$ = "V" THEN LOCATE Z3, 1 ; PRINT " GOTD 360 
600 ' 
610 RETURN 

Z0 
630 ******t***** SUBROUTINE TO GRAPH CIRCLES ••••••• ******.* 
40 ' 

650 GOSUS 2270 'to draw the X - Y plane 
660 .
 

670 LOCATE Z2, 1 : PRINT "
 
680 LOCATE Z I > 1 : PRINT"
 
690 ' get the equation of the circle
 
700 LOCATE n,/ : PRINT "(X - h)"Z + (Y - k)"Z r"Z"
 
710 LOCATE 23,1: INPUT "h,k,r "j H,K.R
 
7Z0 LOCATE Z3, 1 : PRl NT " "
 
730 IF R < 0 THEN LOCATE Z 1,1 : PRINT "NO CIRCLE !! " :GOTO 970
 
740 IF H < 0 THEN FIRST$ = "(X +" ELSE FIRSTlli = "(X -" 'next -three lines
 
750 IF K < 0 THEN SECND$ = "(Y +" ELSE SECNDlil = "(Y" 'print it back out
 
760 LOCATE 2Z,l : PRINT FIRST$jABS(H)j")"Z + ";SECND$;ABS(K)j")"Z =";R,""Z"
 
770 
780 XCENTER = 320 + Z4*H yeENTER = 100- 10*K 'finds the 

pixels of the center 
790 CIRCLE (XCENTER,YCENTER),Z Mark the center 
800 PX1 = XCENTER - R *Z4 : PYI yeENTER PYZ VCENTER 'sets first set 

of pixels 
810 ' begin graphing the circle 
820 FOR X = -R TO R STEP. 15 
830 SQ = R"Z - X"Z 
840 V = SQR ( SQ ) 
850 PXZ = XCENTER + Z4*X : PY3 = YCENTER - 10 • Y : PY4 = YCENTER +10 * Y 
860 IF PY3 > 0 THEN LINE (PX1,PYI)-(PX2,PY3) 
870 IF PY4 < 200 THEN LINE (PX1,PV2)-(PX2,PY4) 
880 PXl = PXZ ; PYI = PY3 : PYZ = PY4 
890 NEXT X 
900 X = R 
910 SQ ~ R'Z - X"l 
920 V = SQR ( SQ ) 
930 PXZ = XCENTER + Z4*X : PY3 = VCENTER - 10 * V : PV4 = VCENTER +10 ~ y 
B40 IF PY3 > 0 THEN LINE (PXl ,PY1 )-( PXZ ,PY3) 
950 IF PY4 < 200 THEN LINE (PXI,PYZ)-(PXZ,PV4) 
960 . 

970' see if -they want to graph another 
980 LOCATE 23, 1 : INPUT "Anoiher "; A!ti 
990 LOCATE 23, I : PRINT " 
1000 IF A$ = "Y" OR A$ = "y" THEN 660 
1010 RETURN 
1020 
1030 .*.~** •• **.* SUBROUTINE TO GRAPH ELLIPSES ••• ************ 
1040 
1050 CLS : XC ENTER = 320 : YCENTER = 100 
1060 LOCATE 10,15 : PRINT "Choose which equation you wani. " 
1070 LOCATE 12,15: PRINT "1. W2 / a"Z + Y"Z / b"2 = 1 
1080 LOCATE 14,15 : PRINT "2. {X - h)"Z / a"Z + {Y - k )"'2 / b"Z 
1090 LOCATE 1'7,15 : INPUT "CHOICE ",CHC 
1100 IF CHC = 2 THEN 1110 
1110 GOSUB ZZ70 



1120 XCENTER '" 320 : YCENTER = 100 
1130 LOCATE ZZ, 1 PRINT " 
1140 LOCATE ZZ, 1 PRINT "X"Z / SAZ + Y"Z / b"Z 1" 
1150 LOCATE 23,1 PRINT " 
ll60 LOCATE Z3,1 INPUT "s.b "; A,B 
1170 LOCATE Z 1 , 1 PRINT" 
j 180 IF A < 0 OR B < 0 THEN LOCATE ZI,1 : PRINT "Positives only." GOTO 1150 
1190 LOCATE ZZ,I : PRINT" X"Z /"A;""Z + V"Z /";B;""2 "" I" 
1Z00 GOTO 1360 
1210 GOSU8 2Z70 
lZZ0 ' 

lZ30 LOCATE ZZ, 1 : PRINT " 
1240 LOCATE ZZ,1 : PRINT "(X - h)"Z / a"Z + (Y - k)AZ / b"Z 1" 
1250 LOCATE Z3,5 : PRI NT II 

1260 LOCATE Z3,l : INPUT "h,k "; H,K 
lZ70 LOCATE Z3,1 : PRINT" 
1280 LOCATE Z3,1 : INPUT "a.b "; A,S 
1290 LOCATE Z 1.1 : PRINT" 
1300 LOCATE Z3.1 : PRINT" 
1310 IF A < 0 OR 8 < 0 THEN LOCATE Z 1,1 : PRINT "Positives only." GOTO IZ70 
13Z0 IF H < 0 THEN FR5T9l "" "( X +" ELSE FRST$ "" "( X -" 
1330 IF K < 0 THEN SCNO$ -= "(V +" ELSE SCNO$ "" "(Y -" 
1340 LOCATE 22,1 : PRINT FRST$iABS(H};" )AZ I"A;""Z + ";SCNO$;ABS(K);" )"Z /";8 
;"'2 "" 1 
1350 XCENTER = 3Z0 + Z4*H : YCENTER z 100 - 10*K 
1350 PXl = XCENTER - 24*A : PVl = YCENTER: PVZ = PYI 
1370 ' begin graphing the ellipse 
1380 FOR X = -15 TO 15 STEP .Z 
1390 SQ = B"Z- X"Z * B"ZlA"Z 
1400 IF SQ < 0 THEN 1470 
1410 V "" SQR ( 5Q ) 
1420 
1430 PXZ = XCENTER + Z4*X : PY3 = YCENTER - 10*Y : PY4 = VCENTER + 10*Y 
1440 IF PV4 > 199 OR PV3 < 0 THEN 1460 
1450 LINE (PX1.PY1)-(PXZ.PY3) : LINE (PX1,PY2)-(PXZ.PY4l 
1460 PXl = PXZ : PY1 "" PV3 : PYZ = PV4 
1470 NEXT X 
1480 
1490 ' see if they want to graph another 
1500 LOCATE Z3. 8 : PRINT " 
1510 LOCATE 23,1 : INPUT "Another ";A$
 
1520 IF A$ = "Y" OR A$ = "y" THEN IF CHC = 1 THEN l1Z0 ELSE 1220
 
1530 LOCATE 23,1: INPUT "Other forPl ";Alli 
1540 IF A!fi = "V" OR A$ = "y" THEN IF CHC "" Z THEN 1110 ELSE 1210 
1550 RETURN 
1560 

1570 '************ SUBROUTINE TO GRAPH HYPERBOLAS ************-** 
15B0 ' 

1590 CLS 
1600 YSIGN = --1 
1610 LOCATE 10.15 : PRINT "Choose which equation you want. " 
1620 LOCATE 12,15 : PRINT "1. X"Z / a"Z - V"Z / b"Z = I 
1630 LOCATE 14,15 : PRINT "Z. -X"Z / a"2 + V"Z / b"Z = 1 
1640 LOCATE 17,15 : INPUT "CHOICE ";CHC 
1650 IF CHe = 2 THEN YSIGN = 1: GOTO 1760 
1660 GOSUB 2270 'to draw the X - Y plane 



1~0 . get the equation of the HYPERBOLA 
1580 LOCATE ZZ, 1 : PRINT ,.
 
1690 LOCATE 2Z,1 : PRINT "X"Z I a"Z - Y"Z I b"2 1"
 
1700 LOCATE 23, 1 : PRINT"
 
1710 LOCATE 23,1 : INPUT "a,b "; A,B
 
1720 LOCATE ZI. 1 : PRI NT "
 
1730 IF A <"" 0 OR B (= 0 THEN LOCATE 21, 1 PRINT "Positives only." GOTO 1700
 
1740 LOCATE ZZ, 1 : PRINT" X"Z l"Ai" "2 Y"Z 1";8;""2 = 1"
 
1750 60TO 1850
 
1760 .
 
1770 GOSUB ZZ70
 
1780 LOCATE ZZ, 1 : PRI NT "
 
1790 LOCATE ZZ, I : PRINT "- X"Z I a"Z + Y"Z I b"Z 1"
 
1800 LOCATE 13,1 : PRINT"
 
1810 LOCATE 23,1 : INPUT "a,b "; A,B
 
18Z0 LOCATE Z 1 ,1 ; PRl NT "
 
1830 IF A <'" 0 OR B (= 0 THEN LOCATE 21,1 : PRINT "Positives only." : GOTO 1800
 
1840 LOCATE ZZ,1 : PRINT "- X"2 I"A; .... Z t V"Z I";B;""Z = I" 
1850 RBOX '" 320 + Z4*A :LBOX = 640 - RBOX :TBOX "" 100 - 10~8 :BBOX = 100 + 10*8 
1860 FOR I = LBOX TO RBOX-10 STEP 20 
1870 LINE II.TBOX+I)-(I+10.TBOX+I) LINE (I,8BOX-I )-(I+10,SBOX-j) 
1880 NEXT I 
1890 FOR J = TBOX TO BBOX-S STEP 10 
1900 LINE <RBOX-1,J)-(RBoX-l.J+S) : LINE ILBoX+l,J)-(LBOX+l,J+S) 
1910 NEXT J 
19Z0 M = ( Z .. B ) I ( Z * A ) 'slope of the asy~pioie 

1930 FOR X = -15 TO 15 'following loops draw a5y~piote5 

1940 Y = M*X 
1950 PX1 = 320 + Z4*X : PY1 = 100 - 10*Y 
1960 XZ = X+.S : YZ = M*XZ 
1970 PXZ = 3Z0 + Z4*XZ : PYZ = 100 - 10*YZ 
1980 LINE IPX1 ,PY1 )-(PXZ,PY1) 
1990 NEXT X 
Z000 FOR X = --15 TO 15 
Z010 Y = -M*X 
Z020 PXI = 320 + Z4*X : PY1 = 100 - 10*Y 
Z030 XZ = X+.S : YZ = -M*XZ 
Z040 PXZ = 3Z0 + Z4*XZ : PYZ = 100 - 10*YZ 
Z050 LINE I PXl ,PY1 )- (PXZ ,PYZ) 
Z060 NEXT X 
Z070 PX1 "" 3Z0 - Z4*15: SPY1 = 210 TPY1 -10 
Z080 . begin graphing t.he hyperbola 
Z090 FOR X = -15 TO 15 STEP .2 
2100 IF YSI6N = -1 THEN IF X > -A AND X < A THEN TPYZ 100 BPYZ 100 

PXZ = 320 + Z4*A: GoTo 2180 
ZI10 SQ = S"Z*XhZ/AAZ + YSIGN * S"Z 
2120 IF SQ < 0 THEN Z180 
Z130 Y = SQR ( SQ ) 
2140 
2150 PX2 = 320 + 24*X : BPYZ = 100 + 10*Y : TPYZ = 100 - 10"Y 
2160 IF BPYZ > IS9 OR TPYZ < 0 THEN 2180 
2170 LINE (PX1,TPYI)-(PXZ.TPYZ) : LINE (PX1,BPY1)-(PXZ.SPYZ) 
2180 PX1 = PXZ : TPY1 = TPYZ : SPYI '" BPYZ 
Z190 NEXT X 
ZZ00 
2Z10 . see if they want to graph another 



oLOCATE 2:3, 1 
LOCATE 23,1 

~40 IF A$ = "Y" 
RETURN 

; PRI NT 
: INPUT 
OR A$ = 

" 
"Another 
"y" THEN 

";A$ 
1590 

o . 
SUBROUTINE TO DRAW GRAPH PAPER •• **.* •••• ***. 

o CLS . draw the axes first 
Ll NE (0, 100 ) - ( 640, 100 ) 

10 LINE (320.0)-(320,200) 
20 LOCATE 14,77 ; PRINT "X" 
30 . 

LI NE (0, 101 ) - ( 640. 101 ) 
LINE (321,0)-( 321 ,ZOO) 
LOCATE 2.39 : PRINT "Y" 

340 . loop to draw the vertical grid 
'350 FOR I = 8 TO 640 STEP 24 
360 LINE (1.0)-( I ,Z00),2 
370 NEXT I 
80 . 

390 . loop to draw the horizontal grid 
400 FOR I = o TO 200 STEP 10 
410 LINE ( 0 , I ) - ( 640 , I ) , 2 

24Z0 NEXT I 
430 . 
440 LOCATE 14,77 : PRl NT "X" LOCATE 2,39 PRINT "Y" 

2450 . 
Z460 RETURN 



FUNCTIONS MIKE MOSIER •••••••••• **. 
10 '
 
30 STORED UNDER FUNCTION
 
40' MAY 15, 1984
 
50' 
60 CLS 
70 CLEAR, ,,32768! SCREEN 6 : COLOR 3.4 
80 'SCREEN 2 
90 A = - Z0 : 8 = - Z0 : P( 1 ) -20 'flag values for points of discont 
100 ' 
110 LOCATE 110,1 PRINT "Move the cursor "~o the right of the equals and l'Iake cha 
nges, 

120 LOCATE 11, 1 : PRI NT "Then, press enter tWi ce. " 
130 LOCATE 15,1: PRINT "GOTO 150" 
140 LOCATE 14, I : Eor T 650 
150 LOCATE 17,1 : INPUT "Is F<X) continuous ";AS; 
160 IF A$ = "Y" OR A!IJ = "y" THEN 270 
170 LOCATE 17,1 : INPUT "Any intervals where f(X) is undefined ";A$ 
180 LOCATE 17,1 : PRINT" 
190 IF A$ O"Y" AND A$ O"y" THEN Z10 
ZOO LOCATE 17,1: INPUT "a,b ";A,8 
Z10 LOCATE 17,1 : INPUT "Nul'lber of points where undefined"; N 
ZZ0 LOCATE 17, 1 : PRINT " 
Z30 FOR I = 1 TO N 
240 LOCATE 16, 1 PRINT "Point " ; I LOCATE 16,9 INPUT P( I ) 
250 LOCATE 16,9 PRINT .. 
260 NE)(T I 
'l70 CLS 
ZB0 LOCATE 10.20 : PRINT "Choose "the scale for the X aXis." 
290 LOCATE lZ.25 :PRINT "1. -16 to 16 
300 LOCATE 14,Z5 :PRINT "Z. -10 to 10 
310 LOCATE 16,Z5 :PRINT "3, -5 to 5 
320 LOCATE 18,25 :PRINT "4. -1 to 1 
330 LOCATE 20,25 :INPUT "CHOICE "iCHOICE 
340 
350 IF CHOICE 1 THEN SCALE Z0 : X = -16 : INC = .2 'INC is the increMent 
350 IF CHOICE Z THEN SCALE 32 :)(=-10 : INC == • 1 'for the graphing loop 
370 IF CHOI CE 3 THEN SCALE 58 : X = -5 : INC = .05 'SCALE is the pixels 
380 IF CHOICE 4 THEN SCALE 198: )( == -1 : INC = .00S'per unit X 
390 ' 
400 CLS 
410 GOSUB 690 'to create the coordinate systel'l 
42 
430 ' begin graphing the function 
440 IF X >= A AND X <= B THEN PXl = 320+SCALE*B : X = B 'slnce discont. 
450 GOSUB 640 
460 PXI = 320 + SCALE • X PYI == 100 - SCALE/Z * Y 'first set of pixels 
470 XX = X 'store initial X 
480 K = 1 
490 FOR X = XX TO -XX STEP INC 
500 IF X )= A AND X <= S THEN PX1 = 320+5CALE.B GoTD 580 'check for dis
510 IF P(K) = X THEN: K = K + 1 : GOTD 580 'continuities 
520 GOSUS 640 
530 PXZ == 3Z0 + SCALE * X PYZ == 100 - SCALE/Z • Y 
540 IF PY2 > 199 DR PYZ < o THEN 570 
550 IF PYl > 199 DR PY1 < o THEN 570 



LINE (PX1.PYl )-(PXZ,PYZ) : LINE (PX1+1 ,PY1 )-(PX2+1.PYZ) 
570 PXl = PXZ : PYI = PY2 
580 NEXT X 
590 . 
600 LOCATE Z3, 1 : INPUT "Another "; A$ 
610 IF A$ = "Y" OR A$ = "y" THEN GOTO 10 
620 CLS 
630 END
 
640 '****** SUBROUTINE CONTAINING THE FUNCTION ..... * •••
 
650 y = (X~Z + 4 ) I (X·Z -16)
 
660 RETURN
 
670
 
680
 
690 ***-1HHH**.. SUBROUTINE TO DRAW HIE AXES HUH* ..
 

700
 
710 LINE (0, 100 ) -- ( 640. 100 ) : LINE (0. l'lJl ) - ( 64'lJ, 101 )
 
720 LINE (320.'lJ}-(320,Z00) : LINE (321.0)-(321,Z00)
 
730 LOCATE 2.39 : PRINT "Y": LOCATE 13,77 : PRINT ")("
 
740 FOR I = 0 TO 320 STEP SCALE
 
750 LINE (3Z0+I.0)-(3Z0+I,Z00): LINE (3Z0-I.0)-(3Z0-I,Z00)
 
760 NEXT I
 
770 .
 

780 FOR I = 0 TO 100 STEP SCALE/Z
 
790 LI NE (0. 100+1 ) - ( 640, 100+1) : Ll NE (0, 100- I ) - ( 640. 100- I )
 
800 NEXT I
 
810 .
 

aZ0 RETURN
 



TRIGONOMETRY, LAW OF SINES f* •• ** ..... ·f .. 

10 MIKE MOSIER 
30 ' 
40 SCREEN 1 : CL S 

COLOR 4,7 
60 CL5 
70 LOCATE 6.10 : PRINT "PROGRAM SINELAW" 
80 LOCATE 10,15 : PRINT "CHOICES 
o LOCATE 12,5 : PRI NT "1. TWO ANGLES AND A SI DE 

100 LOCATE 13,5 : PRI NT "2. TWO SIDES AND AN OPPOSITE ANGLE 
110 LOCATE 14,5 : PRINT "3. TERMINATE PROGRAM 
120 LOCATE 18,5 : INPUT "ENTER CHOICE ", CHOICE 
130 ' 
140 WHILE CHOICE <> :3 
150 ON CHOICE GOSUB 210,1250 
160 GOTO 60 
170 WEND 
180 SCREEN 0 : WIDTH 80 
190 END 
ZOO 
Z10 ' •••*.*.* SUBROUTINE TO DRAW 2 ANGLES & A SIDE ****.** .• 
2Z 
230 PI = :3. 14 159 Z7# 
240 CLS 
S0 LOCATE 5, 15: PRINT" " . input user 5 data 

260 LOCATE 5.5 : INPUT "1st ANGLE ". ALPHA 
270 IF ALPHA> 90 THEN LOCATE 6,5 : PRINT "Must be <= 90" : GOTO 250 
280 LOCATE 7,5 : INPUT "Znd ANGLE ", BETA 
290 LOCATE 9.5 : INPUT .. 51 DE ", S10EA 
300 . 

310 CLS 
320 LINE( 20,125)-( 300,125) 'draw side c 
330 . 
340 ALPH2 = 90 - ALPHA 'co~ple~ent of ALPHA for finding XB below 
350 ALZRAD = ALPHZ .. (PI / 180) : ALRRD = ALPHA' (PI/180) 'find all angles 
360 BETAZ = 90 - BETA 'and convert to radians 
370 BETRAO = BETA' (PI/180) : SETZRD = BETAZ * (PI! 180) 
380 GAMMA = 180 - ( ALPHA + BETA) : GAMRAD = GAMMA • (PI / 180) 
390 ' 
400 SIDES = SIN( BETRAO ) • ( SIDEA / SIN ( ALRAO » 
410 5IDEC = SIN( GAMRAD ) • ( SIDEA / SIN ( ALRRD ) ) 

420 YB = SIDEB*SIN(ALRAD) : PYB = 125 - 14*YB 'XB,YB are coordinates of 
430 XS = SIDEB.SIN(AL2RAO): PXB = 20 + 18*XB 'top verte" 
440 IF Pye > 5 AND PXS < 310 AND PXB > 10 THEN 460 ELSE LOCATE 10,15: PRINT "Tr 
iangl e won't fit on t.he screen." 
450 LOCATE 12 ,15 : I NPUT "PI ease press enter.", A$ : GOTO 240 
460 TXB = (125/14) * TAN(RLZRAO) : PTXB = lB*TXB +20 'current pixels for top 
470 LINE (PTXB,0)-(PXB,PYB) : LINE (PXO,PYB)-(Z0.IZS) 'end of side b 
480 LOCATE 17,2 :PRINT ALPHA 
490 YA = SIDEA*5IN(BETRAD) : XA = SIDEA*SIN(BETZRD) 
500 PXA = 300 - XA*18 : PYA = 125 - 14*YA 'pixels for top of side A 
510 IF PXA > PX8 THEN 530 ELSE LOCATE 10,15 : PRINT "Triangle won't fit on the 5 

creen." 
SZ0LOCATE 12,15: INPUT "Please press enter.".A!ll: GOTO 240 
530 LINE (300, 12S)-( PXA.PYA) 'draw side a 
540 
550 CTEN = CINT( 10*(SIDEA / SIN(ALRAO) * SIN(GAMRAO») 



%0 510EC = CTEN / 10 'this avoids internal round off errors that exist 
5N PC = INT(SIDEC * 18 + 20) "PC is pixel for right end of SIOEC 
580 LOCATE 17,36 : PRINT BETA 
590 LOCATE 13,36 : PRINT SIDEA 
600 LOCATE 21,5 : INPUT "Press enter to forl'1 the triangle. ",A$ 
610 LOCATE 2 1 , 5 : PRINT " 
620 LOCATE 17,36 : PRI NT " " 
630 LOCATE I 3,36 : PRI NT " 
40' the following loop shortens bottOM side until it equals 51DEC 

650 FOR I = 0 TO 200 STEP 1 
660 IF 300-1 = PC THEN GOTD 710 
670 LINE (300-1, lZS)-(PXA.PYA).0 
680 LINE (300·-1-1,125) - (PXA-l,PYA) 
690 PXA = PXA - 1 'l'1oves top of side a into new position 
700 NEXT I 
710 ' 
720 LINE (PXB,PYB)-(PTXB,0).0 "erase uneeded portion of side b 
730 ' 
40 MIDX = (PXA + 300 - 1) / 2 : MIDY = (125 + PYA) / Z 'begin labelling 

750 LOCATE. lZ*MIDY •• 12*MIDX+3 : PRINT SIDEA 'the triangle 
76- , 

770PXC = .IZ*«PC+20)12) 
780 IF PXC < 1 THEN PXC = 1 ELSE IF PXC > 36 THEN PXC 3G 
790 LOCATE 17, PXC : PRINT "c" 
800 LOCATE 17 •• 1Z*PC+Z : PRINT BETA 
810 LOCATE 2Z, 28 
820 ' 
830 LOCATE .lZ*PYB-1, .IZ*PXB+l : PRINT "c"
 
~0 lCBX = .lZ*«PXB+Z0)/Z)-Z : LCBY = .12*« lZ5+PYB)/Z)
 
850 IF LCBX < 1 THEN LCBX = 1 : IF LCBY < I THEN LCBY = 1
 
860 LOCATE LCBY,LCBX: PRINT "b"
 
870 .
 

880 'following block prints the law of sines for side b
 
890 LOCATE 20,6 : PRINT lOb "; SIDEA 
900 LOCATE Z1 • 1 : PRINT " _ 
910 LOCATE 23,1 : PRINT" sin ";BETA;" sin "; ALPHA 
9Z0 . 
930 LOCATE 21,27 : PRINT "
 
940 LOCATE Z1,28 : INPUT "b = ";8
 
950 IF 10*8 <> CINT( 10*«SIDEA*SIN(BETRAO» / SIN(ALRAO») THEN GOTO 930
 
960 . if answer for B is correct
 
970 IF LCBX-2 < 0 THEN LCBX = 3
 
980 LOCATE LCBY,LCBX-Z : PRINT B 'place value on the triangle
 
990 LOCATE 20,6 : PRI NT "
 
1000 LOCATE 2 I, 1 : PRINT "
 
1010 LOCATE 23.1 : PRINT"
 
1020 LOCATE 21.28: PRINT"
 
1030 . 
1040 LOCATE 21,24: PRINT" 
1050 LOCATE 2 1,10 : INPUT "Angle C U, G 

1060 IF G <> GAMMA THEN GOTO 1040 
1070 LOCATE. 12*PYB-l,.lZ*PXB+l PRINT G 
1080 LOCATE Z1,10 : PRINT" 
1090 LOCATE 20,6 : PRINT "c ";SIDEA 
1100 LOCATE 21,1 : PRINT "______ _ _ 
1110 LOCATE 23,1 : PRINT" sin ";GANMA;" sin ";ALPHA 



1120 ' 
130 LOCATE 2 I ,30 : PRJ NT " 
140 LOCATE Z1,ZB : INPUT "c '= "; C 

1150 IF C <> 51DEC THEN GOTO 1130 
1160 ' 
1170 LOCATE I7,PXC : PRINT USING" ##.#";510£C 
1180 LOCATE 20,6 : PRINT" 
1190 LOCATE Z1,1 : PRINT" 
1200 LOCATE 23,1 : PRINT" 
IZ10 LOCATE 21,28: PRINT" 
1Zl0 LOCATE 21,5: PRINT "The triangle is solved!" 
1230 L.OCATE 23, 10 : I NPUT "Press enter for l'Ienu, ", A$ 
1240 RETURN 
1250 '************ SUGROUTINE FOR Z SIDES AND AN ANGLE *******«***** 
1260 . 
1270 CLS : PI = 3.1415927# : SUB = 0 
1280 LOCATE 10,10 : INPUT "ALPHA =" ,ALPHA 
IZ90 LOCATE 12,10: INPUT "SIDE a = ",SIDEA 
1300 LOCATE 14,10 : INPUT "SIDE b = ", SIDEB 
1310 CLS 
1320 LINE (20,IZ5) - (300,IZ5) 
1330 ALPH2 = 90 - ALPHA 
1340 AL2RAD = ALPH2 * (PI / 180) : ALRAD = ALPHA * (PI / 180) 
1350 SINBTRD = SIN(ALRAO} * SIDES / SIDEA : GOSUS 2480 'to cOl'lpute BETA 
13G0 GAMMA = 180 - ( ALPHA + BETA) : GAMRAD = GAMMA • PI/180 
1370 SIOEC = SIN(GAMRADl * SIDEA I SIN(ALRAD) 
1380 HEIGHl = SIN(ALRADl * ( SIDES) 
1390 PYB = 125 - (14*HEIGHT) 
1400 PXB = 20 + (18* SIN(ALZRAD) * SIDEB} 
1410 LINE(Z0,IZS)-(PXB,PYB} 
1420 LOCATE 17,1 : PRINT ALPHA 
1430 LCBX = ,IZ*(PXB+Z0l/Z - 1 : LCBY = .lZ*(PYB+12S) / Z - 1 
1440 LOCATE LCBY,LCBX : PRINT SIDES 
1450 LCAX = .1Z-(PXB}+S : LCAY = .1Z*(PYB} 
1460 LOCATE LCAY,LCAX : PRINT SIDEA 
1470 LCCY = .IZ*PYB-I : IF LCCY < 1 THEN LCCY 
1480 Lcex = .IZ*PXS 
1490 LOCATE LCCY,LCCX : PRINT "C" 
1500 ' 
1510 PYA! = PYB + (14 * SIN( .00) * SIDEA} 
1520 PXRl = PXS + (18 • SIN( PI/Z - .08 ) * SIDEA) 
1530 LINE (PXB,PYB)-(PXAl ,PYA1) 
1540 LOC-ATE ZI,3 : INPUT "Press enter to forM '~he triangle(s)." ,A$ 
1550 LOCATE Z1,3 : PRINT " 
1560 LOCATE LCAY,LCAX : PRINT" 
1570 FOR G = .1 TO Z.6 STEP .0Z 'loop incre~ents the angle of side a off hor. 
1580 PYAZ = PYB t (14 .• SIN(6) * SIDER} 'figure new endpoints fOf' side a 
1590 PXAZ = PXB + (18 ¥. SIN( PI/Z - 6 ) * SIDER} 
1600 LINE (PXB,PY8) - (PXA1,PYA1},0 erase old side and draw new one 
1610 LINE (PXB,PY8) - (PXAZ,PYAZ) 
1620 LINE (Z0,125) - (300,12S) fill in accidentallv erased points 
1630 IF ABS(BETRD - G) )= .01 AND ABS((PI-BETRD) - G ) }= .01 THEN 1700 
1640 if not, forl'l a triangle 
1650 SUB = SUB + 1 'sub counts the nUl'lber of triangles 
1660 IF SIDER = SIDES AND SUB> 1 THEN SUB 1 : 60TO 1700 'isosceles trio 
1670 IF SIDER> SIDEB nND SUB> 1 THEN SUB = 1 : GOTO 1700 'side A > side B 



BEEP 'store the pixels for end of side a in arrays 
LINE CPXS,PYB)-(PXAI ,PYAI >,Z : PYA(SUB) = PYAI : PXA(SUB) = PXAI 
PXAI = PXAZ : PYAI = PYAZ 'delete old value with new 

111'll IF PYA(SUB) <> 0 THEN LINE (PXB,PYB)-(PXA(SUB>,PYACSUB».Z 
112'll NEXT G 
173'll . 
114'll LOCATE 20,1 : INPUT "How l'Iany triangles are possible"; NUM 
175'll IF NUM <> SUB THEN BEEP : GDTD 1740 
176'll IF NUM=0 THEN LOCATE ZZ,10:PRINT "CORRECT I !":FOR 1=1 TO 100'll:NEXT :RETURN 
177'll LOCATE 20, 1 : PRI NT " 
178'll LOCATE 20,1 : INPUT "Press enter to look at first triangle. ",A$ 
179'll LOCATE Z'll, I : PRINT" 
180'll K = 1 
1810 . next line erases end af arc and second blue line 
tBZ'll LINE (PXB.PYS)-{PXA1,PYAI>,0 : LINE (PXB,PY8)-(PXA(Z>,PYA(Z».0 
IB3'll LINE(Z0,lZS)-(PXB,PYB) . redraw side B 
184'll LINE (PXB,PYB)-(PXA(l),PYA(I» 
185'll LINE (PXA(l).lZS)·-(3'll0,1ZS),0 'erases exira part of bottol'l side 
IS6'll FOR I = PYB TO 120 STEP I'll : LINE (PXB,l)-(PXB,I+S),2 : NE)(T I'dratJs height 

1870 ' 
188'll LOCATE 17,1 : PRINT ALPHA 'label the triangle 
189'll LOCATE 17,.lZ*PXA(K>+l : PRINT "S" 
1900 LCAX = . 12*(PXB+PXA(IO)!Z + 2 ; LCAY = ,IZ*(PYB+12S)!Z -1 

191'll LOCATE LCAY,LCAX : PRINT SIDEA 
19Z'll PXC = .lZ*(PXA(KH20>1Z : LOCATE 17,PXC : PRINT "c" 
IS3'll LOCATE 20,4 : PRINT "sin B sin ";ALPHA 
1940' begin solving the triangle 
195'll LOCATE 21,1 : PRINT " __. _ 
196'll LOCATE 23,1 : PRINT" ";5IOEB;" ";SIOER 
1970 . 
188'll LOCATE Z1, 3'll : PRINT " 
199'lllOCATE 21,Z8; INPUT "B = ";S 
Z000 IF B <> BETA THEN BEEP: GOTO 1980 
201'll LOCATE 17,.12*PXA(K)+1 : PRINT BETA 
20Z'll . 
2030 LOCATE 20,4 PRINT " 
2040 LOCATE Z1,1 PRINT" 
205'll LOCATE 23,1 PRINT " 
1060 LOCATE 21.28 PRINT " 
207'll . 

It1080 LOCATE Z1. 14 : PRINT "
 
.2'll9'll LOCATE 21,S : INPUT "Angle C = ";C
 
2100 IF CINT( l'll*C) <> CINT( 1'll*GAMMA) THEN BEEP: GOTO 2'll8'll
 
211'll LOCATE LCCY,lCCX : PRINT C
 
Z12'll . 
Z13'll LOCATE 21,5 : PRINT" 
Z14'll ' 
215'll LOCATE Z0,4 PRINT" c It; SIDEA 

PRINT " _160 LOCATE Z " 1 
217'll LOCATE 23, I PRINT" sin ";C ., " SIN ";ALPHA 
Z18'll • 
Z19'll LOCATE 21,3'll: PRINT" 
ZZ00 LOCATE 21,28 : INPUT "c = ";SDCEE 
ZZI'll SIDEC = CINT< I'll * SIN(GAMRAD> * SIDER I SIN(ALRAD» I I'll 
Z220 IF CINT(1'll*5DCEE) <> CINT(10*SIDEC) THEN BEEP: GOTO 2190 
ZZ3'll LOCATE 17,PXC : PRINT USING "#.tL1t";SIDEC 



240 LOCATE Z0,4 ; PRINT"
 
2250 LOCATE 2 I , 1 : PRJ NT ..
 
2260 LOCATE 23, 1 : PRI NT "
 
1170 LOCATE 2 1,28 : PRINT ..
 
2280 '
 
290 LOCATE 21,5: PRINT "This 'triangle is solved '" 
300 IF	 SUB "" I THEN LOCATE 23,5 : INPUT "Press en'ter for cOMMand Menu." ,Am
 

: RETURN
 
K = Z THEN LOCATE 23,S : INPUT "Press enter for cOl"ll'land l"lenu." ,Am
 
RETURN
 

23Z0 LOCATE Z3,5 : INPUT "Press enter for 'the second one." ,A$
 
2330 '
 
2340 K = 2 'signals that second triangle is solved
 
2350 LOCATE 17, .1Z-lIPXA( 1)+1: PRINT ..
 
2360 LOCATE LCCY, LCCX : PRINT "
 
Z370LOCATE 17,PXC: PRINT"
 
2380 LOCATE LCAY, LCAX : PRINT "
 
2390 LINE (PXB,PY8)-( PXA( 1 ) ,PYA( 1}) ,0
 
2400 LINE (PXB,PYB)-(PXA(2),PYA(2»
 
2410 LOCATE 21,5 : PRINT"
 
2420 LOCATE 23,5 : PRINT"
 
2430
 
2440 BETA = 180 - BETA : GAMMA = 180 - (ALPHA + BETA) . cOMpute data for 2nd tri.
 

2450 BTRo = BETA * PI / 180 : GAMRAo = GAMMA -lI PI / 180 
2450 GOTO 1890 
2470 RETURN 
2480 '*.*****-lI-lI*-lI .. **** SUBROUTINE TO FIGURE INVEnSE SINE ***************** 
2490 INC = .01 'the closer the SINE is to I, the More accurate the increl"lent 
2500 LOCATE 10,5 : PRINT "COMputing, please stand by 
2510 IF SINBTRo )=.7 THEN B = .77 : INC = .007 'Must be 
2520 IF SINaTRo ) 1 THEN BETRO = S : GOTO 2880 
2530 IF SINBTRO >=.8 THEN B = .9Z : INC = .006 
2540 IF SINBTRo )= .95 THEN B = 1.25 : INC = .003 
2550 IF SINBTRO )= .99 THEN B = 1.41 : INC = .0008 
1560 IF SINBTRO )= .9999 THEN B = 1.54 : INC = .0001 
Z570 ' 
Z580 'each successive loop narrows in the angle whose sine is equal to SINBTRO 
1590 FOR I = B TO 1.58 STEP .01 
2600 IF ABS( SIN(I) - SINBTRO ) < 5*INC THEN GOTO 26Z0 
2610 NEXT I 
1620 IF ABS(SIN(l) - SINOTRO) < lE-08 THEN BETRO = I : GOTO 2860 
2630 FOR J = 1-.05 TO 1+.1 STEP .005 
2640 IF ABS( SIN(J) - SINBTRO ) < INC THEN GOTO 2660 
1650 NE>(T J 
2660 IF ABSISIN(J) - S1NBTRO) < lE-08 THEN BETRO = J : GO TO 2860 
1670 FOR K = J-.01 TO J~.05 STEP .001 
1680 IF ABS( SIN( 1<) - SINBTRO ) < INC/S THEN 2700 
2690 NEXT K 
1700 IF ABS(SIN(K) - SINBTRD) < lE-08 THEN BETRO = K : GOTO 2880 
2710 FOR L = K-.005 TO K+.01 STEP .0005 
7.7Z0 IF ABS( SIN(L) - SINDTRO ) < INC/10 THEN 2740 
2730 NEXT L 
2740 IF ABS<SINILl - SINBTRD> < lE-08 THEN BETRO = L : GOTO ZB80 
1750 FOR M = L-.001 TO L+8.999999E-03 STEP .0001 
1760 IF ABS( SIN(M) - SIN8TRD ) < INC/50 TltEN Z780 
Z770 NEXT M 
Z780 IF ABS(SIN(M) - SINOTHO) < lE-08 THEN BETRO = M : GOTO Z880 
7.790 FOR N = M-. 0005 TOM +.007 STEP. 00005 



2800 IF ABS( SIN(N) - SINBTRD ) < INC/500 THEN Z8Z0 
ZOl0 NEXT N 
l820 IF ABS(SIN(N) - SINBTRD) < lE-08 THEN BETRO eN: GOlD 2880 
830 FOR P ~ N-.0001 TO N +.002 STEP .00001 

2840 IF ABS( SIN(P) - SINBTRO ) < INC/1000 THEN 2860 
lS50 NEXT P 
2860 ' 
Z870 BETRD '" P 
l880 BETA'" BETRO ~ (180/3.14159Z7~) 

l890 BETA = CINT<BETA*10) / 10 
2900 . 
1910 LOCATE 10.5 : PRINT" 
2920 RETURN 



10 HHHiHlH GRAPIUr'4G TRIG FUNCTIONS MI1<E MOSIER il* ... ******" 
20 
30 
40 STORED UNDER: TRIGRAF 
50 JUNE 15.1985 
60 
70 CLEAR" ,327G8! SCREEN 6 : COLOR 3,4 
80 'SCREEN Z 
90 CLS 
100 LOCATE 15.10: INPUT "Please press CAPS LOCK if not previousl y done, then ENTE 
R. ".A$ 
110 CLS 
120 LOCATE 5,15:PRINT "COMMAND MENU 
130 LOCATE 8,10:PRINT "1. Graph of Sine Function 
140 LOCATE 10,10:PRINT "Z. Graph of Cosine Function 
150 LOCATE lZ,10:PRINT "3. Graph of Tangent Function 
160 LOCATE 14,10:PRINT "4. Gr'aph of Cotangent Function 
170 LorRTE 16, 10:PRINT "5. Graph of Secant Function 
180 LOCATE 18,10: PRINT "G. Graph of Cosecant Function 
190 LOCATE 20,10:PRINT "7. Terl'linate Progral'l 
ZOO 
210 LOCATE ZZ.10:INPUT "ENTER YOUR CHOICE ", CMD 
120 ' this is an error trap For their choice l 

230 WHILE eMD <> FIX(CMD) OR CND < 1 OR CND > 7 
240 LOCATE 24,10:PRINT "Please enter a 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or '7 
Z50 GOTO Z10 
260 WEND 
270 
Za0 WHILE eMD <> 7 
290 ON CND GOSUB 370,710,1040,1480.2050,2630 
300 LOCATE 23,1 :INPUT "Pres5 enter to return to the coMMand Menu. ",8$ 
310 GOTO 110 
320 WEND 
330 
340 SCREEN 0 
350 END 
360 
370 *****.***11-* SUBROUTINE TO GRAPH SINE WAVES -J(***.iHI* ...... 
380 
390 CLS 
400 LOCATE 10,1(7) PRINT "In general, we'll be graphing equation6 of the 
410 LOCATE 11,10 PRINT "forM Y == a SIN b ( X - c ) 
420 LOCflTE 13,10 PRINT "When you 6ee the nUl'lber 690. followed by an equation, 
430 LOCATE 14,10 PRINT "please EDIT that EQUATION 6S desired, then preGS enter 
tWice. 

440 LOCATE l7, 10 INPUT "Press enter to ontinue. ",Alii 
450 
460 CLS : GOSU8 3200 
470 LOCATE 23.1 : rruNT "GOrO 490 
480 LOCATE 22,1 : EDIT 690 
490 LOCATE Z3,1 : PRINT" 
S00 PI == 3.1415927# 
510 
520 begin graphing their equation 
530 X -PI: GOSUB 690 'to figure the Y value for the initial X of -PI 
540 PXl 150 -+ 40 11 X : PYI = 100 - 20 * Y 'col'lpute l1rsi PIXELS 
550 FOR X == -PI TO 3*PI STEP .05 



560 GOSU8 690 
570 PXZ" 150 + 40*)( : PVZ = 100 - 20" Y 
580 IF PYZ > 199 OR PYZ < 0 THEN GOTO 600 
590 LINE (PXI,PY1)-(PXZ,PVZ) 
600 PX1" PXZ : PVl = PVZ 
610 NEXT X 
620 ' 
630 LOCATE 23,1 : PRINT" 
640 LOCATE Z3, 1 : INPUT "Ano"!: her .. j A$ 
650 IF A$ = "V" OR Aill = "y" THEN 460 
650 GOTO 300 . can' 1; exit subrou"tine with RETURN aHer the above prograM break 
670 
680' subroutine containing the equation 
690 Y = 1 .. SIN( 1 * ( X + 0 » 
700 RETURN 
710 *****.** .... M SUDROUTINE TO GRAPH COSINE WnVES *******'ll"'1.*« 
720 . 

730 CLS 
740 LOCATE 10,10 PRINT "In general, l.le'll be graphing equations of the 
750 LOCATE 11,10 PRINT "f'orM Y = a COS b ( X - c ) 
760 LOCATE 13,10 PRINT "When you see the nUMber 1010, followed by an equation, 

770 LOCATE 14,10 PfUNT "please EDIT that EQUfHION as desired, -then press enter 
twice. 

780 LOCATE 17,10 INPUT "Pre5s enter to continue ... ,A$ 
790 .
 
800 CLS : GOSUO 3Z00 'to draw the axes
 
810 LOCATE 23, 1 : PRINT "GUTO 830
 
820 LOCATE ZZ, 1 : EDIT 10Z0
 
830 LOCATE Z3, 1 : PRI NT "
 
840 PI = 3.14159Z7#
 
850 ' begin graphing their equation
 
860 X = -PI: GOSUS 10Z0 'to figure the V value
 
870 PXl = 150 ". 40 .. X : PVI = 100 - 20 * Y
 
880 FOR X " -PI TO 4*PI STEP .1
 
890 GOSUB 10Z0
 
900 PXZ = 150 + 40*X : rV2 = 100 - 20 * Y
 
910 IF PVZ > 199 OR PY2 < 0 THEN GOTO 930
 
920 LINE (PX1,PY1)-(PXZ,PYZ)
 
930 PXI = PXZ : pYI = PY2
 
940 NE)(T X
 
950 .
 

960 LOCATE 23,1 : PRIN
 
9'70 LOCATE 23,1 : INPUT "Anoiher "iA!Ii
 
980 IF A$ = "Y" on A$ = "y" THEN 000
 
990 '
 
1000 GOTO 300
 
1010 . subroutine to contain the function
 
1020 Y = 1. COS( 1 .. ( X - 0 ) )
 
1030 RETURN
 
1040 '*~i~**~'~. SUBnoUTINE TO GRAPH TANGENT FUNCTION 'll."**"Jlt.~I"'.
 

1050 
1060 CLS 
1070 LOCATE 10,10 PRINT "In general, we'll be graphing equations of the 
1080 LOCATE 11,10 PRINT "forM Y = a TAN b ( X - c ) 
1090 LOCATE 13,10 PRINT "When you see the nUMber 1340, followed by an equation 

. 
1100 LOCATE: 14.10 : PRINT "pleasB EDIT "that EQUATION as desired, then press ente 
r twice. 
1110 LOCATE 17,10: INPUT "Press enter to continue. ",A!li 
1120 . 



1130 CLS : GOSUB 3200 
1140 LOCATE Z3,1 : PnINT "GOTO 1160 
! 150 LOCATE ZZ, 1 : EDIT 13G0 
1160 LOCATE Z3,1 : PRINT" 
1170 PI = 3.1415927# 
1180 ' begin graphing their equation 
1190 )( = -PI: GOSUB 1360 'to figure the Y value 
lZ00PXI = 150 + 40'~ X : PVl = 10'2) - Z0 * Y 
1210 FOR X = -PI TO 4*PI STEP .05 
1ZZ0 GOSUS 1360 
1130 I F ASS ( Y) > 15 THEN GOSUB 1380 . to construct an aSYMpiote 
1Z40 PXZ = IS'll + 40*X PYZ = 100 - 20 .. Y 
1250 IF PY2 > 199 OR rvz < 0 TIIEN GOTO 1270 
lZ60 LINE (PXI ,PVl )-(PX2 PYZ) 
1270 PXI = rxz : PYI = PY2 
128'll COUNT = 0 
1290 NEXT X 
1300 
1310 LOCATE 23,1 : PRINT" 
13Z0 LOCATE 23,1: INPUT "Another "IAQ; 
1330 IF Alt = "Y" OR A!li = "y" THEN 1130 
'340 GOTO 300 
1350 
13G0 Y = I * TAN( 3 II ( )( -- PIIZ » 
1370 RETURN 
1380' Asy~ptote Subroutine 
1390 COUNT = COUNT + 1 : IF COUNT> 1 THEN RETURN 
1400 FOR I = 0 TO 200 STEP 10 
1410 PX = 15'll + 40JX 
1420 LINE (PX,I)-(PX,I+5) 
1430 NEXT I 
1440 RETURN 
1450 
1460 ****•• *Jl*.* SUBROUTINE TO GRAPH COTrlNGENT FUNCTION *'I·eIK« •• I •• il 

1470 
1480 CLS 
1490 LOCATE 10,10 PRINT "In general, we·ll be graphing equations of the 
1500 LOCATE 11,10 PRINT "for~ y,~ i3 COT b ( X - c ) 
1510 LOCATE 13,10 PRINT "When you see a,b ? enter those two nu~ber5, with the 
C~Ma. 

1520 LOCATE 14,10 : PRINT "When you see c ? enter the value of c, then press eni 
er.
 
1530 LOCATE 15,10 : PI1INT "When entering c, use PI anyplace that value i5 desire
 
d."
 
1540 LOCATE 16,10 PRINT "For eXBl"lplel c? -PIll would be accepted. "
 
1550 LOCATE 10,10 INPUT "Press enter to continue. ",A$
 

1580
 
1570 CLS : GOSUG 3Z00
 
1580 SIGN = 1 : PI = 3.1415927# 
1590 LOCATE 22,1 : PRINT "V = B COT b( X - c
 
1600 LOCHTE 23,1 : INPUT "a,b "lA,S
 
1610 LOCmE:. 23,1 : PRINT"
 
1620 LOCATE 23, I : INPUT "e ";($
 

1530 LOCATE 23,1: PRINT"
 
1640
 
1650 IF [$ = "'2)" THEN C = 'll : GOrO 17'll0 'the following block deterl"lines
 
1660 IF LEFT$( C$, I) = "-" THEN SIGN = -1 1he shiFt frol"l the siring C$
 
1[;70 IF C$ '" "PI" OR ($ = "-PI" THEN GOTO lG90 



1680 C '" SIGN 4 PI / (VAL< RIGHT$( C$, 1) » : GOTO 1700 
1690 C = PI ... SIGN 
1700 IF SIGN = -I THEN SIGN!li = "( X +" ELSE SIGN$ '" "( X - .. 
1710 LNGTH = LEN( C$) : IF SIGN'" --1 THEN LN6TH '" LNGTH- I 
1720 LOCATE ZZ, I : PRINT "Y ="iA;"COT";B;5I6N$;RIGIH$(C$,LNGTH);"}" 
1730 ' 
1740 . begin graphing their equation 
1750 X = - PI 'iniHal ize X, then get first pixel point 
1760 COT = TAN ( B -K ( X - C » : I F COT = 0 THEN X = X + • I : GOTO 1760 
1770 Y = A'" 1 / COT 
1780 PX1 = I 50 + 40 ¥. X : PYI = 100 - 20 -K Y 
1790 FOR X = -PI TO 4*PI STEP .08 
1800 IF TAN ( B"(X-(» = 0 THEN 1890 
1010 Y=A·~(l/TAN(B"(X-C») 

1820 IF RBSCY) > 15 THEN COUNT = COUNT + 1 :GOSUB 1980 . to draw aSYMptote 
1830 PXZ = 150 + 40-X : PYZ = 100 - Z0 .. y 

1840 IF PY2 > 199 OR PYZ < (/) THEN GOTD 1880 
1850 IF PY1 > 199 OR PYI < 0 THEN IB80 
1860 LINE (PXl ,PYI )-(PXZ,PYZ) 
1870 COUNT = Q) 

1880 PXI '" PXZ PYI "" PYZ 
1890 NEXT X 
1900 ' 
1910 LOCATE 23,1 : PRINT .. 
19Z0 LOCATE Z 3,1 : INPUT "flno'~her .. fA$ 

1930 IF A$ = "Y" OR Alii = oj y" THEN 1S70 
1940 GOTO 300 
1950 . 
19G0 Y = 1 / lANC 1 .. ( X - 0 ) ) 

1970 RETURN 
1980' ASYMptote Subroutine 
1990 IF COUNT > I THEN RETURN 
2000 FOR I = 0 TO Z00 STEP 10 
Z010 PX '" 150 + 40*X 
Z0Z0 LINE CPX,I)-CPX,I+5) 
2030 NEXT I 
2040 RETURN 
2050 **.~*"K*."* SUBROUTINE TO GRAPH SECANT FUNCTION **.****M**"*~ 

2060 . 

2070 CLS 
2080 LOCATE 10,10 PRINT "In general, we'll be graphing equationu of the 
Z090 LOCATE 11,10 PRJ NT "r orM Y '" a SEC b ( X - e ) 
Z100 LOCATE 13,10 PRINT "When you sec a,b ? enter those two nUMbers, with the 
COI'lM8. 

Z110 LOC()T[ 14,10 : PRINT "When you see e 7 enter the value of e, then pres!:> ent 
er. 
21Z0 LOCATE 15,10 : PRINT "When entering e, use PI anyplace that value is desire 
d. "
 
2130 LOCATE lu.10 PRINT "For eXCll'lplei c? -PIIZ would be accepied. "
 
ZI40 LOCATE 18,10 INPUT "Press enter to continue .... A$
 

2150 .
 

2160 CLS : GOSU8 3200
 
2170 SIGN = 1 : PI = 3.1415927#
 
2180 LOCATE n, 1 : PRINT "Y = a SEC b( X - c
 
2190 LOCATE 23,1 : INPUT "a,b ";A,S
 
2200 LOCATE 2 3, 1 : PRI NT "
 
2Z10 LOCATE 23,1 : INPUT "e ";C$
 
ZZZ0 LOCnTE 23,1: PRINT"
 



2230 ' 
Z40 IF [$ '= "0" THEN C '= 0 : GOTO 2Z90 'the following block deterMines 

ZZ50 IF lEFT$( C$.') '= "-" THEN SIGN == -1 the shift fro~ the 5tring C$ 
l2S0 IF C$ == "PI" OH C$ '= "-PI" THEN GOTO 2Z80 
Z270 [ == SIGN ~ PI I (VAL(RI6HT$(C$.1 ») : GOTO 2290 
zza0 C == PI * SIGN 
1Z90 IF SIGN == -1 THEN SIGN$ == "( X +" ELSE SIGN!!> '= "( X - " 
2300 LNGTH == LEN(C$) : IF SIGN == -I fHEN LNGTH == LNGTH - I 
2310 LocrHE Z2, 1 : PnINT "Y ,=";();"SEC";I3;SIGN$;RIGHT$(Clli,LNGTH);")" 
23Z0 . 
1330 ' begin graphing their equation 
1340 X == - PI 'initialize X, then get First pixel point 
1350 CSE '= COS ( B .. ( X - c » : IF CSE '= 0 THEN X == X + .1 : GOTO 2350 
1360 Y '= A* 1 leSE 
370 PXl '= 150 + 40 • X : PYI == 100 - 20 ~ Y 

2380 FOR X '= -PI TO 4*PI STEP .05 
Z390 I F COS ( SI ( X-C» == 0 THEN 2400 
Z400 Y '= A -If ( 1 I COS ( B 1I ( X - C ») 

2410 IF ABS(Y) > 18 THEN COUNT == COUNT + 1 :GOSUI3 2560 . to draw aSYMptote 
1420 PXZ == 150 + 40.X : PYZ == 100 - 20 • Y 
243lil IF ryz > 19!3 OR PYZ < 0 THEN GO TO 2470 
7440 IF PYI > 199 OR PY1 < 0 THEN 2470 
2450 LINE (PX1,PY1)-(PXZ,PYZ) 
2460 COUNT == 0 
1470 PX1 '= PX2 PYI "" PYZ
 
2480 NEXT X
 
2490 '
 
2500 LOCfHE Z3", 1 : PRINT "
 
2510 LOCATE 23,1 ; INPUT "Another "jA$
 
ZSZ0 IF A$ == "Y" OR A!C == "y" THEN ZI50 
2530 GOTO 300 
2540 
~S50 RETURN 
Z550 , ASYMptote Subroutine 
Z570 IF COUNT > 1 THEN RETURN 
2580 FOR I '= 0 TO 200 STEP 10 
2580 PX = 150 + 40*X 
Z600 LINE (PX,I)-(PX,I+5) 
Z610 NEXT I 
26Z 0 RE TUI1N 
2630 .*.****1**. SUBROUTINE TO GRAPH COSECANT FUNCTION 11-4* *** 11-4 .... Mol .. 

2640 
2650 CLS 
2660 LOCATE 10,10 PRINT "In general, we'll be graphing equations of the 
2670 LOCATE 11,10 PRINT "For..., Y = a esc b ( X - c ) 
2G80 LOCATE 13,10 PRINT "When you see a,b ? enter those two nUl'Ilbers. with the 
COMMa. 
Z690 LOCATE 14,10 : rmNT "When you see c ? enter the value of c, -then press ent 
er. 
2700 LOCfHE 15,10 ; PRINT "When entering c. use PI anyplace "that value is desire 
d. "
 
2710 LOCA1E IG,10 PRINT "For e;;;aPrplel c? -PIIZ would be accepted. "
 
Z7Z0 LOCATE 18,10 INPUT "Press enter to continue. ",A$
 
2730 .
 
2740 CLS : GOSUB 3Z00
 
2750 SIGN = 1 : PI '= 3.1415927#
 
Z7G0 LOCrHE ZZ, 1 : PRINT "Y =. a CSC b( X - c )
 
2770 LOCATE 23,1 : INPUT "a,b ";A,S
 



1780 LOcrHE 23, 1 PRINT " 
Z790 LOC-ATE 23, 1 INPUT "c ";C$ 

,800 LOCATE Z3, J PRINT" 
2810 . 
2820 IF C!t '" "0" TIIEN C '" 0 : GOTO 2870 'the following block deter~ine5 

ZS30 IF LEFT$(C$ 1) '" "-" THEN SIGN := -1 the shift FrOM ihe string C$ 
ZB4e IF [$ = "PI" OR C$ := "-'PI" THEN GOlD zose 
20S0 C := SIGN. PI / (VAL(RIGHT$(C$,I») : GOTO 2870 
2860 [ '" PI * SIGN 
2870 IF SIGN:= -1 THEN SIGNS::= "( X -i" ELSE SIGNa::= "( X - " 
lB80 LNGTH = LEN( [$) : IF SIGN = -, 1 THEN LNGTH := LNGTH .- 1 
2890 LOCOTE 22,1 : PRINT "Y :=";I1;"CSC";B;5IGN$;RIGHT!1i(C!S.LNG11l);")" 
2900 . begin graphing their equation 
ZS10 X = - PI 'initialize X, then get first pixel point 
Z920 SNE = SIN ( 8 * ( X - [ » : IF SNE := 0 THEN X = X + .1 : GoTD 2920 
ZnJ0 y ~ AI 1 / SNE 
Z940 PXl ~ 150 + 40 * X : PY1:= 100 - 20 Y11

2350 FOR X := --PI TO 41l-PI STEP .05 
Z960 IF SiN ( B-(X-C» '" 0 THEN 3050 
Z970 V '" A 11- ( 1 / SIN ( 8 11- ( X - C ») 

Z980 IF A8S(Y) > 18 THEN COUNT = COUNT + 1 :GOSUO 3130 . to draw aSYMptote 
2990 PX2:= 150 + 40*X : PYZ:= 100 - 20 11- Y 

3000 iF PYZ > 199 OR PYZ < 0 TH~N GOTO 3040 
3010 IF PYI > 199 OR PYI < 0 THEN 3040 
3020 LINE (P)(1 ,PYl )-(PXZ,PYZ) 
3030 COUNT:= 0 
3040 rX1 = PXZ PY1 '" PYZ 
3050 NEXT X 
3060 . 
3070 LOCATE Z3, 1 : PHI NT "
 
3080 lOCATE 23,1: INPUT "Another ";A$
 
3090 IF A!t. '" "Y" OR All; = "y" THEN 2740 
3100 GOTO 300 
3110 
3120 RETUm~ 

3130' ASYMptote Subroutine 
3140 IF COUNT > 1 THEN nETURN 
3150 FOR I = 0 TO 200 STEP 10 
3160 PX = 150 + 40*X 
3170 LINE (PX,n-(PX,I+5) 
3180 NEXT I 
3190 RETURN 
3200 H'" -IHH JHl H·B SUBROUTINE TO DRAW GHArl1 _Jl*1I-" H!HI .4-111- ...+1 .. 

3210 
3ZZ0 . SCREI:.N Z 
3230 . First draw the axes 
3240 LINE (0,100)-(040,100) LINE (0,101 )-( 640.101) 
3250 LINE (150,0)-( 150,200) LI NE (I 51 ,0) - ( I 51 • ZOO ) 
3Z00 LOCATE 14,77 : pmrH "X" LOCATE 2.18 : prUNT "Y" 
3270 . 

3280 . Mark off units of PI / Z on the X axis
 
3290 PI = 3.1415927#
 
3300 For( X = --(Pi) TO (4-rl) STEP (PIIZ)
 
3310 I '" 150 + ~0*X
 

3320 LINE (I,D7)-(I, 1(3) LINE (1-+1,97)-(1+1,103)
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10 u ...... u,u POLAR COORDINATES PROGRAM -11* •• *..... 41·4 ...·• 
20 BY MIKE MOSIER 
o 
o STORED UNDER: POLAR 
o JUNE 1985 

80 
70 CLEAR",3Z768 1 SCREEN Ei COLOr{ 3,4 
80 . SCREEN 2
 
90 '
 
100 CLS
 
110' create the Menu
 
120 LOCATE 10,30 : PRINT "COMMAND MENU"
 
130 LOCATE 12,20 : PRINT "1. PLOT INDIVIDUAL POINTS IN POLAR COORDINATES"
 
140 LOCATE 14,20 : PRINT "Z. GRAPH A FUNCTI ON I N POLAR COORD! NATES"
 
150 LOCATE 16,Z0 : PRINT "3. EXl1 PROGRAM
 
160 '
 
170 LOCATE Z0,20 rr~PUT "Enter your choice. ", CHOICE
 
180 WHILE CHOICE <> 3
 
190 ON CHOI CE GOSUO 250, 450
 
200 GOTO 60
 
210 WEND
 
ZZ0 •
 

230 SCREEN 0 : CLS
 
Z40 END
 
250 '«««*«*.- SU8ROUTINE TO PLOT POINTS ••• *«*11 ......
 
260 •
 

270 CLS
 
ZB0 GOSUB 890
 
290 LOCATE Z 1 , 1 : PRI NT "ENTER POINT"
 
300 LOCATE 22,3 : PRINT "( , )"
 
310 LOCATE 22,4: INPUT "",P,THETA
 
320 LOCATE Z 1,1 : PRINT"
 
330 LOCATE 22,3 : PRINT"
 
340 LOCATE 22,4 : PRINT"
 
350 THET ~ THETA * PI/180
 
360 X = P * COS (THET) Y = P * SIN (THET)
 
370 PXI = 300 + 20 * X PYI = 100 - 8.399999 * Y
 
380 CIRCLE(PX1,PY1) ,2 : CIRCLE(PXI,PY1),3 : CI-RCLE(P)(l ,PY1),5
 
390 •
 
400 LOCATE 2Z, 1 : INPUT "Another point " ;A$ 
410 LOCATE ZZ, 1 : PRINT" 
420 IF A$ = "Y" OR A$ = "y" THEN 290 
430 ' 
440 RETURN 
450 UHHHHH SUBROUTINE TO GHAPH POLAR FUNCTIONS ilu****«*8 
4£0 
470 CLS 
480 LOCAlE. 10,1 : INPUT "Will your equation include a square root It; R001$ 
490 IF ROOT$ '= "Y" OR ROOn .~ "y" THEN 540 
500 LOCATE 10,1 : PRINT "Make any desired change in the follO!Jing equaiion" 
510 LOCATE 11,1 : PRINT "then hit ENTER TWICE. ( or defaultthr'ough ) 
5Z0 LOCATI:: 16, 1 : PRI NT "GOTO 590" 
530 LOCATE 15, I : EDIT 830 
540 CLS : LOCATE 10,1 : PRINT "Let PSQR be equal -to P 5Quared, and type in" 
550 LOCATE 12, I : PRINT "YQur equa-tion. " 



560 LOCATE 15. 1 PRINT "GOTO 500 .. 
570 LOCATE 14, 1 EDIT 850 
680 ROOT!(; '" .. Y" 

590 CLS:LOCATE 15,1 : INPUT "Theta will begin ai 0. Enter stopping point as PI, 
ZPI. 3PI, ... "; DONE$ 

600 IF DONE$ '" "PI" OR DONE$ '" "pi" THEN DONE = 3.14159Z7fl : GOTD 6Z0 
810 DONE = VAL(LEFT$(OONE$, 1 »* 3.1415927# 
6Z0 GOSUB 890 
530 GOSUB 800 
640 PXl = 300 ~ Z0*P : PYI = 100 
650 FOR THETA = 0 TO DONE STEP .05 
660 GOSUB 800 
670 X = p * COS (THETA) Y = P f SIN (THETA> 
6B0 PXZ = 300 + 20 * X PYZ = 100 - 8.399999 f Y 
G90 LINE ( PX1.PY1) - ( PXZ ,PYZ ) 
700 LI NE ( PXI. PY1+ 1) - ( PXZ.PYZtl ) 
710 LINE ( PXI", 1 , PY1+1 ) - ( PXZi 1 ,PYZ+ 1 
7Z0 PXl = PXZ : PYl = PYZ 
730 NEXT THETA 
740 . 
750 LOCATE Zj, 1 : INPUT "Another equation "; ()$ 

760 LOCATE 23,1 : PRINT oj 

770 I~ Am = "Y" OR A$ = "y" THEN GOSUB 450 
ELSE GOT0.60 

780 
790 
BOO UUUHH SUBROUTINE TO GIVE f-UNCIlONAL VALUES 
810 
820 IF ROOl$ '" "Y" on ROOT$ = .. y" THEN 850 
B30 P '" 10*SIN (3*THETA) 
840 Rl::TURN 
850 PSQR = -40. COS ( 3*THETA) 
960 IF PSQR < 0 THEN P = 0 : RETURN 
870 P = SQR( PSQR ) 
-880 RETURN 
890 ***~ •• ** •• **. POLAR COORDIN()TES GRRPH PAPER *.* ••••~.~ •• *.**¥. 
900 ' 
910 PI'" 3.1415927# 
920 CL 
930 ' 
940 FOR I = 0 TO 220 STEP 20 
950 CIRCLE(300.100>,I.Z 
960 NEXT I 
970 . 
980 LINE (55,100)-(545.100),2 
990 LINE (300.0 )-(300.200).2 
1000 
1010 For~ ANGLE = 0 TO 360 STEP 30 
1020 ANG = ANGLE * PI/180 
1030 X = 12 * COS(ANG) Y = 12 « SIN(ANG) 

0=1040 rXl ~ 300 + 20*X PYI 100·· 8.399999 * Y 
1050 LINE ( PX1,PYl ) - ( 300,1(0).2 
1060 NEXT ANGLE 
1070 
1080 FOR ANGLE = 45 TO 315 STEP 45 
1090 ANG = ANGLE * PI/180 
1100 X = 12 * COS(ANG> Y = 12 • SIN(ANG) 
1110 PXl = 300 + 20*X PYI '" 100 - 8.J99999 * Y 
1120 LINE ( PX1.PYl ) - ( 300, 1(0) , Z 
1130 NEXT ANGLE 
1140 
1150 RETURN 



10 ·~.' •• ~~.f* LIMITS INSTRUCTION MIKE MOSIER ff*.~«f«**. 

Z0 
3~ STORED UNDER: LIMITS 
40 JULY 30. 1984 
50 
o CLEAR, •• 32768! SCREEN 6 : COLOn 3,4 

70 'SCREEN 2 
80 CLS 
90 LOCATE 3, 15: PRINT "PROGRAM LI MITS 
100 LOCATE 5,15:PRINT "COMMAND MENU (No"te -~hai; choi-e:e Z. l'Ius·t be "'ade before 3 
or 4) 
110 LOCATE 8,10:PRINT "t. Explanation of liMits 
120 LOCATE 10,10:PHINT "Z. Input a Flmchon 
130 LOCAlE 12,10:PRINT "3. Draw and Figure an Epsilon for a given Delta 
140 L.OCATE 14,10:PRINT "4. Lis-t a '~able o-F values as X approaches gi ven ntiMber 
150 LOCATE 16,10=PFUNT "5. Terminate PrograM 
160 ' 
170 LOCATE ZZ. 10: INPUT "ENTER YOUR CHOICE" eMD 
lB0 WHILE eMD > Z AND CHD < 5 
190 IF TRAP = Z THEN 230 
ZOO LOCAH 24. 10:f-lRINT "You Plust choose Z. befm'e 3 or 4" 
210 G010 170 
ZZ0 WEND 
Z30 WHILE CMO <> FIX(CMO) DR CND < I DR CMD > 5 
Z40 LOCATE Z4,10:PRINT "Ple-ase enter a 1. Z, 3,4, or 5" 
250 GOlD 170 
260 WEND 
270 • 

Z80 WHILE eMO <> 5 
Z90 ON CMD GOSU8 370, 1180, 1420, Z330 
300 LOCATE 23,10: INPUT "Press en ~er to return '~o the c-ofliMand Menu. ",B$ 

310 GOTO 80 
JZ0 WEND 
330 
340 SCREEN 0 
350 END 
360 
370 ****.MW4 ••••*. SUBROUTINE TO GIVE EXPLANATION •••*.*".f •• ~ 

380 
390 CL 5 : COUNT = 0 : VRTSHFT ~. Z 
400 LOCATE 5,10: PRINT "When -talking abou'~ the liMit of B funchon." 
410 LOCATE 6,10: PRINT "we I'Ican thai B5 we get closer to SOl'l6 value of X," 
4Z0 LOCATE 7,10: PRINT "the func-~ion ge-~s closer to sOPle specific value. 
430 LOCATE 9,10: PRINT "This 'specific value', if it eXists, is called the" 
tJ.40 LOCATE 10,10: PRINT "UMIT of the Function, or F(x), 136 x approaches" 
450 LOCATE 11,10: PRINT "a given value. In the folloWing eXBl"lple. wc'll Ie't" 
460 LOCATE 12.10: PRINT "X ge'l cl-oser and closer to S. knowing thai f(5) = 3," 
470 LOCATE 14,10: PnINT "If the graph closes in on 3, as x closes in on S, '~hen 

4-80 LOCATE 15,10: PRINr "3 l'Iust be -the lil'lit of f(x) as x approaches 5." 
490 LOCATE 20,10: INPUT "Press enier for an example. ",A!£ 
500 
S10 CLS 
5Z0 COUNT = COUNT ~ 1 'count tiMes through this block 
530 LI NE (I,! 50) - (630, I 50) 'draw the axes and label~hel'l 

5~0 LINE (75,1) - (75.16G) 
550 LI NE (76. 1) - (76, 165) 



560 P>(3 '" ,12 -Ii 7S :LOCATE 2,PX3:PRINT "Y"
 
570 LOCATE 20,77:PRINT "X"
 
580 '
 
590 X '" 1 : GOSUG 1160 ' to figure Y 
600 PX 1 = 7S + 4B • X : PY' '" 150 - Z4* Y 
610 X = 9 : GOSUr.:! 1160 
620 PX4 = 75 ~ 4-8 '" X PY4 1S0 - 24* Y 
630 HASH = 75 + 4811-5 'pixel for the dotted line to X 

II640 PX3 = .125 HASH :LOCATE ZI.PX3:PRINT 5 
650 LIM'" 150 - 2413 'pixel for the dotted line to y 
860 PX3 = .13 ~ LIM :LOCATE PX3.5 : PRINT 3 
670 FOR 1= 150 TO LIM STEP -10 : LIN£<HASII.I>-(HASI-l.I+3).1 : NE)(T I 
6B0 FOR I = 75 TO HASH STEP 20: LINE(I-5.LIM)-(I,LIM). I : NEXT I 
690 PSET<HASH.LIM):PSE.T<HASfH 1,LIM):PSET(HASIH1.LIM+1 ):PSlT(IlASH,LIM+I) 
700 '
 
710 LOCATE 23,15 : INPUT "Press enter to continue." .A$
 
71.0 LOCATE 23, lb : PRINT " 
730 FOR I = 0 TO 3.9 STEP ,05 
740 X: I t I : GOSUB 1160 '} approach XL froM the left 
750 PXZ = 75 + 48 X : PV2 150 - 24 • YII

760 IF I < Z THEN 810 
77~ LINE(65,PYI )-(6S,PYZ) '} these draw the y-arrow5 
700 Ll NE ( &5 ,PY1- I 0 ) -- { 65 , PY1-5 ) •0 , } 

790 PRESET(oJ,PY1-1): PRESEH67.PY1-1) '} 

800 psn< 03 ,PYZ- 1) : PSET( 67 .PYZ-l ) '} 

810 PRESET(PXI-3,154): PRE~ET(rXl-J,15G) , } theGc draw -the x-:-arrow 
a20 PSET(PX2-3,154}: PSET(PXZ-3.156) '} 

030 LINE (PX1-1S, 155)-(PX1-10, 155>,0 'J 
840 lINE(PX1. 1SS)-(PXZ, 155) '} 

850 
860 LINE(PX1,PYI )-(PXZ'pY2) '} now draWing the graph 
870 LINE(PXI ,PYl+I )-(PXZ,PYZ+1) 
1:J80 PXl = PX2 :PY1 = PYZ '} prepare (or' ihe next I 
890 
900 x = 9 - I : eOSUB 1160 .} approach XL froM the right 
910 PX3 = 75 ~ 48 * X : PY3 150 - 24 * Y 
920 IF I < Z THEN 970 
930 LINE(65,PY4)-(~5,PY3) '} dOCUMentation applies as 
940 LINc( 65,PY4+10)-( &5,PY4'~S),0 '} above 
950 PRESET( G3 .PY4+1) : PRESET( 67 ,PY4+ 1 ) 

60 PSET<63,PY3+1) : PGET<S7.PY3,t-l) 
9~/0 PRESET(PX4~3.154> : PRESE1(PX4+3.15G) 
980 PSET(PX3+3,154) : PSET(PX3+3.1S6) 
990 lINE(PX4iI5,155)-(PX4iI0,155>,0 
1000 LINE(PX4,PY4)-(PX3,PV3) 
1010 LINE(PX4,PY4+1)-(PX3.PY3+1) 
1020 LJNE(PX4.15S)-(PX3,155) 
1030 PX4 = PX3 : PY4 = PY3 
1040 
1050 NEXT I 
,1060 LINE ('7S, PY1) - ( PX1, PY1 ) , 1 
1070 LINE (7S,PY3)-(PX3,PY3),1 
1080 LINE (PX1,150)-(PXI.PY1).1 
1090 LINE (PX3, 150)-(PX3,PY3), 1 
1100 E = A8S( V - 3 )
 
1110 LOCATE Z2,10: PRINT "Bringing X uiihin.1 of 5, br'ought f(X) within"
 



1120 LOCATE 22,57 : PRINT USING ".tJ..:tHl";E;:prUNT" disiance of 3." 
1130 VHTSHFT ~ Z. S : IF COUNT = Z THEN GOTO 11S0 
1140 LOC(HI: 23,10 : INPUT "Pres6 enier for a different funciion." ,At: GOTCJ 510 
1150 RETURN 
1160 Y '" l1Z0. (X--l) * (X-G) II ()(-10) + VRT!:iHFl 
1170 RETURN 
1180 'UUUUHU SUBROUTINE TO lNPUT FUNCTION AI\![) DECIDE AXES HH1H 

1190 
1200 CLS 
1210 LOCATE SJ 10:PRINT "I have written on the screen below, the nUl'lber 
lZ20 LOCATE 6,10:PRINT "2790. followed by Y = ( sOl'1e fundion of X) 
IZ30 LOCfHl:. 8,10:PlUNT "The cursor i5 ;:;1. ihe start of that line, 50 if 
lZ40 LOCATE 9, 10: PRINT "tha-~' s no-t the function you wan'~, Plove the cursor 
IZ50 LOCATE 10,10:PRINT "to -the right of the equal;; sign, and -type your 
12Ei0 LOCATE 11.10:PRINT "fundion, then hit ENTER twice. " 
1210 LOCATE lEi,10=PFHNT "GUTU lJOO " 
1280 
1290 LOCATE 15, 10:ED1T Z930 
1300 CLS:LOCATE 10,10 : PHINl "Do you want to enter an interval for ihe gr-uph. 
1310 LOCATE 11,10 : INPUT "Enter '( for yes, or press ENTER to default -to [ 0,10 
1. ", A$ 
1320 IF A!C = "" THEN A = 0 : B '" 10 : GOlD 1360 
1330 CLS 
1340 LOCAlE. 11, 10:PRINT "Enter' the LEft and Right endpoLnts or your interval 
1350 LOCATE lZ.10:INPUT "as A,B ",A,B 
1360 A = 0 : 8 = 10 : SCALE = 600 I ( B - A 
1370 '(AXE = 640 - B.SCALE . pixel the Y-Axis is ai 
1380 
1390 TRflP = Z - this is an error trap I'lak ing sure the user' picks Z before 3- 4 
14-00 
1410 G01U 300 
14Z0 ~ •• ~~ •• ~ •••• llft SUBROUTINE TO DRAW EPSiLON - DELTA STUFF •• *~l •• ~ ••••• 

1430 CLS 
1440 LOCATE 8.10:INPUT "At what value or )( do you want to test for- a lil"lii"; XL 

1450 CLS 
1460 GUSU13 2.570 'to draw the graph 
1470 LOCATE Z.IS:PRINT " " , -to clear -the line first 
14B0 LOCATE. Z, 10: INPUT "EPSILO i EPSLN 
1490 LOCATE Z, 10:PRI NT " 
1500 
1510 WHILE EPSLN < 0 OR EPSLN > 1 error trap 
1510 LOCATE Z.Z0:PHINT "PLEASE KEEP IT BETWEEN 0 AND ! !" 
lS30 GUTU 1470 
15110 WEND 
1550 
15G0 XL and YL are X a Y at the liMit 
1570 )( = XL : GOSUB Z~Z0 : YL '"' Y find YL For the following stateMents 
1580 PEfJUP = 150 - SCALU Z • (YL + EPSLN) 'pixel for upper epsilon line 
1590 P[PDO = 150 - SCALE/Z * (VL - EPSlN) ·pir.el For lower epsilon line 
1600 PLIM = 150 - SCALE/Z • YL 'pixel for liMit epsilon line 
1610 
16Z0 X = X + .5 : GOSUe 29Z0 
1630 IF Y > YL THEN INC = -I 
1640 PYI = PLIM : X = XL 
1650 WHILE nSS(PYI - PEPUP) > I 
1650 IF INC THEN X = X + .04 ELSE X ~ X - .04 
1870 GDSUB Z!:JZ0 '-to figure Y for this X 



PYI = 150 - SCRLc/Z • Y
 
11i90 IF PYJ < 0 OR PYI > 150 THEN X = 0 : PYI = PEPUP
 
1700 WEND
 
1'710 DEllI ex - xu 'this will be the delta to the right 01 X
 
17Z0 X == XL 'set X back to the ~iddle
 

1730
 
1740 PYI = PUM
 
!7Slb WHILI:. AEJ!.i( PY 1 - PEroo ) > 1
 
1760 IF INC THEN X == X - .04 ELSE )( = X .~ .04
 
1770 IF PYI < PEPD0 THEN PYI == PErDU: GOlD 1820
 
J7B0 GOSUB 29Z0 'to figure Y For ihis )(
 
!7!:l0 IF INC THEN IF Y < PREDY THEN DELTZ == 0 : GOTO 1830
 
1800 PYI = 150 - SCALE/Z ~ Y
 
1810 IF PYI > 150 OH PYI < 0 THE.N X == 0 : PYI = PEPUO
 
1870 WEND
 
1030 GELTZ = (XL - X) 'this will be the delta to -the left of X
 
1840 IF A8SeDELT1) (== ASSe UElTZ ) THEN DELTA = ABS( DELT1 )
 

ELSE DELTA = AI3S( DELTz> 'take the 51'11311 

HJS0 
1860 Now find the functional values for ( X - d ) & ( X + d ) 
IH70 X = XL - OELTZ 
lan0 GOSUB 2920 
1890 PXl == YAXc + SCOLE • X : PYI 150 - ~CALE/Z * Y 
1900 X = XL + DELT} 
1910 GOSUB Z9£0 
1920 rxz == Y~XE + SCALE ~ X : PY2 150 - SCALE/Z • Y 
1~30 PXL = YAXE + SCRLE • Xl: PYL 150 - 5CALE/Z * YL 
1940 LINE (rXL. 150) - (rXL .PYU 'drawing the LIMIT lines 
1950 LINE (PXL-B.PYL) - (YAXE.PYL) 
1960 LX3 == .125 ~ PXL 
1970 LOCATE 20.LX3: PFUNT XL 
1980 '
 
1990 LINE (PX1-B,PY1) .- (YAXE ,PYI ) 'drawing the EPSILON lines
 
2000 LINE (PX1-8.PYZ) - eYAXE,PY2>
 
2010 LX3 == .125 • PYL : LX4 =: .125 .. YfiXE - 1 
1010 LOCATE LX3.LX4-Z PRINT "rcx) 
2030 
Z040 X == XL + DELTA : GOSUD 1920 
2050 PX3 = YAXE t SCALE * X : PV3 150 - SCRLEIZ .~ y 
2~G0 X == XL - DELIA : GOSUB 29Z0 
Z070 PX4 = YAXE .~ SCflLE .. )( : PY4 = 150- SCAlEIZ If Y 
2080 FUH I = PY3 TO 145 STEP 10 : LINE (PX3,I> - (PX3,I+5) : NEXT I 
2~90 FOR J = PY4 TO 145 STEP 10 : LINE (PX4.J) - (PX4.J+5) : NEXT J 
2100 LINE:: erXl, 150) - (PX1.PEPIJO) 'drsl.Jing the DELTA lines 
2110 LINE (PXZ,150) - (PXZ.PEPUP) 
2120 fUR I = YAXE 1U PX3 STEP 10 : LINE(I,PY3)-(I~S.PY3) Nl:.XT I 
l130 fOR J ~ YAXE TO PX4 STEP 10 : LINEeJ.PY4)-(Jt5.PY4) NEXT J 
2140 ' 
2150 LOCATE n,10:pmNT "For e = ";EPSLN;: PRINT USING" d = "+":IL~IW'; DE:.LTA 
Zl60 LOCArE 23,40 : PRINT" 
Z170 LocrHE 13, 10:INrJ UT "NE.W EPSILON ( return to stop )"; ErSLN 
1180 
2190 IF EPSLN = 0 THEN 2300 
2200 LINE ( PX 1, I S0) - (PX1,PY1>.0 
2210 LIN!:: ( P)('4 , 150 ) (rX4 ,PV4) ,0 
ZZ2!IJ LINE (I-'X3,IS0) (PX3)PY3) ,0 erasing delta lines 
ZZ30 LINl:. (PXZ, 150) (f-lXZ .t-'YL 1,0 era~ing delta lines 



2Z40 LINE: (PX3-8,PY3) - (YAXE,PY3),0 
ZZ50 LINE (PXl-8,PV1) - CYAXE.PYI ),0 
2ZG0 LIN!.: (PX4-8.PY4) - (YAX~,PY4},0 erasing epsilon lirltlG 
Z270 LINE (PXZ-8.PYZl - CYAXE,PY2),0 'erasing epsilon lines 
ZZ80 GOlD 1500 
ZZ90 
2300 LOCmE:. 23,10:INPUT "Do you want to pick another' value for X ";A$ 
2310 IF MID$(A$, 1.1) = "Y" OR MIDUi(A$.I, 1) = "y" THEN 1420 
Z3Z 0 RE TURf~ 

2330 H*HH.H'lHHI~ SUIJIWUTINE TO LIST VALUES AS X IS ArrROnCHE[) HB· 

2340 
2350 CLS 
23G0 LOCATE 10,10:PRINl "At what value of X do you want Lo teGt for a limit 7 
2370 lDCfHE 1Z , 20: nJPUT "X = ". XL 
2380 CLS 
2390 PRINT " FROM THI:. LEf- T" ; TAU( 35) FRor1 THE RIGHT"00 

2t1·00 PHHJT
 
241 flo PRIIH " X f ( X) 0' ; 1 REI( 25)" l .. ; lASC 35)" : " ;" f ( X) X"
 
Z420 PRINT " __._. . ~. ._.. . :"; TAS( 35)" I"; " .. .__ .. ._. .
 

2430 
2440 1 = 1 
Z4S0 WHILE (XL i I) )= (XL i 9.999099[-0G) 
2460 LEFT = XL - J 
2470 RlGIH = XL i I 
2480 X = LEFT : BOSUS Z920 'to find Y for -this X 
2490 PRINT LEFT,Y;TADCZ!J)"I"iTAB(35)"I"; 
2500 X = RIGHT :GUSUS 2920 
Z51~' PRINT Y; TA[j(!:j0) RIGIIT 
2520 I liZ0= 

2530 WEND 
2540 
Z550 RETum~ 

2560 LOCATE ZZ,10:INPUT "Do you want to try another EPSILON ";f)$ 

2570 H,JfHUHH SUBROUTINE TO DRAW THE GHl'PH JtolfUHolfHlf-U 

2580 
2590 CLS 
2G00 LINE (1,150) .. (630.1 S0) 'FIRST DRAW THE AXES AND LABEL THI:.M 
2610 LINE (YAXE.l) - (YAXE.165) 
2620 LINE (YAXr::·\ 1,1) - (YAXE+l ,lG5)
 
2630 PX3 = • t 2 .. YAXE :LOCATE 2.PX3:PRINT "Y"
 
2640 LOCAlE Z0,77:PRINT "X" 
2650 
ZGb(1 . Find the first set of pixels and dr'BId il1a1: boundar'y 
Z670 X = A : GOSUB 2920 
2680 PXl ~ YAX[ + SCALE 4 X PYI = 150 - SCALE/Z • Y 
ZI::i90 LINE (PXI,PY1) .- (PX1, 150) 
Z700 LINE (PXH1.PY1) - (PXHI,150) 
2710 PX3 = ,12.PXl + 2 
2720 LOCATE Z0,PX3: PRINT A 
'1730 
2740 Graph the function 
1750 FOR I = A TO B STEP. 15 
2760 X = I : If X = 0 THEN 28~0 

2770 GOSUB 2920 
2780 PX2 = ynXE i SCALE ~ X : PY2 = 150 - SCALE/2 • Y 
2790 IF PY2 < 0 OR PYZ ) If.19 THEN 2830 



ZB00 IF PYl < 0 OR PVl > 199 THEN 2830 
810 LINE (P)(1 ,PY l) - (PXZ .PYZ) 

28Z0 LINE (PXH1,PY1) - (PXZ+l,PYZ) 
Z1M0 PXl = PXZ : PYJ = PYZ 
2840 NEXT I 
Z850 
2880 LINE (PX1.PYl j - (rXl, 150, • dr'aw the last boundar'y arId label 
Z870 LINE (PX1+l,PYI )-(PX1+1.150) 
Z880 PX3 = ,lz*rXl i 1 ; LOCAle Z0.PX3:PHINT 8 
Z890 
Z900 R[ I URN 
Z910 
Z920 ·4~.*.***1* rUNCTION SUBROUTINE *ill(l('*~J*'* 

2930 Y = SURe X ) + 1 
Z940 RETURN 



10 -.*J"««~llIf m:rUVlHIVE.S MIl<E MOSlI':R f«<ilrfJ1Hlfi( 

Z0
 
30 STOHED UNOER: OEIUV
 
10 JUNE 15. 1985
 
50
 
60 CLEAH ••• 3z-1G8! SCREEN G : COLOR 3,4
 
70 . SCREEN Z 
80 CLS 
90 . 

100 CLS 
110 LOCATE 3, 13:PHINT "prWGnMt DERIVATV 
lZ0 LOCATE 5, 15: PRJ NT "CmtMAND MENU 
130 LOCATE 8,10:Pn.INT "1" DerivaHve Del'londr-ation 
140 LOCATE 10.10:PRINT "2. Graph of Functton wHh Us Derivative 
150 LOCATE 1Z.1Q):PnINT "3" Tahle of Function and Derivative Values 
160 LOCATE 14 J '0: PRINT "4. Terf'li oaie PrograM 
170 
180 LOCATE Z0.10:INPUT "ENTER YOUR CHOICE". CMO 
190 • thi5 is an error trap For their chOice! 
200 WHILE CMD <> FIX(CMO) OR CMD < 1 OR CMO > 4 
Z10 LOCATE Z4. 10: PRINT "Pla<lse en·t-er a I. Z. 3. or 4" 
220 GOTa 180 
230 WEND 
Z40 
Z50 (JHIlE CMD <> 4 
ZG0 ON eMD GOSUB 330, 880,1470 
Z70 GOTO 100 
Z80 WEND 
290 
300 SCREEN 0 
310 END 
320 
330 .**.f~.~«'''... SUBROUTINE TO GIVE EXrLANATION lfJ1HflflliHfotffl 

340 CLS : YAXE = 100 : XAXE = 150 
350 LOCATE 10,10: PRINT "Tht:l graph of r(X) = -1/6 x - 4 J" Z t 4 will be draw 
n. and we"
 
360 LO(AT~ 12,10 PRINT "will construct the ttlnQeni line to the: curve at X '= 3"
 

370 LOCATE 14,10 PRINT "by First urawing a secant Ilnc --1;0 ~mo~her pQin~ on the 

380 LOCATE 16.10 PRINT "curve, then bring -that point over to l'lec-t X '" 3." 
39-0 LOCATE 18,10 PRINT "The slope of any of -these Gecani; lines i5 given by" 
400 LOCrHE. Zf!J, 10 rrUNT "tile value of (f( 3-fh ) - f(3) ) / ( 3tll - :3 J, wharEl 

410 lOCATE ZZ. 10 : PRINT "h is how far the oilier end of the secant i5 frOM :3." 
420 LOCATE 24,20 : INPUT "Pras5 enter to -eon'tinue." .A$ 
430 
4~0 CLS : GOSUB 1770 
450 BEGINX = 0 : STPX '" 8 : GOSU8 790 . to graph the curve 
460 
470 X '=:3 : FX = -I/G K (X - 4)~Zt4 

480 PNT '" 7 : FPNT = -1/6 ~ ( PNT - 4 )~Z + 4 
490 SLOPE ,= (FPNT - FX) / (prn - 3) 
500 LOCATE 5,60 : PRINT "SLOPE'" ";:PRINT USING "UILlI-ltn";SLDPE 
5 10 REND =- SLOPE f ( 7) -f FX : RPX '" 500 : RPY = I S0 - 20'" REND 
SZ0 LEND = SlOPE*(-4) -~ FX : LPX = G0 : LPY = 150 - 20*LEND 
S30 LINE (RPX.RPY)-CLflX.LPV) 
540 LOCATE ZZ J 1 : INPUT "Press en-~er to !"love SeCdl1 t." . A$ 
G50 LOCm E Z2, 1 : PRlN1 .. 



560 LIN£:: (ZZ0, 155)-(ZZ0, 151) : LOCRTE Z1,ze : PRINT "3" 
6710 
5&0 following loop rrrove5 the secLlrl'l line towsr'd a tangeni. 
530 FUR PNT ~ 6.7505 TO 3.0005 STEP -.25 
GOO pr'NT ~ 100 -/ 40"1: PN', ; LINE (PPN1, t!:JS)- (PPNT, 1S1 ) 
SIlO LINE (RPX ,HPY )-( LPX, LPY),0 
6ZQ) FPNT ~ -1/6 * ( rNT - 4 )A2 i 4 
5310 SLOPE = (FPNT - FX) I (PNT - 3) 
6410 LOCATE b.60 : PRINT "SLOPE = ";:PRINT USING "~Ii!.n:jI::ll";SLOPE 

650 R = 10 : L = --I 
GG0 RENO = 5LOPC.(R-]) -/ FX RPX = 100,140. n RPY 150 - 20. REND 
670 LEND = SLOPE.Cl-3) .~ fX LPX '= 100~40.L LPY 1510 - Z0*LENO 
G80 IF RPV < 0 TIIEN R = R -- 1 : GOTO 660 
6910 LINE (RFI)(, HPY)- (LPX. LPY) 

700 BEGINK = PNl-.S : SlPX = PNT t .5 
710 GOSU8 790 'to redraw any~hing erilsed fr.(JJIl the curve 
7Z0 IF PNT > 3.00S THEN LINE (PPNl, 155)-(PPNl,151),0 
730 NEXT PNT 
740 
750 LOCAlE 21,1 PRINT "lhe liMit of ( f(3+h) - f(3» 1 «3+h) - 3), as h 
7E0 tOCtHE Z2, 1 PRINT "approaches 0, is exacH y the slope o-f the tangent 1 ine, 

770 lOCATL 23,110 :' INPUT "Press ENTER -to return to the COI'l/l'lCiIlU II'lsnu. ".A$ 
780, nETURN 
790 P){1 '" 100 i 40-18HiINX : GEGTNY '" '-I/Gf(B[GINX-Il)A2 -/4 'wb to redraw 
000 rYl = 150 - Z0 Jt SEBINY 'anything crd5ed rro~ 

810 FOn ){ :: BEGJNX TO STPX SILt:' .2 'the curVE: 
8ZQ) Y = -l/G * ( X - 4 )AZ ~ 4 
83~ r){Z '" 40 , )( ~ 100 : PYZ 150 - 20 • Y 
B40 LINE (PXl ,PYl )-(PXZ,PYZ) 
8S0 PXl = rxz : PYl = PYZ 
Bfi0 NEXT X 
870 RE1URN 
ee0 4" lHH: oJ f: lH ;I SUBf:UUTINE TO GnArl-l TH[ D!:RlVlHIVE FUrKTIOI~ f~~I(fr 

890 
800 CLS : LOCAlE 10.20 : PRINT "Type ill allY funciion 
810 LOCATE 12,20 : PRINT "aUer the Y/t -= 5een belou. 
9LIb LOCAl!:. 14,ZilJ : PRINT "Then. pr'€GG enter tWice." 
DJ0 LOCATE 1B. 1 : PHINT "go-to 9S0" 
Q40 LOCATE 17,1 : EDIT 1430 
950 CLS : LOC(Hf: 12,20 : PfUNT "Enter the left and right endpoints of the .. 
960 LOCATE 13,Z0 : INPUT "the in'terval you wunt to graph over, <3S A,B ";A,B 
970 X = A : GOSUn 1420 'to COMpute Y 
980 FXH '" YI; 'SCALE is nUMber of pixels per unit 
Q90 SCALE '" 600 I ( B - A ) : YAXE GZIO - SCALE • 8 : XP.)(E = 100 
1000 CLS : GOSUB 1770 'to draw a~e5 

1010 P}(1 = VAX!: + )(4SCALE : PYI '" 100 _. Yfl"SCALEIZ 
10Z0 Ley", .1ZJtPYI : IF Ley < t THEN Ley"" ·LCY is for locate cOI'll"land beltHJ 

1030 IF Ley> 23 THCN LCY '" 23 
1040 LOCATE LCY,Z : f'fUNT "roo" 
11050 H = .0000fJ 'II is given a value vcr'y near' 0 
1060 X -= X + H : UUSUB 14210 , to COMpute f(X+h) 
1070 FXII:Il '" Yft 
1080 Dvn '" (FXH# - FXftl I H 
1090 
1 100 PUY 1 100 - DY~~SCALE/L 

1110 LCDY .1ZItPDYI : IF LCDY < 1 fJ-IEN LCDY 



117(1) IF lCOY > 23 THrN LCOY = Z3
 
1130 LOCArE LCOY,Z : PRINT "f'(X}"
 
1140 FOR X ; () TO 0 5TEIJ . 1
 
IJ50 GOSU8 1420 
!160 FXll ~ Yll 
1170 rxz = YAXE + X«SCALE: PY? = 100 - Vff~~CAL~/Z 

1180 X = X + H : GOSUB 1420 
1190 FXlltl = y~ 

1200 ovn = (FXHff - F~~) I H 
1210 POYZ = 100 .- SCALE/Z • OV~! 

ILl0 If ABS(POYZ-PDY1) > 150 THEN POY] = POYZ : GOTO 1240 
1230 IF PUYZ > 0 AND POYZ ( 199 THEN LINE (PXl ,rOYl )-(rXZ,PDYZ) 
lZ40 PMI = PXZ : POYI = POYZ 
1250 NEXl X 
IZG0 LOCATE Z3,I ; INPUT npre~5 enter for' f(X)",AlIJ 
In0 LOCATE Z3,1 : PRINT " 
1180 X = A : GOSUB 14Z0 
lZ!:lI.'? P}(I = YAXE + A.SCf)LE : PYI "" 100 .- YN:ItSCALE/Z 
1300 FOR X = A TO 8 STEP.l 

1310 GOSUB 14Z0 
13Z0 FX = Y11 
1330 PX2 = YAXE i X«5CALE: PYZ = 100 - YU«5CALE/7 
1340 IF PYZ > I./) AND PYZ < 193 THEN LINE <PX1,PY1)-(PXZ.PYZ) 
13S0 PXl = PXZ : PY1 = PY? 
1360 NEXT X 
1370 
138(1) LOCATE 23,1 : INPUT "Another ";A$ 
1390 IF A$ = "Y" OR A!lJ = "y" THHJ 880 

1400 GOTO 270 
1410 
14Z0 . 5UBROUTIN~ TO CONTAIN THE FUNCTION 
1430 VB = .1 • (X + 3).(X - 1)It(X - 4> 
1440 R[ TUr{N 
1450 
1460 
14'10 H·HJlHH SUBROUTJNl TO GJVE" TABLE OF VALUE:S UH'fHHJlHI·H 

1480 
14S0 CL5 : LOCATE 10,20 : INPUT "Do you want to change i.he function ";Att 
150'10 IF M = "N" OR A$ = "n U THEN 15"50 
1510 CLS : LOCAlE 10,20 : PrHNT "Make deSired changes. then pr-eGS enter' twice. 
15Z0LUCATE 13,1: PRINT "GOTO 1540" 
1530 LOCATt 12,1 : EDTT 1430 
1540 CLS 
1550 LOCATE 10,50 : PRINT" 
tSEQ) LOCAfE 10,10 : HJPUT "Over IJha·t in-terval do you the table: a.b "lA,S 
1570 IF (B-A) < .0199 THHJ LOCATE IZ.IS : PRINT "Interval l"IU5t be a.t leo:'lt .02 j 

n length." : GOrO 1550 
1500 CLS : 11K = (8 - F1) / 10 
1590 lo-Op to increl'lent X o'/er the in-tervaI, and prtnt ,'e5ul·t5 
1600 LocrHF Z,Z : PRINT .. x -reX) 1st OrR at X 

ISH? PRINT 

lGZ0 HH ~ .00005 
lEi30 FOR I ~ A TO B STEP INC 
1640 X = I : GOSUO ILl 20 : F X~l ~ Ytl 
1650 X = I + HUIZ : 505U8 I~Z0 : FXHIU Y1t 
1660 X = I - Hft/Z : 605U8 1420 : FXH2# Y~I 

1870 OV# = (FXH1~ - FXHZU) I Hn 



1680 PRINT USING "lWII.~111l"+Sr()CE$( 10H":IW·lt.tHIlHHilll1"-i5Pr'KE=!ll( 10)t"111!11.ri1t-ltI!IWlIIi1I 
"I X,FXn,DVt! 
1690 NEXT I 
1700 
1710 LOCATE Z3,10 : INPUT "nno-ther interval ";A$ 
1710 IF A$ = "V" OR A$ = "y" THEN 1540 
1730 LOCATE n,ze : PRINT" 
1740 LOCATE Z3.10 : INPUT "Anothar function ";A$ 
1750 IF A$ = "V" OR A$ = "y" THEN 1510 EI. Sf:. Z70 
1760 
1Tlf!t IHH·.jH( ~ u«« <In ~;: SUBHOUTINf. TO DI<F1W GRAPH III U·H (··'HHtil·U ll« flU 

17B0 
1790 first draw the axes 
1800 LI NE (0, XAXE ) - ( Fi40. XAXE ) LINE (0.XAXEt1 )-C640.XAXE+1) 
1810 LINE (VAXE.0)-(VAXE.Z00) LINE (ynXE-i 1,0)-( Yr.XE~ 1 .Z0(?} 

1820 'LOCATE LIIJ.·/7 : PRINT "X" LOCATE Z.lZ : PRINT "V" 

1830 
1840 RETURN 



10 *** *.1 INTEGRATION MIKE MOSrfR .illt* . 
20 
30 STORFD UNDER: INTEGRAL 
40 JUtY 30> 1984 
50 
60 CLS 
70 eLEAR,.,377G8! SCREEN 6 COL.OR 3.4 
B0 'SCREEN 2 
90 CL5 
100 LOCATE 2,13:PRJNT "PROGRAM INTEGRAL 
110 LOCATE 4,IS:PRINT "COMMAND MENU (Note that choice 2. Must be /'lade before 3 
- G) 
120 LOCATE 7, 10:PRINT "1. Explanation of RIeMann SUMS and Integrals 
130 LOCATE 9, 10:PRINT "Z. Input a Function and Define an Interval 
140 LOCATE 1 I ,10:PRINT "3. Draw and Figure an Upper RieMann SUI'l 
150 LOCATE 13,10:P-RINT "4. Draw and Figure a Lower RieMann SUM 

160 LOCATE 15,10:PRINT "5. Draw and Use the Trapezoidal rule 
170 LOCATE 1'7, 10:PRINT "6. Lis-~ a Tahle of Values Using Each 
180 LOCATE 19.10:PRINT "7. TerMinate PrograM 
190 
ZOO LOCATE 21 ,10:INPUl "ENTER YOUR CHOICE" eMD 
210 WH1LE CMD > 2 AND CMD < 7 
2Z0 IF TRAP = 2 THEN 260 
130 LOCATE 23,10:PRINT "You I'lust choose Z. before 3 - 6" 
Z40 GOTO 200 
Z50 WEND 
260 WHILE eND <> FIX(CMD) OR CND < 1 OR eND> 7 
270 LOCATE 23, 10:PRINT "Please en-~er a 1, Z, 3, 4, 5, 6. or 7" 
280 GOTO 200 
290 WEND 
300 
310 WHILE CHD <> 7 
320 ON CND GOSUB 400. 1490, 1740, 2140. 2510, 2790 
330 LOCATE 23,1 :INPUT "Pres6 en·~er to re-turn to -~he COMMand I'lenu. ",8$ 
340 GOTO 90 
350 WEND 
360 SCREEN 0 
370 END 
380 
390 
400 · ....... H ..... 41*' SUBROUTINE TO GIVE EXPLANATIor~ ·UU .. UIIU··U 

410 
420 CLS 
430 PRINT TAB(Z0)"RieMimn SUMS are a I'lethod of approxilTlating the area" 
440 PRINT TflB( 15)"between a Function and -~he X-axis. Suppose we have the func
450 PRINT TAB{ 15)"tion defined f(x) = -.25* (X - 4)"Z + 4 , ~Jhich is a 
460 PRINT TflB( IS)"parabola opening down, wHh its ver-tex at (4,4), and X-int
470 PRINT TAB( lS)"ercepts at (0,0) and (0,8>' If we want to find the area 
480 PRINT TAB( IS)"under the parabola for the interval [0,8l, then ...,e're look
490 PRINT TAB( 15)"ing for the area of the region enclosed by the curve and 
500 PRINT TAB( 15)"ihe X-axis. 
510 PRINT 
520 PruNT TAB{Z0)"To get SOMe idea of l.Jhat the area would be, let'5 
530 PRINT TflB( 15)"look at ·the rectangle wHh a base on the X-aXis. and sides 
540 PRINT TAB( 15)"at X=0 and X=8 • The top of the rectangle wilJ be through 
550 PRINT TAB( IS)"the vedex, 50 its height is the sal'le B5~he MBXil'lUM height 



560 PRINT TAB( 15)"01 the function. Since our parabola is cOf>lpletly inside 
570 PRINT TAB( 15)"-this rec-taJ1gle, IJe know t.he actual area is less than -the 
580 PRINT TAB( 15)"Brea of the rectangle, which is 8xil = 32. 
590 PRINT 
600 LOCATE 20,1S:INPUT "Press enter and I'll dralJ this for you, '·.A$ 
610 
6Z0 N = 1 : ILNTH 8 YAXE = 30 : UNIT = 30 : UNITZ = 60 : FROMl = 1 
630 RE = 8 : LE = 0 GOSUB 1830 
640 
650 CLS 
660 PRINT TAB(Z0)"We]], now we know the area under our parabola 15 les5 
670 PRINT TAB( 15)"than 32 
680 PRINT TAB(Z0)"Le"l '5 -take our interval [0.81. and partition it into 3 equal 
690 PRINT TAB( IS)"subintervals. [0,2,6] • [Z.6.S.2] and [S.Z,8J. 
700 PRINT TAB(Z0)"Now. just like before, we'll draM rectangles, only three 
710 PRINT TAB( lS),,·thjs tif>le. Each wHI hi3ve a base equal to the lenqth of 
n0 PRINT TAB( 15)"the subintervals, which i5 8/3 = 1.66. For the height of 
730 PRINT TAB( lS)"cach reci:anJ:;Jle, we'll again use -the l'laxif>luf>I height of -the 
740 PRINT TAB( 15) "function. only this hf>le the height in each subinterval. 
750 LOCATE lB, 15:INPUT "Press en-ter -co conhnue. ",AlB : CLS 
760 PRINT TAO(20)"Rel'l6f>1ber, we've divided the interval [0,81 into three parts. 
770 PRINT TAB( 15)"and we'll drat" a rectangle for each of -the subtntervals. 
780 PRINT 
790 PRINT TAB(Z0)"To find the area of the first one. find the f>laY.il'luf>l height 
BOO PRINT TAB( 15)"of the first 5Llbi.n~erval ( which is f(Z.66). or 3.55 ), -then 
810 PRINT TAB{ 15)"l'lultiply by -the interval length, or 2.66. All this gives 
8Z0 PRINT TAB( 15)"an area of about 9.45. 
830 PRINT T()8<Z0)"The I'liddle rectangle has a MaxiMul"1 height of 4, tiMes the 
840 PRINT TAB( 15)" 1enqth of -the subt ntervals (Z. 66). gives about. 10.64 . 
850 PRJ NT TAB( 15)" Notice that the area of -the thi rd rec1.ang} e lJi 11 be the 
060 PRINT TAB< 15)"sBI"le as ~he area of the first. Add the three up and 
870 PRINT TASC 15)"we have 29.54 • which is closer to -the real -thing. 
880 LOCATE Z4.1S:INPUT "Press enter and I'll draw thi.s for you. ", A$ 
890 N = 3 : GOSUB 1830 
900 
910 CLS 
920 PRINT AE](Z0)"AS you can see. by dividing the interval into -three recian
930 PRINT TAB( lS)"gles. LJe'Ve cut off 50l"le of the excess area. R-t -this point 
940 PRINT TAE!( 15)"you Might guess that if we div:lded it into I'lore subintervals 
950 PRINT TAB( lS)"yet, we'd cut off I'lore oH the exceS5. 
960 PRINT 
970 PRINT TAB(20)"Press enter, and I'll divide the interval into 10 
980 LOCATE 7,15:INPUT "51.1bin-tervals (giving 10 rec"tangles -to add up).",A$ 
990 N = 10: GOSUB 1830 
1000 
1010 CLS 
1020 PRINT TAB<Z0)"The total area i5 going down, as the size of the partition 
1030 PRINT TAB( lS)"goes IJ.P. This is because with More and rr10re rectangles, there 

1040 PRlNT TAB( 15)"is less and les5 excess area above the function being added. 
1050 LOCATE 10.15: INPUT "Now you tell I'le how f>lany SUbintervals to use ·thts -tiMe 
." ,N 
1060 WHILE N <= 10 
1070 PRINT TABt lS)"Please enter a nUf>lber bigqer than 10." 
1080 GOTO 1050 
1090 WEND 
1100 GOSUB 1830 
1110 ' 



1120 Cl. 5 
1130 PRINT TAB(Z0)"By now. you can guess that the More tiMes we partition the 
1140 PRINT TAB( 15)"inierval, the closer our area 15 ~o the real thing, 50 -the 
11510 PRINT TAB(IS)"beiter our apl1roxil'lation. 
1160 PRINT 
1170 PRlr~T TAB(70)"The process of partitioning the interval into subintervals, 
1180 PRINT TAB( 15)" then Finding redangles tha'~ go up to SOMe point on '~he 

1190 PRINT TAB( 15)"function inSide each subinterval, is ca])ed a RIEMANN 
1200 PRINT TAB( IS)"SUM. Any point inside would do, but 50 far we've always 
1210 PRINT TAB( 15)"used the MaxiMUM height in each subinterval for the height of 

1ZZ0 PRINT TAB( 15)"the corresDoding rectangle. This is called the UPPER RIEMANN 

12310 PRrrH TAE.l( 15)"SUr'i.
 
lZ410 PRINT TAO(Z0)"Jf, instead. we used the MiniMUM height in each 5ubinterval,
 
1250 PRINT TOB( IS)"they would be LOWER RIEMANN SUMS.
 
1Z60 PRINT
 
12710 PRINT TAEHZIO)"If we took the LIMIT a£; the nUMber' of subintervals goes to
 
1280 PRINT TAB{ 15)".infinHy. of eHher -the UPPER or the LOWER SUI"IS, we 5hould
 
1Z91O prnNT TAlJ( l!J)"hBve the exact area under the curve.
 
1300 PRI~JT
 

1310 PRINT TAB(Z0)"That value is caJJed the RIEMANN INTEGRRl. of the function
 
13Z0 PRINT TAB( 15)"over that in'~ervBl.
 

1330 LOCATE Z0,15:PRINT "Press enter Bnd I'll draw it with a very large nUMb~r
 

1340 LOCATE ZI,15:INPUT "of 5ubin-~ervals, and thus ge-t a go{)d approxiMation.",AlJ;
 

1350 N = Z010 : GOSU8 1830
 
1360 CLS
 
1370 PRINT TA8(Z0)"So, to rehasll this a little, the UPPEr{ RIEMANN SUM for
 
1380 PRINT TflB( 15)"N suhintervals, over any in~erval [ a,b 1 , is the 5UI'1 of the
 

13~0 rrUNl TAB( 15)" area of N rectarl9J 65, eBcl1 wi th a base ] ength of ( b - a )
 
1400 PI1INT TA8( IS)"dlvided by N. The I'1C'XIMUM heiQh-t of -the funchon in each
 
1410 PnINT TA8( IS)"subinterval is used for the height of the correspondinl;l recia
 
ngle.
 
14Z0 pmNT
 
1430 PRINT TA8(Z0)"The LOWFR RIEMANN SUH is the SaMtl, except yOLl use the 1'I1n11'1

1440 PRINT TAB( 15)"UM i.n aach subinterval.
 
1450 PRIN1
 
1460 PRINT TAB(Z0)"The LIMIT of these as N appr'oaches infinity, is the RIEMANN
 
1470 PRINT TAB( 10)"INTEGRAL over the interval.
 
1480 RETURN
 
1490 ~~.I~~.~~I*. SUBROUTINE TO INPUT FUNC1ION AND OECJOFAXES **. -1:-;:11
 
1500 
1510 CLS 
1520 LOCATE:. 5.10:PRINT "Written on the screen below, is the nu",ber 
1530 LOCATE 6,10:PRINT "9100, followed by Y = ( S0l'16 function of X) 
1540 LOCATE 8,10:PRINT "The cursor is at the start of that ]jne, 50 if 
IS50 LOCATE 9.10:PRINT "'that's not -the function you want, Move the cursor 
1560 LOCATE 10.10:PRINl "to the right of the equals £;ign, and type your 
1570 LOCATE 11,10:PRtNT "function, ~hen hit ENTER two til"les. 
1500 LOCAl!:. 14,1 : PRINT "GOIU 1600" : PRINT 
1590 LOCATE 13.1 : EDIT 36Z0 
1600 
1610 CLS 
1620 LOCATE 10,10:PRINT "You wiJ 1 now ~lant to choose an interval to figur-e 
1630 LOCATE 11,10:PRINT "the SUI"'IS on. 
1640 LOCATE 15.10:INf'UT "Enter the Lef't and Ri£:]h-t. endlJoints as A,B. LE, RF 
1650 
1660 ILNTH RF. - LF 'ILNTH is the length of the interval 
1570 UNITZ 600 / ILNTH : UNIT = UNITZ/Z 'pixels in a unit 



1680 YAXr 620 - UNITZ .. RE: 
1690 pixel the Y-Axis is at 
1700 
1710 THflr = 2 'this is an error trap Plaking sure the U6er picks Z before 3-S 
17Z0 
1730 ClS : GOlD 330 
1740 « •• *~~* ••••• (Z SUBROUTINE 10 DRnw THE UPPER SUMS .....I.JtI .... I* 

1750 
1760 CLS 
1770 LOCATE 10,30:PHINT " "to cleclr the line first 
1780 LOCATE 10,10:INPUT "How Many 5Llbin~ervals do you wunt. ", N 
1790 WHILE N < 1 OR N <> FIX(N) 'error tran 
1800 LOCATE 1Z.10: PRINT "POSITIVE WHOLE NUMBERS ONLY. PLEASE I!" 
1810 GOTO 1710 
1820 WEND 
1830 GOSUO 3Z60 'to draw the graph 
1840 
1850 DrlTn ILNHI I N 'figures the width of each subinterval 
1860 SfP RE - DELTA + .0001 'stopping point ror loop 
1870 SUM = 0 'SUM is the RieMann SUM 

1080 FOR I = LE TO STP STEP DELTA 
1890 X = I : GO US 3610 'to figure the functional value for th~t X 
1900 MAX = Y 
1910 FOR J = I TO I+DELTA STEP .0S goes thru the Ith subinterval 
1920 X = J 
1930 GOSUB 3G10 
1940 IF Y )= MAX THEN MAX Y 
1950 NEXT J 
1960 
1970 SUM = SUM + MnX * DELTA 'figur~ the Rie~ann SUM 

1980 PXI = YAXE + UNITZ*T: PYI 150 - UNIT • MAX 'no~ dr8w the rectangles 
1890 LINE (PXI,PY1) - (PX1,150) 
2000 PXZ ~ PXl + UNITZ • DELTA 
2010 LINE' (PXZ,PYl> - (PXZ,150) 
Z020 LINE (PXI,PYI) - (PXZ,PYI) 
2030 
Z040 NEXT I 
2050 IF FROMI (> 1 THEN 2080 'this te]ls it if we caMe frOM 5ub 1 
1060 LOCATE Z3,10:PRINT "The to~al area is ";5UM 
2070 LUCATE 24,10:INrUT "Pre56 enter to continue ",All> 
2080 RETURN 
2090 LOC~TE 1, 10:PRJNT "The UPPER SlIf1 for ";N ;"Subintervals is .. SUM 
Z100 LOCAlE Z, 10: INPUT "Do you wan'~ ana ~her Upper SUPl "; AS 
21 10 If MJ Oa;( n$, 1,1) "y" OR MTO$( A"!I>, r ,1) = .. y" THEN 6010 1760 
Z'I20 
2130 RETUnN 
2140 •••****4.4Z411 SOBROUTINF TO DRAW TH~ LOWER SUMS l(l:jHIl:(~«;H(.lH( 

Z150 
2160 ClS 
2170 lOCATE 10,30:F'RlNT " " 'to cleelf' the line hrst 
2180 lOCATE 10, 10:INPUT "How Plany 5ubintervnls do you want "; N 
2190 WIIILE N < 1 OR N <> FIX(N) 
2200 LOCATE lZ,10:f'RINT "POSITIVE WHOLE NUMBERS ONLY, PLEASE II" 

2Z10 GOTO 2170 
ZZZ0 WEND 
Z230 GOSUO 3760 'to draw the graph 



2800 Cl.S 
Z8 10 PRINT lAB( 10)" SUEJINTE:RVm S"; TAB( Z"I)" UPPEH SUM"; TAO( 45) "LOlrJF R SUM"; TA8( 63)" T 
nf1f1. I1ULE 
28Z0 N = 1 'N is nUMber of subintervals, st8rt. With 1 
1830 FOR K = 1 ro 3 'the following loops ~II increase N 
2840 N = N.Z 
23S0 60SUB 3010 
Z860 NFXT K 
ZIr70 
Z880 FOR L = 20 TO 40 STEP Z0 
ZO~0 N = L 
2900 GOSUB 3010 
2910 NEXT L 
Z9Z0 
2930 FOR M = 80 TO Z00 STEP 60 
Z940 N = M 
Z950 GOSUB 3010 
[960 IF DONF = 1 THEN 3000 upper fower. 50 stop 
29'70 NEXT ~1 

29B0 
2990 
3000 m:TURN 
3010 'Nested subroutine to fioure 5U~5 for N 
30Z0 
3030 DEU A == ILNTH r N 'figtlreG the width of each 5ubi nt~rv6J 

3040 SIP = RE .. OELTA + .0001 'stol1ping point for loop 
3050 USUM = 0 : LSUM = 0 : TRAP = 0 
.30G0 FOR I = LE ro SfP STEP UELTA 
30.,0 X = I : GOSUB 3C10 : VI = Y 
3080 MAX = Y : MIN = 
3090 X = I+OrLTA : GOSUH 3bl~ : YZ = Y 
3100 FOR J '= I TO I HJEL rA STEP .1 ';joes thru lhe I th subinterval 
3110 X = J 
3120 60SUB 3610 
31 3(1J IF Y >= MAX HIEN t1AX = V '11axiMuM and ",iniMUfi hei~,ht in Ith 
3140 IF Y (= 11lN THEN MIN = Y 
3150 NEXT J 
3160 TRfiP = TRAP .. .5 * DFL Tn • Y1 1 YZ ) 
3170 USUM = USUM + MAX * DELTA 'Unper SUM 

3180 LSUM = LSUM i MIN II DFI.TA . Lower· SUN 

3190 IF USUf1 = LSUM THEN DONE = 'no need to continue 
3200 NEXT I 
3210 
3?Z0 prnNT
 
3Z3471 rnINT USlN(; SPAC!-:$( 10H"tUtl1l1"-+Sr'ACI:.!l:( 10H":tlliIUUW.#.!l"+SPACf!H 10H"1W"t!111tl1.H:it"
 
+SPAC($( 10)+"~t·Ij:!WIt.:lIU"; N. U5UM. LSUM. TRAP
 
:1240
 
J250 RCrURN
 
3260 1. SUElROLJT I NE TO DRnW TIlE GHAr', I .*..*.1*1.«.
 
3270
 
3780 CLS
 
3Z90 LINf (1,150) - (630,150 'FIRST DRAW nl~. AXtS AND LABel THEM
 
3300 IF LE > 0 rHEN 3340
 
3310 LI Nt (YAXE. 1) - (YAXE, 16S)
 
j~Z0 LINE (YAXE+l.1) - (YAXE~1.165)
 

3330 PX3 = .12 * YAXf :1.0CAH: Z,PX3:PRINT "y"
 
33-1.0 LOCfHE Z0,?7:PRINT "X"
 
33!:,(I) ,
 



3360 Find the first set of pixel5 ami draw that boundary 
3J70 X = LE : GUSUB 3610 
3380 PXl = VAXE i UNI1Z .. X : PVI = 150 - UNIT~ V 
.1330 LINE (PXl ,PV1) - (PX1. 150) 
3400 LINE (PXH 1.PY1) - (PXH 1.IS0) 
3410 PX3 = .12~PXl + Z 
3420 LOCATt Z0.PX3: pnJNT Lf 
3430 
3440 Granh the function 
3450 FOR I = LE TU liE 5 fEP .15 
3'!60 X '" I 
3470 GOSUO 3610 
3480 PXZ = VAXF + UNlll .. X : PVZ = 150 - UNIT * V 
3430 IF PVZ < 0 OR PVZ > 199 THEN 3520 
3500 LINE (PX1.PV1) - (PXZ.PYZ) 
.1510 LTNE (PX1+1 ,PY1) - (PXZ+l.PVZ) 
3SZ0 PMl = PX? : PVl = PY2 
3!J30 NEXT I 
3540 
35S0 LINE (PXl .PV1) - (PX1.1S0) 'draw the 185t bouncl~ry and lahel 
3SG0 UNE (PXl ~1 ,PVI )--(PXI+l.150) 
3570 PX3 ~ .IZ~rXl + Z : LOCAT~ Z0.PX3:PRINr RE 
j580 
3590 RETURN 
3G00 
3610 ~ «i: ~ : '" FUNCTION SUflROUl I Nt «~i: I : I ''';l C • If .... 

36Z0 V = -.2S"{X-4)AZ + 4 
3630 Rf:1URN 


